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Preface
ASON ALFORD'S CYBER-SITE, sponively dubbed The Second Deal or TSD for shon, is as
inreraclive as any magician's "round table" in rhe past. However, because ils
"connectivity" does not occur in real time (except for occasional chat-room stuff), it
permils a greater number of participants to thoughtfully reacI to anything that's posled. NOI
only is topical malerial posted on a lively bulletin board, bur sessionaires post tricks, sleights,
and ideas for everyone 10 harvest. They also panicipale in solving challenging"card
problems" - one of the most stimulating aspects of any bull-session, bullish session, or nobull session. The reverb effect is bracing. The cross-fertilization of what I'm fond of calling
"memes" produces some of the most stimulating and useful creativity currently freely
floating around in cyber space.

J

The Second Deal is based on sincerity, seriousness of purpose, and a self-policing meritocracy.
It is primarily inrerested in process and production and protection. Most of the panicipants
are well-informed and well-inrentioned, representing a wide range of mind-styles and
brainpower. There is not only a range of age differences, there is also a diverse range of
backgrounds. This generates a wonderful mix and the primary reason panicipanrs find the
TSD site to be the best one in magicdom.
The compilation collected by Jason Alford is a robust sample of what happens at the site and
has been happily preserved. Beware! It may be conragious.
Jon Racherbaumer
August 1999
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Introduction

I

a grear deal of rime going rhrough the material in rhis book. There is more
rhan enough for any card-man to assimilate. I have found rhat rhe contributors and rhe
aurhor have gone to a great deal of effort to make rhe explanations and effects very
readable and strong.
HAVE SPENT

As this is rhe first time rhat I have been given rhe honor of doing an introduction to a book,
I have tried to come up wirh a comparison to orher books, and rhe only thing rhat I could
compare it to is a "Cook Book." The reason I make rhis comparison is rhat a person cannot
know how good somerhing is until it is tested, savored, and the palate is whetted!

I rhink rhat it is very important rhat rhe reader savor each effect wirh a deck of cards in
hands. It is only rhen rhat rhe reader will be able to fully evaluate each effect, and find rhe
inherent value contained wirhin rhese pages.
I know rhat I have often made rhe mistake of "skimming" rhrough a book, and later have
been fooled by somerhing rhat I have eirher read, and did not try, or just skimmed over. This
is not rhat rype of book!
There is so much great material wirhin rhese pages, it would be a shame not to give each
contributor your full attenrion, and you would also be doing yourself disservice, for rhere is
much to Jearn.
I also feel that Jason has put the effects in a very logical order, well written, and well worrh
rhe rime of any card-man. This is not a book rhat one puts on rhe shelf, but goes back over it
again and again, increasing his/her knowledge from some of rhe best minds in card magic.
Martin A. Nash
August 1999
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Foreword

I

FIND IT INTERESTING that aftet having finished writing over 60,000 words, I am at a loss
for words here. Since this is my firsr big book to write, I have no "mold" to go by with
this Foreword. I guess the rational thing here would be to briefly rell about how and why
TSD was formed.

Back in early 1997, I began frequenting a web sire devoted to card magic. Because there
wasn'r anything else like it, I was immediately hooked. I waired anxiously for each update to
the sire. Sadly, the site wasn't updated regularly, and finally it was jusr another our of dare
web page. The interest was with me, though.
While talking with Mark Aspiazu, the idea to make a close-up magic web page surfaced.
Neither Mark nor myself had any clue how to make a web page, but we knew rhat we had an
opportunity to make something unique. I starred learning how to build web pages, and Mark
srarted lining up material for the page.
In June of 1997, The Second Deal (hrtp://www.theseconddeal.com/) was born (named by
Mark). A few months later, I was fully in charge of TSD when schedule conflicts took most
of Mark's rime. Needless to say, it wasn't the insrant hit that we had hoped. Slowly, though,
it gained members and grew beyond any and all expecrarions. At one point, there were over
600 members enjoying TSD. Sadly, a few of rhose members wete ruining it for the othets,
and the decision was made to change TSD to a subscription-based page on November 1,
1998.
Of course, a lot of membets didn'r want to have to pay to access a web page. The ones that
stayed, though were the serious professionals. Since "the new" TSD began, the quality of
marerial and conversations have been rop quality. TSD continues to climb and reach new
heights. In March of 1999,20 close-up magicians from around the world gathered in New
Orleans at the first annual TSD Convention. The buzz generated by this small gathering was
amazing. Once the word was out abour it, professionals from around the world were
contacting me abour plans for the next year. This convention proved ro me thar if you can
ger a group of setious close-up magicians together, amazing things can happen!
Since TSD began in 1997 it has had its share of hurdles to cross, bur by crossing them ir is
now considered by many to be the best magic web page ever. I just want to point our that
TSD is not simply something that I built, but it is something thar the members of TSD
creared. Thanks to each and evety TSD membet for making it what it is today! I can'r wait to
see what's around the corner.
Jason Alford
August 1999
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Problem Posed
THOUGH THE IDEA of a Problem Posed has been around for many years, ir was firsr
introduced ro the Inrernet on Th~ S~condD~al. We have taken the idea of posing
roblems one step further by turning it inro a contest.

~

The conrest works like this: first, a problem is posed on the web page. The members of TSD
usually have about rwo weeks ro work out a solution, after which, they e-mail them ro me.
After the rwo-week deadline, all the solutions are posted ro the web page. TSD members are
then given a week ro vote for their favorites via email. Finally, the winner is announced.
For winning the Problem Posed, a person could be published in a magazine, win a tee shirr,
or even win a copy of a magazine or book. These "prizes" vary each time, but most people's
motivation for participating isn't ro win a prize. Instead, most people participate because it
is a way ro make them think about differenr problems in magic. It is amazing how many
differenr solutions there can be ro a given problem!
The following section consists of the winning solutions ro all of the Problem Posed conrests
that have tun on TSD at the time of this writing. The winning solution may not always be
the most practical, but it is the one that was voted best by the members of TSD. The effects
also may not be the most amazing, but the idea was ro get people ro think about magic.
Without a doubt, that has happened.
All of these submissions are presenred here as written by the conrriburors with some minor
editing and credits. The reason I chose to do so is ro keep the basic feel of the Problem Posed
competition.

Cyber Ses::s::.:io::n::.:s'--
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HIS WAS THE WINNING SOLunON

to

the first Problem Posed on The
Second Deal. Jason Alford posed
the problem.

Effect
The face down deck is dribbled into your
left hand and a spectator is allowed to call
"Stop" at any time. She stops you at the
Two of Hearts.
Two indifferent cards are removed face
down. You explain that one will be used as
a cover to keep the signature, which she is
to place on her card, from drying
completely. The other you use as a ruler to
draw a straight line on the face of the Two
of Hearts. She is asked to write her name
on that line.
The signature is covered by the cover card
and both cards are placed on the table.
A second spectator selects a card, using the
same dribble procedure. This selection is
shown to be the Ace of Diamonds. The
cover card is moved out of the way and
the face of the Ace is rubbed against the
face of the Two. As the Ace is slowly
moved away, a completely clean Two is
revealed. The signature has vanished.
The face of the Ace of Diamonds is
shown. It has the spectator's signature on
It.

Preparation
No duplicated or gaffed cards are used,
just any ordinary deck and an ordinary
pen.

Your goal is to get the face down deck
into the following order, ftom top down:
face down Ace of Diamonds, two face up
indifferent cards followed by the face up
Two of Hearts. This can be set up at any
time. For example, here's an example of
how to get into the set up. Spread through
the face up deck and cull the Ace or the
Two, whichever you spot first. Use this
card as a guide to cull the remaining card
when you spot it. This second card goes
either above or below the previously culled
card. The Ace should end up behind the
Two. Square up the deck and flip it face
down. The top card of the deck will be
the Ace.
Spread the top four cards into right-hand
Biddle Grip and square them against the
base of your left thumb keeping a right
thumb break below the four cards. Slip
cut the top card into the break. Retain the
thumb break below the top three cards as
they are replaced.
Now you'll do a version of the Braue
Reversal to get the cards into their final
position. Let the bottom half of the deck
drop into your left hand. Use your righthand packet to flip the dropped packet
face up. Place this face up portion on top
of the right-hand cards. Let all cards
below the break drop into your left hand
and use the right-hand cards to flip them
face up. Buckle the lowermost card of the
left packet with your left index finger and
insert the right-hand packet into the gap
formed.
Turn the deck face down, and you are set.

Cyber Sessions
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Performance
Place the pen in front of a spectator to
your right.
Dribble the cards slowly into your left
hand and ask the spectator to stop you at
any time. When she stops you, ask if she
wants you to drop a few more cards, pick
up a few cards, or stay pur. Do as she
wishes. Flip the right-hand ponion face
up onto the dribbled ponion, saying,
"Hadyou stopped me later you would have
gotten one ofthese cards." Spread through
the face up cards until you spot a face
down card. You may spread two of the
face down cards without revealing the face
up Ace.
Take the first face down card below the
right hand spread. Turn your right hand
palm down to rum the spread face down
and the selection face up. Deposit the
Two of Hearts face up on top of the lefthand packet and slide the face down
spread below the left-hand packet.
Obtain a Pinky Break below the face up
Ace fourth from the top. Spread the top
two cards to the right. Use the Two as a
pointer and indicate the two cards on top
of the deck as you explain that you'll need
two additional cards. Place the Two on
top of the two card spread, square the top
four cards into a right hand Biddle Grip,
and peel the Two square onto the deck,
retaining the other three cards in right
hand Biddle Grip. The aim is to leave the
impression that you have taken the twO
cards indicated into your right hand.
Lower your right middle finger onto the
face of the Two and Out-jog it,
simultaneously dropping the right hand
cards square with the deck. No breaks are
held.

12

The Two should be out-jogged only so far
as to leave both of the outer pips visible.
The inner Heart pip should be directly
below the Diamond pip on the Ace.
Experimentation will show you how far to
jog the Two as you place the other cards
onto 1r.
Slide the top face down card to an injogged position as you explain that it will
be used as a ruler (Figure I). In the next
step you'll see if you in-jogged this card
toO much or roo little.

Figure 1

Now, position your left thumb so that it
covers the left half of the outer edge of the
face down card that is square with the
deck. A few tries will quickly teach you
the perfect positioning of your left thumb.
"This card will be used to protect the
signature you are going to write, so that it
doesn't dry completely." Press down With
your right thumb on the partly visible face
down card and slide it forward and to the
right. Rotate it slightly clockwise and clip
its inner left corner with your left thumb
tip. Your left thumb covers the left half of
the outer edge of the Ace, as well as the
index corner of the Ace. The cover card
covers the right half of the Ace's outer
edge.
The blank section visible below your
thumb will be taken for the middle
section of the Two. The in-jogged card
should allow a bit of the top half of the

Cyber Sessions

Diamond pip on the Ace to be visible,
efficiently creating the illusion of an
upside down Heart pip. If it's in-jogged
too far, the index will be absent at the
inner right corner. Figure 2 shows the
audience's perspective at this stage.

/

Figure 3

Figure 2

Ask the spectator to uncap the pen and
hand it to you. Move the ruler card a bit
forward to cover the lower Heart (?) pip
completely. Use the outer edge of the injogged card as a ruler to draw a short
straight line in the center (?) of the card
below it. This accomplishes a few things:
you get some justification for the face
down card being there in the first place,
and you naturally limit the size of the
signature.
In-jog the ruler card further so that the
drawn line and part of the pip are visible.
Hand the pen to the spectator and turn
your whole body so that your right
shoulder points toward the spectator.
Extend your left hand with its palm
toward the spectator, holding the deck in
a vertical position. Ask her to write her
first name on the line you have drawn.
When she is done, face the spectators
again. Clip the right edge of the cover card
between your right index and middle
fingers and move it toward you until its
short edges are flush with that of the Two.
It should still be right-jogged, but
completely cover the signature (Figure 3).

Release the clip grip and continue to move
your right hand toward you until your
right thumb can contact the inner edge of
the ruler card. Move your right hand
forward, pushing the ruler card flush with
the deck. Continue to move your right
hand forward until it can clip the outjogged cards between the index and
middle fingers. Strip the out-jogged cards
out and lay them on the table.
Turn to a second spectator and ask her to
stop you as you again slowly dribble the
cards into your left hand. When she stopS
you, ask if she is satisfied or if you should
add or remove cards as in the first dribble
procedure. When she is satisfied, turn the
right hand portion face up md over end
and place it on top of the dribbled
portion. This end for end turnover is
necessary to properly position the
signature at the inner end of the deck. It is
a good idea to get a left Pinky Break below
the face up portion, to make the next
action safer.
Spread the face up cards into a right-hand
Biddle Grip as you point out that should
she have stopped you later, one of these
might have been her selection. When you
feel that you are getting closer to your
Pinky Break, start spreading the cards
singly. Do not spread any further when
you spot the first face down card. Release
the Pinky Break. Lift off the face up cards

Cyber Sessions
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in right-hand Biddle Grip and out-jog the
selection by pressing down on it with your
right middle finger.
The right packer will hide the face up card
below the selection. Drop the right-hand
cards square on top, still face up.
Turn your left hand palm down to show
the face of the out-jogged Ace of
Diamonds. It should be Out-jogged far
enough to show its middle pip completely.
Turn your hands palm up again and grip
the Ace's outer edge with your right
fingers, swiveling it out of the deck
around your left fingers. This will position
the signature at the outer end.

I have found that I always rorget that the
bottom half of the deck is face down at
the end of the effect. I guess thaI the
spectatots will ror:get that too, so instead
of straightening it out, use it ror another
effect. Perhaps by placing the cover card
face up at the back on the deck, one can
then go into a Triumph-like routine?
Allen Martin also posed this problem in
an issue of MotiMs Ponu.

Slide the outer end of the card onto the
face of the Two, letting it push the cover
card out of the way at the same time.
« H"~ 's whatyou can do with a w~t
signatur~ ... " Rub the Ace against the face
of the Two, then slowly move it toward
you to effect the vanish of the signature.
Slowly tilt the outer end of the Ace up to
show the signature on its face.

Notes
It may be better to have the spectator
draw a symbol on the line instead of the
signam"e, a it is easier to draw a symbol
when someone eIsc: is holding the cards.

Feel free to czperiment with other
combinations of cards. The one I
rncntioDCd in this clescription has the
advantage that the scleetions an: of

..,

different suits and wlues, a111atge pips an:
visible on the fitst selection during the
signing proexss, and you don't have to
worry about any pip orientation

discrepancies.
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"A Thought,---:-:~
HIS IS THE WINNING SOLUTION

_
to

the second problem, which was
posed by Jon Racherbaumer. The
problem was to do a "Thought-of-Cards
Collectors" routine. After this solution
appeared on The Second Deal, it was reprinted in ONYX, Number Three, pages

locate the Queen stock and cut it to the
top.
The objective now is to plop four fairly
equal packers of cards onto the table with
a Queen at the top of each packet. Here
are a couple of procedures:

5-8.
I only placed one constraint on myself
when tackling this problem, that the cards
must truly be thought of while the
spectators held the cards; not counted to,
or forced, or removed and replaced while
the magician was holding the cards. My
first thought was to employ Gene Finnell's
wonderful "Free Cut Principle" (Gene
Finnell's Free Cut Principle) for the
thought-selection and control process, but
I couldn't justify cutting cards from
packet to packet with any acceptable
patter. Then my mind turned to one of
the strongest thought-of-card routines I
know, Vernon's "Emotional Reaction"
(Inner Secrets ofCard Magic, p. 7). So,
splitting the routine up into the
preparation, the thought-of-cards selection
and control, and the actual collection I
offer the following.

Preparation
Taking a shuffled deck in use, run
through it with the faces toward yourself
and mutter something about removing the
Jokers. Quickly cull the four Queens to
the top of the deck as you remove any
Jokers that may be present. Alternatively,
cull the Queens secretly during a previous
effect, perform that effect and any others
without disturbing the Queen stock and
when ready to perform this routine JUSt

• Table the deck for a riffle shuffle and Cut
the bottom half to the tight. Zarrow
Shuffle (More Inner Secrets ofMagic, pages
49-51) the right packet under the twO
Queens atop the left packet and hold a
break between the packers after the
controlled shuffle. Execute a slip cut
pulling the top quarter of the deck out
from beneath the top card and place this
quarter deck (with irs Queen) to your
right. Cut to the break and place this
packet to the left of the first packet cut.
Repeat the slip cut with the remaining
half deck and place the last two packets in
line with the others on the table. Each
packet has a Queen at irs top.
• Flip the deck face up and execute three
quick HALO cuts (Rim Shots, pages 131132), each time cutting a quarter of the
deck onto the table face down by rotating
your left hand palm down as you table the
packers. Each packet has a Queen at its
top.
• Holding the deck face down from above
in your right hand, execute an in-thehands Slip Cut, cutting about a quarter of
the deck away with your left hand while
slipping a Queen onto it. Table the small
packet and repeat twice more, tabling a
line of three packers. Table the last packet
in line with the others. Each packet has a
Queen ar its top.

Cyber Sessions
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The Selection and Control Process
This is where Vernon's wonderful key
card placement comes in ro play. Have
each spectator slide a packer towards
themselves on the table. Pick up the
founh packet and fan ir between your
hands, perpendicular ro the table, as if you
were playing a game of Bridge or Hearts.
Patter, "Fan the cards towardyourselfas if
you were playing a game ofBridge or Hearts.
Hold them up so I can't see any ofthem!'
Once the spectarors have followed suit,
turn your fan around so that ir faces them.
Proceed briskly here, nor giving your
helpers any time ro do anything bur
follow directions.
Patter, "Think ofone ofthe cards in the
middle ofyour packet . .. » Now, by way of
demonstration, place about half of the
cards on the left side of your backsroward-you fan face down onto the table
into a semi-squared pile, "... and square
the cards you hold so you can really
concentrate on the cardyou're thinking offor
a moment . .. » Their selections will be at
the face of the packets that they hold.
Still holding your cards facing the helpers,
give the packet a srraight cut, "... now cut
your cards so there is absolutely no possibility
ofme catching a glimpse ofany ofthem . .. »
The spectarors follow suit, straight cutting
their packets. "... Andplace your cards
onto the pile you just put down . .. » Place
the cards you hold OntO the semi-squared
packet you tabled earlier and the
spectarors will follow your lead. Have the
spectarors assemble all four packets. Note
the orientation of your packet in the
assembled deck, i.e., tOP, bottom, or one
of the middle packets.
Now for some very important patter. As
you casually false shuffie the deck,
summarize the activities that have
16

transpired in the following way: "... Let's
go over what we've done. First, we took a
shuffled tUck and split it into four piles.
Each ofyou selectedyour own pile and
merely thought ofone ofthe 10 or 15 cards
you were looking at. I hadyou do it just that
way so that none ofyou could accitUntally
think ofthe same card. Then you yourselves
cut your cards into your packets andyou
yourselves put the tUck back together. At no
time did I see the face ofa single card - in
fact, it's as ifthe three ofyou each thought of
a card and I just walked into the room . ..•
Ask, "
did anyone choose a Queen, by the
way
!" All three helpers should shake
their heads here indicating that they did
not. "... Good! Then 111 use the Queens.»
When the spectarors each gave their
packets a straight cut, they set the back of
a Queen against the face of their thoughtof-cards. So, you now have the Queens
acting as your key cards. As you remove
the Queens, you will also cull the
thought-of-selections! Having noted
where in the deck your packet fell, you
should not cull a card when you get ro
that Queen - remember, the Queen in
your packet is not a key card. For example,
say your packet became the 3"' packet
from the rop of the face down deck when
the spectarors reassembled the four
packets. Therefore, when you rum the
deck face up and run through it to remove
the Queens, the first Queen you see will
be one of your key Queens, the second
will not be a key Queen because it was the
Queen from your packet.
Now it is time to remove the Queens and
cull the thought-of-cards. As you cull the
thought-of-cards, try ro memorize them.
Here again there are a few options open
with regard ro how the thought-of-cards
are culled as you remove the Queens:
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• This option will leave you with the
Queens either on the table or our-jogged
from the deck, and the thought-of-cards
face down on top of the face down deck.
Turn your left side to the helpers a bit by
saying something to someone on your
right. Run through the face up deck and,
as you either remove or up-jog each key
Queen, cull the card below ir under the
spread. Close the deck and, as the
thought-of-cards coalesce to the borrom of
the face-up deck, establish a break
berween them and the deck proper. Flip
the deck face down, maintaining the
break.
• If you have our-jogged the Queens, then
you may use Larry Jennings' Optical Add
On (Tht Classic Magic ofLarry fmnings, p.
4) to add the thought-of-cards to the top
of the Queen packer. This action will
leave the entire seven-card packet face
down. Alternatively you may strip our the
Queens and flip them face up onto the
deck and then remove the seven-card
packet from above in your right hand as
your left hand tables the deck. This action
will leave the thought-of-cards face down
below the face up Queens.
• If you have removed and tabled the
Queens you may cop the thought-of-cards
in Gambler's Cop position before turning
the deck face down. Table the deck and
place the Queens face up into your left
hand, adding the copped cards below
them. Or, you may turn the deck face
down, Top Palm the thought-of-cards in
your right hand and then use that hand to
scoop up the Queens (which you will have
to have tabled face down), adding the
thought-of-cards. Both of these actions
will leave rhe Queens and selections facing
the same way in the packet. Of course,
you may turn the deck face down and
then pick up the Queens and flip them
face up onto the deck. Then remove the

seven-card packet from above and table
the deck. This action will leave the
thought-of-cards face down below the face
up Queens.
• This option will leave you with an inthe-hands face up packet of cards, Queens
above thought-of-cards. Cull the thoughtof-cards below the spread as you up-jog
the four Queens. Now, before squaring
the deck, place your right pinky against
the inner shon end of the thought-ofcards below the spread. Square the spread
with your left hand moving towards your
right and make sure your left fingers go
above the thought-of-card packer. Grip
the deck with your right hand and strip
out the Queens with your right hand carrying the thought-of-card packer below
the Queens. This is like a wrong-handed
version of Vernon's famous Strip-out
Addition (Tht VL"17lon Chronicles, Vol. 1,
pages 127-128).

The Collection Effect
When the face-up Queens are above the
face down thought-of-cards in the packet:
• Using a "Whispering Queen» sort of
parrer, take the facing Queen into your
right hand and hold it up to your right
ear, "... Tht Qutm ofDiamonds ults mt
that somtont thought ofa rtd Srom (here
you are using the memorized information
that you noted while culling the thoughtof-cards) .. ."
While the Queen is at your ear, pull down
rwo thought-of-cards with your left pinky.
Replace the face up Queen third from the
borrom via the break. Take the next face
up Queen into your right hand and hold
it up to your ear. Pull down one thoughtof-card with your left pinky as you
mention the number or suit of another
thought-of-card, and replace the Queen

Cyber Sessions
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second from the bottom of the packet via
the bteak. Take the third Queen, hold it
up to your ear, make an appropriate
comment and replace the Queen face up
under the packet. As you rake the final
Queen execute a casual wrist turn to kill
the face down card atop the packet. Make
an appropriate comment as the Queen is
held to your ear and then replace the
Queen on top of the packet without
exposing the face down card. Make a
magical gesture and spread the Queen
packet!
• Again, using a "Whispering Queen»
patter, pull down or double buckle the
bottom two thought-of-cards and take the
packet from above in your right hand.
You must maintain a break above the
bottom and second-from-the-bottom card
with your right thumb as you take the
packet. Slip the facing Queen into your
left hand and hold it up to your left ear.
Make an appropriate comment. As you
slip the next Queen onto the first in your
left hand, secretly take the bottom-most
thought-of-card between them. Now raise
the squared three card packet to your left
ear and comment, "... and the Queen of
Spades tells me that someone took a picture
card . .. (again, using the informarion you
memorized while culling the thought-ofcards)" As you slip the third Queen Onto
the packet forming in your left hand, load
the next thought-of-card below it. Hold
the left hand packet to your ear making
another appropriate comment. Place the
right hand's double card onto the packet
in your left hand and go to your ear again
· .. After a magical gesture, spread the
Queen packet!
When the face up Queens are above the
face up thought-of-cards in the packet:
• No "Whispering Queen" patter is used
here. Make a magical gesture with the
packet over the deck proper. Grip the face
18

up packet ftom above in your right hand
and slip the facing Queen into your left
hand. Turn the right hand packet over
and slip a face down card (one of the
thought-of-cards) onto the Queen in your
left hand. Turn the right hand packet over
again (face up now) and slip a Queen onto
the left hand cards. Continue flipping the
packet over and pulling cards into your
left hand until you exhaust the right hand
packet. As the cards are taken into your
left hand, form a fan with them. When
finished, you'll have a fan of face up
Queens alternating with face down
thought-of-cards. This process is directly
from an original routine called "Another
Sequestered Collectors" from my lecture
notes (. .. from a shujJled deck in use . ..,
Vol. 2, pages 2-5).
Regardless of the option(s) chosen from
above, ask for the full names of the
thoughr-of-cards and then tuTn over or
hold up the Queen packet to display those
thought-of-cards. Although the
"Whispering Queen" effect and/or the
collection effect are neat, the real
stunner/puzzler should be how the actual
thought-of-cards were gleaned into play.

NoteS
Please understand that all of the above ace
raw, unteSted, theoretical thoughts. I plan
to audience test the routine in difTm:nt
ways and sec what plays and what doesn't,
but for the purposes of the p061ed problem
I offu them up for others to play with.
Ordinarily, I would never submit or
publish a routine that I bad not
thoroughly audience tested!
By the way, my personal preference would
be to cull the thoughr-of-cards while outjogging the Queens. use the wronghanded Vernon add-on to create the
Queen packet and then use the process
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to
the third problem, which was
posed by Ken Simmons. Ken got
the idea for the problem from one posed
by Fulves in Pal/beam's &view (Vol. I,
Number 11).
HIS IS THE WINNING SOLUTION

Effect
The performer inuoduces a dice cup.
Inside is a set of five Poker Dice. Each die
has the following imprinted on it: Jack,
Queen, King, Ace, Ten, Ten. No suits ate
specified except for the Tens: Diamonds
and Clubs. Some Poker Dice have Nines
rather than Tens. While the magician
turns his back, the spectator is instructed
to shake the cup, roll the dice onto the
table, and immediarely cover the dice with
the cup.
For the first time, the magician turns
around and a deck of cards is inuoduced.
These are shuffied and five hands of poker
are dealt out - five hands, five cards each.
A spectator selects one hand and the
remaining hands are discarded. The dice
cup is lifted to show, say Three-of-a-Kind.
The chosen hand is now turned over to
reveal a Three-of-a-Kind!

Comments
Before explaining the actual method to
the routine, here are a few points about
the current method.
1- I have tested this method out, and it
works beautifully.
2- I feel that this method is smooth and
efficient enough to be used as a final
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method. I have gone through about
10 variarions.
3- I would appreciate if you will read the
following, as it is a description of how
the method developed.
My first thought, while reading the
problem, was to use loaded dice. After
reading the restricrions at the end of the
problem, however, I discarded that idea.
Next, I attempted to accomplish the
routine through manipulation of the
cards. My first thought was to do it with a
borrowed deck. I decided, however, that
the necessary culling process (which
happens to be at least 9 cards) and the
positioning for a switch was too tiresome
and long; and therefore impractical.
I decided that some form of a stacked
deck was necessary. I wanted no apparent
manipulation of the deck after the dice
were shown. Additionally, I did not want
to have to locate any hands. I originally
planned to have each hand consist of a
pair of cards (a pair is, of course, the most
likely hand to come out). I would then
have the rest of the deck stacked with the
other possible hands on top and bottom.
A switch, if necessary, would be used to
create the climax. The thing I did not like
in this case was that there were 6 possible
hands that would necessitate a switch. I
wanted to keep to a minimum the
number of possibilities where a switch was
necessary at the climax. I then thought
about using the hand positioning,
described in the current method, followed
by a switch for x cards via a multiple
Curry Turnover Switch. This would occur
after the chosen hand was shown to match
the dice-thrown hand. I e-mailed Ken
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Simmons asking how he envisioned the
effect. He said that the whole hand was to
be turned ovet as a unit. This, of course,
eliminated the aforementioned method.
This brought me ro the current method. It
is fairly sleight intensive, not too hard, but
not easy. I hope you like it, or more
importantly, get an idea from it.

Preparation
You will need a full deck stack for this
method. Set the deck up in the following
order from the top down: lOS, lCD, 100,
AH, KC, IOH, KH, IOC, AS, KS, JO,
JH, 8S, 2C, QS, 90, 9C, JS, 8H, 80,
20, QO, QH, 9S, JC, 8C, 2H, 2S, QC,
9H, Joker, 3C, AD, 3D, 4S, 7S, 4H, SO,
60, SS, 3S, 7H, 40, 6C, AC, SH, 6H,
7C, 6S, 4C, 70, 3H, Sc. Only the first
31 and the last five cards are important to
the effect.

pivot on the base of the thumb). The right
hand approaches the deck. The pad of the
right first finger contacts the outer right
corner of the double card. The pad of the
right second finger contacts the face of the
second card of the double. The right third
finger contacts the right long edge of the
top card of the double. As the right hand
moves away with the double, the right
second finger pulls the second card of the
double against the tip of the right third
finger. This causes the cards to align
perfectly. The double card is then dealt
normally onto the packet. The above
technique simulates the way I normally
deal. Figure I shows the right-hand grip
on the double. For futther explanation,
see Darwin Ortiz's Cardshark, p. 147.

Before proceeding, here is a list of the 7
possible poker hands.
1234S6-

Pair
Two Pair
Three-of-a-Kind
Full House
Four-of-a-Kind
Five-of-a-Kind (this is the reason for
using the Joker)
7- Straight

Performance
Start the routine, having the dice rolled
and covered by the cup. Turn around and
give the deck a few false shuffles that
retain full deck order. I would like to give
a brief description of the technique for the
Gambler's Double Deal that I use.
The left hand holds the deck in
Mechanic's Grip. The left thumb executes
a Double Push-off that goes straight off
the side of the deck (the cards do not

Figure 1

You will now deal a five-handed game of
poker as follows:
First round of dealing:
I" Hand: top card
2" Hand: top card
3'" Hand: top card
4'" Hand: top card
S'" Hand: top card
Second round of dealing:
I" Hand: top card
2"" Hand: top card
3'" Hand: top card
4'" Hand: top card
S'" Hand: top card
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Third round of dealing:
I" Hand: Gambler's Double Deal
2.... Hand: rop card
3" Hand: rop card
4'" Hand: rop card
5'" Hand: Gambler's Double Deal

Pair
As soon as the dice-thrown hand is
revealed, Triple Buckle the bottom three
cards of the deck (there is ample
misdirection here, all attention is on the
dice). Immediately execute the Vernon
Transfer Move (The Vernon Chronicles
Vol. 1, pages 127-128) with the bottom
three cards ontO the chosen hand. Your
audience will begin ro turn to face you at
this point. They should see your left hand
setting the undealt deck down upon the
table, a few inches in frOnt of you and to
the left of the chosen hand.
Simultaneously, the right hand picks up
the chosen hand and sets it into the left
hand (after the left hand tables its halfdeck).

Fourth round of dealing:
I" Hand: rop card
2" Hand: Gambler's Double Deal
3" Hand: rop card
4'" Hand: Gambler's Double Deal
5'" Hand: rop card
Fifth round of dealing:
I" Hand: top card
2.... Hand: rop card
3~ Hand: Gambler's Double Deal
4'" Hand: top card
5'" Hand: rop card
The pattern of Double Deals is very easy
ro memorize. The Double Deals start on
the third round of dealing. They begin
with the two outer packets. The packets
that are one-in from the outer packets are
treated with the Double Deal on the
fourth round. Finally, the Double Deal is
used on the center packet on the last
round.
If you examine each hand, it will be set
up, from the rop down: four-of-a-kind
then two-of-a-kind. In other words, each
hand is now set up ro show every possible
hand (with minimal amount of switching)
except one - the straight (which is,
conveniently at the bottom of the deck).
Let the spectaror select a hand, and
discard the other hands by placing them
to your left side (it is impottant that they
go to the left). The procedure for showing
each hand is as follows:

Use the following choreography ro
complete a second Vernon Transfer: turn
your head to your left, and ask a p~rson
there if they know the odds of receiVing a
pair. As you ask the odds, there will be .
plenty of misdirection, as all attentIOn Will
be focused on the person whom you are
asking the question. Now, as you say, "D 0
you know . . ." turn the, rest of your .~ody,
and execute Jim Swain slBob Stencl1 s
variation of the Vernon Transfer Move
(Miracles With Cards, pages 19-20). The
transfer is executed with the bottom four
cards, which are placed ontO the half-deck
that was tabled to the left of the chosen
hand. As you make the turn and execute
the move, you should be saying, "the odds
ofbeing . .." The right hand now lifts the
half of the deck above which it is resting
and places it onto the discarded hands.
"... dealt a pairfrom this deck [spread the
deck], or any deck?" Wait for their
response. If they are close you may tell
them they are correct. If they do not
answer, or are totally off, say, "The odds of

receiving a Pair happen to be 1 in every 2.4
hands." (This should get a little laugh.)
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Slowly turn over each card in the hand,
grouping the non-essential cards in one
pile and the essential cards (the pair) in
another pile. Climax!

they are close on the odds, acknowledge
that they are correct. If not, say, "The odds

ofreceiving Three-ofa-Kind happen to be 1
in every 47 hands." Turn the cards over
one by one grouping as before. Climax!

Two Pair
As the hand is being revealed on the dice,
take the bottom card of the deck in a
Gambler's Cop position. As the right
hand sets down the deck a few inches in
front of you and to the left of the packet,
the lefr hand turns back to rest on the
table's edge (concealing the copped card).
The right hand then picks up the packet
and moves toward the lefr hand, which
turns palm-up to meet it (this is the addon move described in Cardshark, pages
95-97). The audience, at this point, will
start to rum and face you. Use the same
choreography to ask a spectator on your
left the odds question. JUSt substitute the
words Two Pair in place of a Pair. As you
make the body rum, the right hand comes
away with the top two cards of the packet
and places them onto the half that was
tabled next to the packet. This sreal may
be accomplished by any number of
methods: Top Palm, Lateral Palm, or
wring the packet so that the left edge
points up then stealing away the top two
cards in the same position as that of the
Vernon Transfer Move. If they are close
on the odds, acknowledge that they are
correct, otherwise say, "The odds of
receiving Two Pair happen to be 1 in every
21 hands." Turn over the cards one by
one, grouping as before. Climax!

Three-of-a-Kind
As the dice are revealed, execute a Double
Buckle. Proceed exactly as in the handling
for a Pair, until you begin the body rum.
The Swain/Stencil handling of the Vernon
Transfer Move is again used, except that
this time three cards are transferred.
Continue as in the handling for a Pair. If

Full House
As the hand is being revealed on the dice,
set the deck down and place the packet in
left hand Dealing Position. Proceed as
before, stealing away the top card on the
half deek that was next to the packet, as
described in the handling for Two Pair.
Continue on as in the above methods. If
they are close, again acknowledge they are
correct. If they are totally off, say, "The
odds ofreceiving a Full House happen to be
1 in every 694 hands." Turn the cards
over one by one. Climax!

Four-of-a-Kind
As the dice are being revealed, set the deck
down. Pick up the packet and place it in
your left hand. Continue as before, until
you begin to rum your body. This time,
execute the Swain/Stencil handling of the
Vernon Transfer Move with one card from
the bottom of the paeket. Continue as
before. When they respond with the odds,
tell them they are correct if they are close.
If not, say, "The odds ofreceiving Four-of
a-Kind happen to be 1 in every 4,165."
Turn over the hand. Climax!

Five-of-a-Kind
As the dice are being revealed, set the deck
down with the right hand and execute a
one handed Top Palm (I like to use
Marlo's "Tabled Edge Palm" from Aetion
Palm, pages 35-36). Pick up the packet
and set it into the left hand, adding the
palmed card on top. (Vernon has a nice
way to add a palmed card to the top of a
packet. See "Capping A Packet" in the
Vernon Chronicles, Vol. 1, pages 58-60.)
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thumb break above the bottom five
cards (you should start like this in
every handling, and drop it if you do
nor need it). The packet on the table
is about twO inches or so from the
table edge. As the spectators begin to
turn towards you, the right hand
makes an inward sweeping morion.
The position of the hand during the
motion is that the right fingers point
forward and to the right. The back of
the deck, held by the thumb, points
downward and to the left. The right
hand sweeps towards the cards as if it
were going to knock them off the
table into the left hand. The left hand
moves slightly below the table edge.
The right hand stops when it is above
the tabled cards. As the right hand
stops, the right thumb releases its
break. This causes the cards below the
break to shoot backwards into the left
hand. If performed correctly, the
retention of vision is perfect. The
tabled cards are added to the bottom
of the deck. Continue as before.
When it comes time to spread the
deck, the deck will have already
coalesced into one unit. Continue as
in the double transfer method.

Continue unci! the point where you begin
to turn your body. This time, execute the
Vernon Transfer Move with rhe bottom
two cards of the packet onto the half deck.
Continue on as in the previous methods.
If the spectator answers anything but
"impossible," say, "The odds ofreceiving a

Five-ofa-Kind happen to be
IMPOSSIBLE!' Reveal the Four-of-aKind one by one. Then turn over the last
card slowly, saying, "... unlessJokers are

wild!'

Straight
There are two ways to handle the Straight.
One uses a Propelled No-Lap Switch,
which I believe to be original. The second
is the use of the double Vernon Transfer
Move. First, I'll explain the double
Vernon Transfer handling.
1- As the hand is being revealed, execute

the Vernon Transfer Move with the
bottom five cards of the half deck,
placing them onto the packet.
Continue as in the previous methods.
When your body begins to turn,
execute the Vernon Transfer Move
with the bottom five cards of the
packet onto the half-deck. Continue
as before. When they respond to the
question, acknowledge they are correct
if they are close. However, if they are
off say, "The odds ofreceiving a
Straight happen to be 1 in every 255
hands." Turn the cards over one by
one to reveal them.
2- This is the Propelled No-Lap Switch.
It is based upon Marlo's Propelled
Lapping, but does not involve the lap.
What appears to happen is that the
right hand, which happens to have the
deck in Biddle Grip, sweeps the cards
off the table and into the left hand.
Here's the handling. Take a right
24

Nore that the same choreography is used
for each method. What differs are the
switches, in number of cards and in
manner (although the manner is pretty
much the same). Notice that there is never
any searching for hands, because each
packet has everything it needs already
built into it.
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posed this problem. It is
similar to problems posed by Marlo in
the past. Aftet this solution appeared
on The Second Deal, it was re-printed in
the Ocrober 1998 MAGIC magazine.
ASON ALFORD

Effect
This is basically Paul Curry's "Open
Prediction" (Cardician, pages 152-160).
The current problem states that the
spectator names the prediction before the
trick begins. The spectaror then deals the
cards face up into a pile. She deals any
card face down without looking at it and
continues dealing the rest of the cards face
up. When she's finished dealing, the
performer points out that the named card
was not seen! The single face down card
dealt by the spectaror is revealed ro be the
card the spectator predicted!

Requisites
A pack set up in your favorite memorized
order, a business card, and a pen.
For those interested, I prefer ro use my "Si
of Relief' (Trapdoor # 65), which allows
one ro instantly locate and control any
card within a Si Stebbins setup without
looking at the face of the pack.

Seated Handling
Remove the pack from its case and table
it. At this juncture you may prefer ro give
the pack a False Shuffie and a Blind Cut.
While pattering, bring forth the business
card, table it with its blank side showing,
and hand the pen ro a spectator.

Ask a spectaror ro name her favorite card.
For reference, we will assume that the
spectaror names the Nine of Clubs.
Instruct the spectaror ro write the name of
her card (the Nine of Clubs) on the back
of the business card. During this lull,
quickly locate the Nine of Clubs, cut it ro
the bottom of the pack, and immediately
palm the named card in your left hand in
"Gambler's Cop" position.
Without pause, drop your left hand into
your lap, deposit the pack in front of the
spectaror, and instruct her ro shuffie and
cut the pack. As the spectaror shuffles,
secretly place the copped card face down
on your left leg.
Patter, "Please pick up the tkck. hold itface
down. and tkal cards face up one at a time
untilyou arrive atyourfavorite card, the
Nine ofClubs. »
Once the dealing commences, you patter,
"As you tkal through the pack, however. I
would like you to tkalone cardface down.»
That said, focus your attention on the
dealing process until the spectaror deals a
card face down on rop of the face up
portion. As that instant you say, "Wait a
minute!' Here you quickly place your
right forefinger ontO the back of the face
down card. Immediately say, "Sorry for the
interruption. Although you may think that I
am being somewhat trivial. I would like to
callyour attention to the fact that the face
down card now rests face to face with . .. "
Gently push the face down card slightly ro
the right with your forefinger. Here you
simply name the face up card, which we
will assume ro be the King of Hearts.
Continue: "the King ofHearts.»
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" While I am at it," pick up the tabled
portion and spread the cards face up
between your hands, 'F"",it me to point
out that hadyou chosen to deal a different
face down card. you would have wound up
with two, entirely different cards face to
face." Here. you simply name numerous
(side by side) cards of the spread.

reverse your portion using an old ruse as
follows. While pattering. "Therefore,
wouldyou please turn over the next card. "
rotate your left hand palm-down
(reversing the hand held packet). point to
the spectaror's tabled portion, and casually
rest your left hand palm-down on the
table.

Square up the cards in the left hand in
Dealing Position. Continue. "To a certain
degree, the face up J(jng ofHearts earmarks
this precise moment in time." In sync with
this patter, thumb the face down card
slightly ro the right, exposing the King of
Hearts. Immediately square up. secretly
obtaining a break under the rop card with
the left pinky.

As the spectaror turns over the rop card of
her portion. which we will assume ro be
the Six of Diamonds. lay your portion on
the table and point ro the business card
with your palm down left hand. In sync
with this action. instruct the spectaror ro
write down the name of the card (the Six
of Diamonds) on the business card, doing
so directly above her favorite card. the
Nine of Clubs.

Say, "Therefore, wouldyou please table your
cards andjot down the King ofHearts,"
point ro the business card with your right
forefinger. "directly beneath the Nine of
Clubs."
As the spectaror tables her cards. and. as
the audience's attention shifts ro the
business card. bring your hands rogether
and promptly perform the Christ Twist
(The Vernon Chronicles. Vol. 1. page 108)
under the rop card. Without pause, grip
the cards from above with your right hand
in Biddle Grip. casually drop your left
hand into your lap. pick up the Nine of
Clubs. face up, in Gambler's Cop. and
load the card ro the bottom of the pack as
you square up.

At this juncture, all of the cards are face
down with the exception of the Nine of
Clubs, which is face-ro-face with the King
of Hearts at the bottom.
Continue: "To fUrther solidifj this specific
moment, I would like you to earmark one
more card." You are now going ro secretly
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Due ro the reversal. all of the cards of your
portion will be facing upward. with the
exception of the Nine of Clubs. which will
be face down at the rop. Remember.
directly below the Nine of Clubs is the
face up King of Hearts.
During this lull, pick up your pottion
from above and place it directly in front of
the spectator, with its short edge facing
outward.
Your work is essentially over; the rest is
mere window dressing. Instruct the
spectaror ro pick up the portion with the
Six of Diamonds on the rop, and ro deal
the Six of Diamonds face up onro the
remaining portion. That done. ask her ro
deal cards face up onto the tabled portion
(on rop of the Six of Diamonds) until she
locates her favorite card. the Nine of
Clubs. Focus your attention on the
dealing process until the spectaror turns
over the final card and deals it face up
onto the tabled portion.
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At that instant you patter" What an odd
predicament! It appears as though the Nine
ofClubs is missingfrom the deck. Perhaps
the written record will help to shed some
light onto the subject. Wouldyou kindly
read offthe names ofthe cards thatyou
wrote on the back ofthe business card."
That done, glance toward the pack, then
patter, "For some reason, I feel that the

answer to this predicament may reside deep
within the deck." Instruct the spectator to
spread the pack face up across the table
and to locate the face down card. In sync
with this action, you say, "Look, yourface

down card remains virtually undisturbed,
accompanied by the ever present King of
Hearts and Six ofDiamonds. Perhaps it is
an indication offate. Please withdraw the
face down cardfrom the spread and turn it
over. "

As the spectator rums over the card you
say, "Now I know why you call the Nine of

Clubs yourfavorite card, it never lets you
down."

Standup Handling

concealed, flip the card over so that irs
face is toward your body. Bring forth the
pen and the business card and place them
onto the rable. Have the spectator shuflle
and cut the pack.
Patter, "Please, pick up the deck, hold itface
down, and deal cards face up one at a time
untilyou arrive atyourfavorite card, the
Nine ofClubs. " Once the dealing
commences, you parter, "As you deal
through the pack, however, I would like you
to deal one cardface down. "
Focus your attention on the dealing
process until the spectator deals a card face
down on top of the face up portion. At
that instant you say, "Wait a minuter
Here you quickly place your right
forefinger onto the back of the face down
card. Immediately say, "Sorry for the

interruption. Although you may think that I
am being somewhat trivial I would like to
callyour attention to thefact that the face
down card now rests face to face with . .."
and gencly push the face down card
slighcly to the right with your forefinger.
Here you simply name the face up card,
which we will assume to be the King of
Hearts. Continue, "the King ofHearts."

Preparation
Place the pen and a business card into
your len, outside coat pocket.

"While I am at it," pick up the tabled

Remove the pack from its case and table
it. Ask the spectaror to name her favorire
card. For reference sake we will assume
that the spectator names the Nine of
Clubs. While pattering to the effect,
quickly locate the Nine of Clubs; cut it to
the bottom of the pack, and immediately
Bottom Palm the named card in your len
hand.

out that hadyou chosen to deal a different
cardface down, you would have wound up
with two entirely different cards beingface
to face." Here, you simply name

porrion and spread the cards face up
berween your hands, "permit me to point

Without pause, inserr your len hand into
an appropriate pocket and, once

numerous (side by side) cards of the
spread. Square up the cards in the len
hand in Dealing Posirion.
Continue, "To a certain degree, the face up
King ofHearts earmarks this precise moment
in time." In sync with this patter, thumb
the face down card slighcly to the right,
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exposing the King of Hearn. Immediately
square up, secretly obtaining a break
under the top card with the left pinky.
Say, "Therifore, wouldyou please table your
cards andjot down the King ofHearts,"
point to the business card with your right
forefinger, "directly beneath the Nine of
Clubs." As the spectator tables her cards,
and, as the audience's attention shifts to
the business card, bring your hands
together and promptly perform the Christ
Twist (The Vernon Chronicles, Vol. I, page
108) under the top card. Without pause,
place the pack onto the table in front of
the spectator. At this juncture, all of the
cards of your portion are face down, with
the King of Hearts at the face.
Continue, "To further solidifY this specific
moment, I would like you to earmark one
more card. Therifore, wouldyou please turn
over the next card" As the spectator turns
over the top card of her portion, which we
will assume to be the Six of Diamonds,
instruct the spectator to write down the
name of the card (the Six of Diamonds)
on the business card, doing so directly
above her favorite card, the Nine of Clubs.
Instruct the spectator to pick up the
portion with the Six of Diamonds on top,
and to deal the Six of Diamonds face up
onto the remaining portion. Continuing,
ask her to deal cards face up onto the
tabled portion (on top of the Six of
Diamonds) until she locates her favorite
card, the Nine of Clubs.
Pick up the pen with your left hand and
focus your attention on the dealing
process until the spectator turns over the
final card and deals it face up onto the
tabled portion. Instruct the spectator to
square up the pack. At that instant you
patter, "What an oddpredicament! It
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appears as though the Nine ofClubs is
missingfrom this deck."
With your right hand, reach down and
pick up the pack in the familiar Bidtlle
Grip. Continue, "Perhaps the written
record will help to shed some light on the
subject. With the exception ofyour favorite
card, wouldyou kindly read offthe names of
the cards that appear on the back ofthe
business card." During this action, quickly
insert your left hand into the appropriate
pocket, leave the pen, and palm the Nine
of Clubs in the Gambler's Cop. Withour
pause, withdraw your left hand and load
the palmed card under the pack as you
square up.
Patter, "Now, wouldyou please read offthe
name ofyourfavorite card" As the
spectator performs this action, quickly
perform the Christ Twist at the natural
break (where the cards meet back to back),
and table the pack face up. That done,
glance toward the pack, then patter" For
some reason, I fiel that the answer to this
predicament may reside deep within the
deck."
Instruct the spectator to spread the pack
face up across the table and to locate the
face down card. In sync with this action,
you say, "Look, yourface down card
remains virtually undisturbed, accompanied
by the ever present King ofHearts and Six of
Diamonds. Perhaps it in an indication of
fate. Please withdraw theface down card
from the spread and turn it over."

As the spectator turns over the card you
say, "Now I know why you call the Nine of
Clubs yourfavorite card, it never lets you
down."
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ectinlco1or Successive Assembly In Reverse)

NEIGHBORS posed this
problem on Th~ S~condD~a/.
This solution was later re-printed
in ONYX, Number Four, pages 17-21.
AVID

Effect
Four A= with blue backs are each
covered with three indifferent red Spot
cards that have red backs. The first Ace
suddenly vanishes and its packet is shown
to consist of four red spot cards. The Ace
is found to have changed pla= with one
of the spot cards in the second Ace packet.
One at a time, spot cards magically replace
the two A= in this packet. These Aces
are found to have joined the third Ace in
the third packet. One at a time these Aces
vanish and red spot cards appear in their
place. All three A= are found to have
joined the final Ace in the fourth packet.
Finally, a one-at-a-time reversal occurs as
the three A= from the fourth packet
disappear and are found back in their
original packets, proving that all this
happened in the spectators' minds.
During all stages, both fa= and backs of
the A= are shown.

Preparation
From the top of the face down red deck.
have: black Ace, black Ace, Ace of Hearts,
and the Ace of Diamonds. This could be
set up during a previous effect.

Performance
"I nud som~ cards that ar~ r~d on both th~ir
Jam and backs.» Spread the red deck face
toward you to display the red backs. This
will also allow you to easily obtain a left
Pinky Break above the four Aces at the

back as you square up. Tilt the face of the
deck into view and spread through it to
out-jog some (at least eight) red faced
cards without counting them aloud. The
spectators should not be aware of the exact
number of cards. Just out-jog a bunch of
red cards as you come to them and no one
will be able to keep track of how many
cards you have out-jogged. Strip them
out, adding the Aces via the Vernon Stripout Addition (Th~ Vernon Chronicles. Vol.
1, pages 127-128). Keep a left Pinky
Break above the A=. Table the rest of the
deck face down with your right hand.
Grip the face up packet from above with
your right hand as you immediately begin
to reverse count the cards aloud into your
left hand, stealing off the broken A=
below the first card counted. A slight rum
to your left will make this action invisible.
Obtain a Pinky Break under the second
card counted. On the count of SN/en, steal
back the five cards above the break and
continue counting until you have counted
a total of twelve cards. "That will b~
enough." If there are remaining red cards,
put them face down on top of the tabled
deck.
You will now count through the packet
face down to "mak~ sur~ that th"~ ar~
exactly tw~lv~ cards," and secretly set the
A= at the same rime. Take the packet in
a face down right hand Biddle Grip.
Reverse count the cards into your left
palm, catching a break below the third
card counted. As you count the fifth card,
steal the two broken cards (red A=)
underneath the right-hand packet.
Continue the count and catch a break
under the tenth card counted. Count over
one more card. and then place a double as
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the final card. You now have [wo black
Aces at the face and the [wo ted Aces on
top with a Pinky Bteak undet the top four
cards.

"In addition to thm red backed cards . .. "
Slip cut the top card into the break and
flash the indifferent card at the face of the
right hand packet, before replacing it on
top. Table the red packet face down.
". . . I needfOur V"] special blue backed
cards . . ." Pick up the blue deck and
spread it face toward you to display the
blue backs. Cur any [wo indifferent red
cards to the back of the deck if they aren't
already there. "... The fOur Aces." Obtain
a left Pinky Break above the [wo red cards
as you square and lower the deck so the
faces are in sight. Spread thtough and ourjog the four Aces. Use the Vernon Stripout Addition again to add the [wo cards
below the break to the back of the Aces
and table the deck face down.
Flip the Ace packet face down and place
the red packet face down on top. "Now
things are really easy to fOllow . .. " Quickly
spread through the combined packet,
stopping at the blue backers to show a
bunch of red backers on top of some blue
backers. Turn the whole packet face up
allowing the cards to fall flush as you do.
Spread over the four Aces at the face.
"... fOur blue backedAces . .. " Place them
face down in the standard T-formation:
Diamonds to the left, Spades in the
center, Clubs to the right and Hearts as
the leader, closest to you.

"... and twelve totally red cards." Buckle
the back card of the packet and slip cur
the face card onto it. Retain a Pinky Break
above the [wo cards in your left hand as
you replace them at the back of the
packet. Lever the packet face down to the
right. The top [Wo cards will
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automatically angle-jog so it is an easy
matter to get a Pinky Break below them as
you retake the packet in a left-hand
Dealing Position. This is a Marlo
technique called In-a-Ji/tY Double (Card
Finesse, pages 70-72).

" That means there are three red cards. . ."
Grip the top double card from above with
your right hand and slide it to the right.
Thumb off the next [Wo cards to take
them below the double card. "... fOr each
ofthe Aces." Turn your right hand palm
up and gesture with the three indifferent
cards toward the tabled Aces. Turn the
hand palm down and square the "three"
cards with your left thumb, then place
them onto the Ace on your right. It's a
good thing if the specrators remember you
showing the faces of the cards in this
particular packet, as you will see later.
Spread over rhe next three cards into your
right hand and pur them on top of the
center card. As you prepare to place the
next three cards on top of the card on
your left, do the first [wo takes of a Threeas-Three Count. The left thumb pushes
over the top card of its packet, to be taken
with the right hand. That right-hand card
is returned under the left-hand cards
where it is retained as the [wo left-hand
cards are taken in the right. Three red
backs have been shown. Flick the final
left-hand card before placing it on the Ace
closest to you, then drop the [wo cards in
the right hand on that Ace as well.

Left Ace
"It's easy to see where the Aces are . .. " Pick
up the left packet and flash the Ace of
Diamonds at the face, but never call
attention to any of the suits during this
rourine. "... as they have blue backs."
Reverse Count the packet to get the blue
backed card to the top. "But it's also easy to
see where they arm 't." Siva Count the
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packet to seemingly get the Ace back to
the face. [Siva Count: Elmsley Count, but
on the third count, count over two cards
as one and steal back the face card from
the other packer(VisA Vis, p. 51).) Rub
the face card, then tilt the packet up to
show an indifferent card at the face.
Elmsley Count to show four red backs.
Replace the packet at its position on the
left.

Middle Ace
Pick up the center packet. Flip it face up
in your left hand, but immediately cover
the face of the packet with your right
hand. Pause a second. "Now it has
arrivttl.» Reverse count the face up packet
to show two Aces. Immediately turn the
packet face down and Elmsley Count to
show blue backs at the exact positions the
Aces were shown.

"Watch thefirst Ace go!' Siva Count to
show that only one blue backer is left.
"Watch the secondAce go!' Elmsley Count
to show four red backs, then replace the
packet to the position from which you
took it.

Right Ace
Flip the right packet face up in your left
hand and cover it with your right hand.
This will keep the Ace of Clubs ftom
being exposed too long. Pause. "Now they
have arrived.» Elmsley Count to show
three Aces. Before counting over the final
card, turn the hand palm down to flash its
blue back and to prevent the spectators
from getting a clear view of its face.
Quickly turn the packet over and Elmsley
Count to show three blue backs where the
Aces are supposed to be.

"Only one red card kft in this packet.» Let
the face card riffle off your right thumb so
you can slide out the card second from the

face. This is the indifferent card that was
shown during the count. Show its face
then place it face down on top of the
packer. You are now set to very cleanly let
the Aces vanish one at a time.

"Watch the first Ace go!' Perform a Push
Off Count to show two blue backers
between two red backers (Push Off
Count: with the cards held in Elmsley
Count grip, pull off a single, another
single, pinch off a double, and finally the
last single card). "Watch the secondAce go!'
Perform another Push Off Count to show
that only one blue backer remains. "Watch
thefinal Ace go!' Elmsley Counr to show
four red backs. Table the packer in its
posmon.

Leader Ace
Turn the packet closest to you face up in
your left hand as you cover it with your
right hand. Pause. "All have arrived.»
Elmsley Count, but don't count over the
final card. Jlist turn palm down to flash its
blue back and to keep its face from getting
further exposed, before placing it leftjogged at the back of the packer. Pinch the
left side of the packer with your left
thumb on top and fingers below and turn
palm down. Lightly grip the right side of
the packet with your right hand and let go
with your left hand as you allow the effect
to regIster.

"But, what ifone ofthese Aces was just a
figment ofyour imaginationi" Elmsley
Count, not counting over the last card,
but using it to point at the visible red
backer. Place the last card at the face of
the packet. "Or iftwo ofthem existed only
in your fantasyi" Elmsley Count to show
two blue backers between two red backers.
"Or even worse: ifonly one ofthe Aces was
real?' Elmsley Count, placing the last two
cards counted out-jogged to keep the blue
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backer visible. Slide the blue backer out
towards you with your right fingers as
your left fingers push the out-jogged cards
flush. Turn your left hand palm-down to
point at the blue backer, also flashing an
indifferent card at the face. Place the bluebacked Ace ofHearrs face up on the table
as your left hand rums palm up again.
Grip the packet from above with your
right hand and table it face down to your
left.

"That would mean that none ofthis really
happened." Pick up the left Ace packet
and spread it. Take the three red cards in
your right hand, drop them face down on
the previously discarded red backers,
placing the Ace of Diamonds face up and
left-jogged on top of the Ace of Hearts
with your left hand. Do the same with the
middle Ace packer. Spread the top three
cards of the final Ace packet and discard
them as before. Turn the double you hold
in your left hand over, gripping its righr
side, then use it to scoop up the tabled
Aces.

cards but Aas, as their color doesn't
maner.

Perhaps a better a1tcmatM: to using the
Aas is to use court cards such as the
Queens. For the least discrepant displays,
exchange the places of Diamonds and
Hearrs in the description above. Say that
you will out-jog a bunch ofspot cards in
the beginning of the routine. As the color
of these spot cards doesn't maner. you
only have to mala:: sure that none of the
two back cards of the blue packet is a
court card.

Square up and rurn the Ace packet face
down. Drop the red discard pile on top.
"Sorry for wastingyour time." Spread
down to the first blue backer and break
the spread above ir. Place the red cards on
the red deck and the remaining cards on
the blue deck to clean up.

Notes
I should mention that Slip Cutting the
top card of the blue deck fiw: to nine cards
down sea the Aas for a repeat. For your
next periOrmance you must then alter the
initial presentation and handling. A false
shuHle followed by spreading the top
e-Ive cards into a right Biddle Grip,
secietly unIc:w1ing the bottom cards as you
square the packet, will do. You can also let
the two back aids of the blue deck be any
32
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posed this problem
to me one night at a weekly gathering
in New Orleans. Of course, it soon
appeared on Tht Stcond Dtal.
ON RACHERBAUMER

Effect
Five face up cards are counted off the deck
and handed to a spectator. She merely
thinks of one of the five cards and shuffles
the packet so that not even she knows the
position of her card. After she has placed
the five cards in her pocket she is asked to
remove any four of them. You show that
none of them is the card she is thinking of
bifort she names her card. She herself
removes the card remaining in her pocker
to find that it is the card she is thinking
of.

Preparation
Five identical cards are needed. Place four
of them on top of the face down deck; and
place the remaining duplicate fifth from
the face of the deck.

Performance
Shuffle the deck, keeping the pre-set cards
where they are. Hold the deck face up in
right hand Biddle Grip and obtain a right
thumb break above the four duplicates at
the back of the deck. Turn a bit to your
left, and as you peel the face card into
your left hand, milk off the four broken
cards below it. Keep a left Pinky Break
above the four duplicates. Peel four more
cards, stealing back the four cards above
the break as you count over the duplicare
that conveniently appears as card number
five. The packet now consists of five
duplicates. All this can be done very
casually, as nobody knows what you are
going to do anyway.

Dig your left thumb under the packet to
rurn it face down, spreading the cards in
the process ro clearly show five face down
cards and hand them ro a specrator. Get
the deck in a left-hand Dealing Grip. Ask
her to shuffle the five-card packer face
down so that no one, especially you,
knows the order of the cards. Have her
square the packer. "I'm not going to ask you
to pick a card. You art mtrtly going to think
ofa card. Tilt tht packa up towards yourstlf
so that only you can catch a glimpst oftht
bottom card. You will nrotr rtmovt this
cardfrom tht packtt, just think ofit. Now
turn tht packtt down and shuffle tht cards
again so that not rom you know whtrt your
card is.» As she is doing rhis you have a
lor of time to obtain a left Pinky Break
below the top four cards of the deck.
These are the four cards you counted off
in the beginning.
After you have led her through this
procedure, have her place the packet in
her pocker. "I toldyou that I nrotr wanud
you to rtmovt tht cardyou art thinking of
That's why I wantyou to try to rtmovt tht
four cards you art not thinking ofwithout
looking at tht cards.» Have her remove
four cards from her pocket, one at a time,
keeping them face down, and place them
face down in your right palm. Spread
them to the right with your right thumb.
"Can you pltast ful with your hand insidt
your pock" to makt surt that you havt ont
and only ont card lift in thtrt?' To free
your right hand to point to her pocket,
place the right hand cards, still spread, on
top of the deck. "Sine. nont oftht cards
you took out is your card.» flip the spread
and the four cards above the break face
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up, letting the cards square as you do.
Spread ovet the top three cards to show
the four indifferent cards. "... The card
you are thinking ofmust be the one still in
your pocket." Have her name her card,
and then let her remove it from her pocket
herself to check it out.
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Sim SallrSimmons_
Aaron Goldberg
EN SIMMONS posed this problem
on Th~ S~condD~al. Ken got the
'dea from Dan MacMillan's book,

KJ
Th~

Gambia's Palm

&visit~d.

Effect
The magician tables four cards face down
as a prediction. A packet of cards is cur off
by the spectator and shuffied. The bottom
card of that packet is remembered and the
deck is assembled. The prediction cards
are turned over and their values are added
together. The spectator counts down in
the deck to that position and finds her
card!
I try to keep as much of the"action" as
possible in front of the spectators, off the
table. This rourine is designed with that in
mind.

Method
Take your deck and glimpse the top card
(The "Fourth Method" for "Sighting Or
Glimpsing The Top Card Secretly" in
Arthur Buckley's Card Control, page 55,
works well).
Hold the cards for an Overhand Shuffie.
Undercut half, then run 8 cards, in-jog
the ninth card, and shuffie off. Cut the
deck at and including the in-jog. Split the
deck and do an in-faro. The glimpsed card
will now be 18'" from the top of the deck.
The above should be performed at the end
of a previous effect, or during the time
between effects. It should not be
performed as part of this effect.
Spread through the deck face up and upjog four cards whose values total 18. As

you up-jog these cards, catch a fourthfinger break above the card you prevIOusly
glimpsed. Also, the four cards you UP-Jog
must come from abov~ the glimpsed card
(nearer the face of the deck) that is 18'"
from the back of the deck. Strip our the
up-jogged cards and set them down, or .
have someone hold them or place them In
their pocket.
Turn the deck face down to the right. The
top portion of the deck will step to the
left. This is a Marlo technique called "Ina-Jiffy Double" (Card Finm~, pages 70n). Retake the break with your left fourth
finger. You will have a break below 18
cards.
Before going forward with the method, we
will explain the reasoning behind placing
the card at the 18'" position. Ed Marlo
created a routine called "Marlo's Miracle
Aces" (Faro Controll~d Miracles, page 44).
The idea in that routine is to cut the Aces
by estimation. John Mendoza had the i.dea
of allowing the spectator to do the cutting.
This, in effect, presumes that the spectator
th
th
••
will cut around the 18 or 19 position.
Bring the deck in front of the spectator
and slightly low. They should have to
reach for it bur should not have to reach
too far. Tell them, "Cutoffpartofth~
tUck." Notice that this is not a question,
bur a command. You must be in control.
If you are unsure of what you want, they
will also be unsure of what you want. Also
notice the use of the word "part." This
word implies to a spectator that you want
a fair size packet, without your saying it.
Once their hand contacts the deck, pause
for a beat Oust long enough for them to
get ready to start the cur). Now, pull
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down slightly with your pinky. Make a
slight, unnoticeable, downward
movement. The spectator will cur off 18
cards. This force is Ken Simmons' "The
Pick-Up Force" from Riffling the

Pasuboards - Again!
Have the spectator shuffie the cur-off
cards. Ler them note the bottom card.
Allow the rest of the deck to rest openly
on your lefr palm. Have them replace the
cut-off portion on top of the cards resting
in your palm.
Let them take the deck and square it.
Have the four "prediction cards" turned
over and their values added up. Allow the
specrator to count 18 cards onto your
open palm, as indicated by the "prediction
cards." Have them rum over the 18" card
to find their selecrion.

Notes
I haw: done this routine many rimes, and
it has worked every time. Nothing has
been questioned.'The name ofrhe effect is a syncopated
version ofa tide
cd by Jason Tang.
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SOLOMON posed this
problem on Tht Stcond Dtal.
David also has an unpublished
solution to this problem.
AVID

Effect
The magician displays two sets of cards,
the Ten, Jack, Queen, King, and Ace of
Hearts and of Spades. The Hearts are
given to the spectator, who is asked to
place one card aside, and mix the
remaining cards. The magician mixes his
as well. The performer places a card face
down on the table, and instructs the
spectator to place anyone of her cards on
top. This is continued until all the cards
are used, including the card originally
placed aside. Without any rearrangement
of the packet, the cards are dealt into face
up pairs. Each pair is found to be made up
of matching values.

Setup
For this effect, you will need a set of
marked cards that you are very
comfortable with using. Because of this, I
highly recommend cards from Ted
Lesley's Working Pnftrmm' Marktd Dtck.
You could also use your own system. Since
you only need to know which of five pairs
match, a smudge of daub in one of four
different places on the back of the cards
would do nicely. The fifth pair is
identified as those without a mark.
Arrange the cards in order of value in
Hearts then Spades from either the top or
bottom.

Presentation
Display the cards face up and separate the
two suits into each hand while explaining;
"H(Yt I havt tht Aa, King, Quun, Jack,

and Tm ofHtarn and Spadts. Today, Wt
art going to try a litdt txpmmmt in
synchronicity. H(Yt, you takt tht Htarn,
and I will takt tht Spadts." Openly hand
them the Heart packet, and ask the
spectator to give them a good mix,
demonstrating by mixing your own cards
face down. Once they have done so, ask
them to place any card onto the table.
Observe its hidden identiry via your
marking system and immediately
continue, "... and slidt it OV(Y to tht sidt of
tht tabk, Wt will gtt back to it lam. In fact,
that will bt tht last card Wt uS(. Tht
outcomt oftht mtirt txpmmmt rtlits on
that ont card. I hopt you chost wtll...
Mix your cards once again and ask the
spectator to do the same. During the
mixing procedure, find the matching card
to the one just removed, and place it on
the table. "Now I am going to rtmovt ont
cardfrom my hand andplaa it h(Yt. I want
you to think for a mommt, and whm you
find a card that Jub right'I would likt you
to plaa it on top ofmint." Observe the
identity of the card they remove. Mix your
cards, giving them the nod to do the same.
Remove the matching card and place it on
top of the other two, but jogged and
angled to the right. Continue, "I will plaCt
anothtr card tWwn, andyou tW tht samt,
right on top ofmint." Placing the cards in
this manner allows them to remain
grouped, while also emphasizing the
"pairing-up" concept.
Continue with this stratagem until you are
left with just one card in your hand. Look
at this card, and then over at the card they
had placed aside at the onset of the effect.
"Wtll it looks as ifWt art both lefi with just
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one card. I willplace mine dawn, andyou
place yours on top." Figure 1 shows how
the cards are paired, and also how they are
rogether in one group.

Figure I

Gather the cards while explaining; "You
know, the odds ofus gettingjust one pair to
match is against us, 1 in 5 in fict. To get
two matches is 1 in 20, and after that, the
odds go through the roof Butyou know
what? I dan't know about you, but I am
feeling kind oflucky, let's see how we did."
Borrom Deal a card from the packer face
up onto the rabie, followed by the top
card face up on top of it. "Why look at
that, ourfirst pair matches! The two Kings!
(for example)" Continue wirh rhe resr of
rhe cards dealing from the top one ar a
rime into five pairs. "Let's see about the rest.
Amazing, the next two match as well- the
Tens. And the Queens, Jacks, and last but
not least the Aces. Well it looks as iflady
luck was smiling at us, maybe because I
picked such a good volunteer. Thank you!'
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on a problem
posed by Jon Racherbaumer,
Paul worked our the following
effect. Despite its simplicity, this has
proven to be a vety effective trick.
HILE WORKING

Effect
Five cards are up-jogged in the deck and
the spectator thinks of anyone. The five
cards are given to the spectator who puts
them in her pocket. The spectatot then
names the card she is thinking of. The
deck is ribbon spread on the table, and the
thought-of-card is face up in the middle of
the face down deck. The spectator
removes the cards from her pocket, and
there are now only four. Of course. the
thought-of-card is missing.

Performance
With the deck set. false shuffie and offer
to demonstrate the power of imagination.
Spread the deck face up and up-jog court
cards, seemingly at random. In fact, you
are up-jogging the cards you distributed
earlier OC, JH. QS. and KD) ignoring
any court cards between them. After you
up-jog the KD, up-jog any court card after
it as long as it does not lie directly above
your four-card setup at the back.

Setup
A small stack is required. The stack may
be reduced depending on your confidence.
I will explain the simpler stack at the end
of the routine. The following setup uses
the larger stack (eight cards).
From the top of the deck down: JD, QC,
KH, JS aS is fourth from the top).
Now, remove the following four cards: JC.
JH, QS, and KD.
Distribute these four cards into the face
up deck so that they are separated in the
deck. Put them in so that when you
spread the deck face up, you will come to
the JC, followed by the JH. the QS. and
finally the KD. Of course. there will be
cards between each of these. You must
also make sure that there is another court
card between the KD and the four-card
setup at the back of the deck.

Figure 1

Keeping the deck spread as in Figure I,
invite someone to think of anyone of the
out-jogged court cards. When they have
one in mind, close up the spread. As you
do, however, get a break above the fourcard setup at the back of the deck. You
now remove the five our-jogged cards,
loading the four-card setup at the back of
the deck to the back of the five up-jogged
cards using the Vernon Strip-our Addition
(The Vernon Chronicles, Volume I, pages
127-128). As this happens, your left pinky
should hold a break between the five outjogged cards and the four-card setup that
was added beneath them. Figure 2 shows
an exposed view of the left pinky
obtaining a break during the Strip-out
Addition.
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obtain a break under the top four cards
and undercut half the cards to the top.
You will now be holding a break in the
center of the deck. Below the break will be
the JC, and above the break are the other
four cards that were shown earlier. You
know the fourth card by default as the
card that is not part of your small setup.

Figure 2

Once the cards are stripped out, your left
hand goes under the deck, takes ir (adding
the five cards above the Pinky Break to the
back of the deck) and tables the deck
casually as in Figure 3. Your left hand will
hold the four cards that were at the back
of the deck. The five cards that were upjogged are now on top of the face down
tabled deck. This switch [which was
independently created by Mark Aspaizu
and published in his trick "Three 3's"
(The Second Deal)] is similar to Derek
Dingle's "No Lap Switch" (The Complete
Works o/Derek Dingle, pages 85-86).

Ask her to imagine herself reaching into
her pocket and removing any card. When
she removes the card (in her mind), it
turns out to be the card she's thinking of.
Pause a moment for her to play this out in
her mind, then ask her what the card is (if
you didn't use the visualizing parrer
earlier).
As soon as you know the card, rake the
deck in right-hand Biddle Grip, taking
over the break with your right thumb.
You now drop the required number of
cards from above the break:

Figure 3

Hand the four-card packet (which they
think is five) to the spectator face down
and ask her to place it in her pocker. This
must be done in such a way that he places
the packet in her pocket immediately before she realizes there are only four
cards. A casual, relaxed arrirude is
required. Please don't false count the
cards!
Pick up the deck and shuffle it, reraining
the top stock as you parrer about the
power of imagination. As you are talking,
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Remind the spectator that she is thinking
of one card in her pocket and ask her to
visualize it. Get the spectator to tell you
whar the card is in stages, as she describes
the color, suir, and value. If you don't
wanr to do that, then you will simply ask
her in a moment what her card is anyway.
This presentarion, however, allows for
more time for the sleights that are to
follow.

JC-none
JH -one
QS-rwo
KD- three
Other - four (this is the random coun
card you up-jogged behind the KD)
As soon as the necessary cards are
dropped, the selecrion is below the break.
You now musr reverse the card in the
deck. You can do this by any technique
that you like. Marlo's "Future Reverse"
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(Th~ Futur~ &v=~,

pages 6-10) would
work fine here. If you choose ro use the
"Future Reverse," you need the thoughtof-card ro be above the break.
Paul uses the following reverse, which
requires him ro cut the deck afterward.
This has the benefit of separating the
selection from the test of the stack.
Insert your left pinky into the break and
contact the rop of the selection. Pull it out
the right side of the pack. The pressure
from your left fingers will drag the card
around the right side of rhe deck. The
card will rotate around the right side of
the deck and will end up face up on the
borrom of the deck. This reverse is
covered by your right hand. Figure 4
shows an exposed view of the reverse.

the reversed card is seen firsr. This creates
a litde exrra suspense.
The situation is this: the specraror has four
cards in her pocker, but she thinks she has
five. She should also believe that one of
those cards is the one that she thought of.
Actually, her thought-of-card is reversed
in the deck.
Table the deck and have her remove the
pocketed cards one at a time. As each card
comes out, comment that it is not her
card. Once the fourth card comes out,
watch her go back fot the fifth! The look
on the spectaror's face is priceless, but you
must stand firm and ask fot the remaining
card.
Milk the situation a litrle before cleanly
spreading the deck ro show the revetsed
selection in the center. Compliment her
on her remarkable imagination.

Comments
As promised, I will explain how to do this
trick wim a smaller stack. All you need is
fOur-eard stack tbatwas setup on top
of the deck.. When you'up-jog cards,
simply up-jog court cards in CHaSeD
onIet, regardless of value. The fifth card
can be any card, but you should
ranc:mber it in c:aac: it is sdcctcd This
method is a little bold, but will work if
yout-etherigluaaitude.

me

Figure 4

The reverse is execured as you ask the
specraror ro turn the card she is holding
(in her mind) face up. Ask her to place her
imaginary card on the rop of the deck.
Pause a second, rhen cut rhe deck. This
will place the reversed card in the center of
the deck, separared from the rest of the
srack.
If you use the Furure Reverse, you can ask
her to insert her imaginary card into the
deck without a cur. Later, when you reveal
the card, you must spread the deck face
down so that she doesn't see the rest of the
stack next to the reversed card. Paul
prefers the reverse described, because he
can spread the deck face up so the back of

Also, instead of the Vernon Sttip-out
Addition, you can use any switch you like
-ATFUS (MINT, Volume 1, pages 5154), Versa Switch (C4meyct7pitl, pages 8993), or whatever suits your style.
Jon Racherbaumer based his problem on
Hardccn's "Princess Card Trick, ~ but
wanted the cards to be placed into

me

spectator's pocket.
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Oi'CIer p---;--:_:-;---..--.
Jmn J\:I.fa.rd.:-bQoug Conn

U

DAVID SOLOMON'S "A Sandwich
Thar's No So Pure" larer in this
ook, this is a version of my
"Sandwich Spread" (Thinking 6Wondering, pages 8-9). Ar a convemion
lasr year, Doug Conn suggesred rhar the
specrarors should have more hands-on
participarion in the effecr. He thoughr
thar the original mighr be considered "roo
perfecr" by some. The following is whar
was worked our ar abour 5 AM.
KE

Figure I

Place one of the remaining Jokers face
down on the borrom of the face down
deck.

Effect
A deck of cards and twO odd backed
Jokers are used. The deck is shuffled, then
cur imo rhree packers by the specraror.
She looks ar the rop card of the middle
packer, then the packers are re-assembled.
The performer and specraror each pick up
one of rhe odd backed Jokers. The deck is
cur imo rhree piles again. You ler the
speeraror pur her Joker our-jogged on any
packer. You also place yours our-jogged on
one of the remaining two packers. The
deck is re-assembled. The Jokers are srill
our-jogged and are definirely separared by
part of rhe deck. The Jokers are pushed
flush and the specraror curs the deck. She
then spreads the cards our and the Jokers
have now come rogether ro rrap one card.
It is the selecrion!

Setup
Needed is a deck of cards and three odd
backed Jokers. I will assume the deck is
red backed and rhe Jokers have blue backs.
You also need a small piece of doublesided rape. Place the piece of double-sided
rape in the cemer of the back of one of the
Jokers as in Figure 1.
44

Performance
Remove the twO Jokers (one with doublesided rape on irs back) and rable them.
Shuffle the deck, keeping the rhird Joker
secrerly on the borrom.
Table rhe deck and ask someone ro cur ir
imo rhree piles. Ler's assume rhe piles are
labeled A, B, C from left ro righr.
Therefore, there is a Joker on rhe borrom
of pile A (the original borrom of the
deck).
Ask the specrator ro look ar rhe rop card
of the cemer pile and remember ir. Have
her rerurn the card ro the rop of the cemer
pile. You will now assemble the deck,
secrerly positioning the Joker above the
selecrion.
Pick up packer C with your righr hand
and transfer ir ro left-hand Dealing
Posirion. Pick up the cemer packer with
your righr hand and pur ir on rop of rhe
left-hand packer. As you pick up packer A
with your righr hand, your righr arm will
be more or less in from of the deck. This
will provide plenty of cover for you ro ger
a break under the rop card of the left-hand
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portion (the selection). Do this by
pushing the top card over with YOut len
thumb just enough to get a break under it,
then pull it back flush. Place packet A on
top of the len-hand cards.
Take the deck in right-hand Biddle Grip,
taking over the break with your right
thumb. Since the spectator cut the deck
into three piles, you will do the same.
Release about a third of the deck with
your right hand. Move to the right of this
pile and drop off all the cards below the
break. Drop the remaining cards to the
right of this pile. The piles again are A, B,
e from len to right. The Joker and
selection are together on the bottom of C.
Pick up the two Jokers that you tabled in
the beginning. Show them nont and back
and hand one Joker (the one without the
tape on its back) to the spectator. Ask her
to put it face down and out-jogged Onto
any packet.
There are three possibilities here. Where
you put YOut Joker and how you assemble
the deck will be determined by where she
puts her Joker.
1- If she puts her Joker onto packet A,
you put yours on packet B. Assemble
the deck by placing A Onto B, then
placing packet e on top of all.
2- If she puts her Joker onto packet B,
you put yours on packet A. Assemble
the deck by placing packet e onto B,
then this combined packet is placed
ontoA.

3- If she puts her Joker Onto packet e,
you can put yours onto either A or B.
This situation is handled a little
differently. Packet e is cut to
centralize the spectator's Joker. You
also cut the packet OntO which you

placed your Joker. Gather the packets
in any order.
If you think about it, this isn't too hard to
remember. You are trying to get the
selection and Joker that are on the bottom
of e on top of the Joker the spectator
places down. You are also trying to
maneuver your Joker (with double-sided
tape on its back) somewhere away from
her Joker.
No matter which way you do it, their
Joker is now beneath their selection and
the hidden Joker. Your Joker is separated
from her Joker by a block of cards. Be sure
to display this position.
Slowly square the Jokers into the deck. As
you finish squaring, casually give the deck
a gently squeeze so the tape will stick.
What you have just done is stick your
Joker to the face of an indifferent card.
When she spreads the deck later, that odd
backed Joker won't be seen.
Table the deck and ask her to cut it and
complete the cut. Ask her to now spread
the cards on the table. The Jokers have
now apparently come together to trap one
card. Allow the spectator to remove the
sandwiched card and turn it over to reveal
the selection!

Comments
The trick that got me thinking about this
kind of sandwich effect is caIIcd -Ace-XAu from Tom Craven'. M] Pint lecture
notes. I a1Io worked out my trick,
·Sandwich Spread.· to be a I01000n to
Purist Sandwich Challenge,· which
Jon Racherbaumcr poled in C4rtJworIa
(page 47).
B

-ne

A good place to Io:cp the Jokers when not
doing this effect is under the c:dJophane
that is around a card case.
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Cii s to~ocket--and Case

T

illS EFFECT is based on Michael
Gallo's effect "P.D.Q. Cards To
Pocket" from his 1983 self-titled
lecture notes which were written by
Richard Kaufman. It is with his generous
permission that we are able ro share this
rourine with you. Thank you, Mike!

Effect
Three selected cards vanish from the deck.
Two of the cards appear in different
pockers, and the last card appears in the
card case that has been on the table all
along, in fi.ill view of the audience.

Advantages
This effect can be done anytime during
your performance. The spectaror can
handle the card case prior ro the
appearance of the card, because it is
empry.

Needed

Figure 1

The Selections
Two of the three selections are free
choices. The third selection (the Jack of
Diamonds) is forced, but it is critical ro
the success of the effect that the force is
not suspected. Darryl uses the following
procedure. Norice how the force is done
as an afrerthought, so no heat will be on
It.

Remove the cards from the case. Close the
case and place it off rhe working surface,
half-moon side up, near the spectaror.

a

A deck of cards, one duplicate card ack
of Diamonds in this example) and a card
case with the cellophane intact. You must
also be wearing a jacket.

Setup
Place the Jack of Diamonds on rop of the
deck. The duplicare Jack of Diamonds is
placed between the card case and the
cellophane on the name side of the card
case, back our (Figure 1). In other words,
it will appear as if the card case has two
backs. Don't worry abour this, the
spectarors will never notice. Many rop
performers have used this type of holdout
for years. Jim Swain describes the card
case holdour in his book, Miracles With

Cards.
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Figure 2

As you use your left thumb ro riffle down
the ourer left corner of the deck (Figure
2), invite someone on your right ro say
srop. When they do, your right hand
comes over ro the deck level with your left
hand. Your right hand is palm-up with its
fingers pointing ro the left. Tilt your left
hand over ro the righr, so all the cards
above the separation you are holding with
your left thumb will fall face up onto your
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right fingers as in Figure 3. In a
continuing motion, lift your left hand
slightly. Use your left fingers to £lip the
packet in your right hand face down.
Figure 4 shows the final position of both
hands. This is all done in one slow, £luid
morion. The Jack of Diamonds is now on
top of the right-hand portion.

The Controls
While the spectators are examining their
cards, crimp the corner of the bottom card
of the deck. Darryl likes to reveal the cards
in the order they were selected, bur you
will see that the order in which the cards
are returned doesn't affect the order of the
revelations, providing you remember
what's where.
Holding the deck in right hand Biddle
Grip, Swing Cut the top half of the deck
into left-hand Dealing Position. Ask the
first spectator to return her selection to
the top of the left-hand portion, then
drop the right-hand portion on top of the
selection.

Figure 3

(
Figure 4

Your left hand now moves to the right and
deals the top card of its portion to the first
spectator. Start to bring your hands
together as if to put the deck back
together, and then appear to change your
mind. Deal the top card of the left hand
portion to spectator number two, and the
top card of the righr hand portion (the
Jack of Diamonds) to spectator number
three. As you do that say, "Wiry don't you
take one . .. and how about you?" Your
demeanor should be that, as an
afterthought, you came up with an idea
that was more difficult or more
entertaining. Spectator three has the force
card, but you can force the card on
whichever spectator you feel will be most
impressed by the final revelation.

As you square the deck, get a break
beneath the crimped card. Have the
second selection returned to the top of the
deck. With your right hand, lift up all the
cards above the break. With your left
thumb, openly slide the second selection
onto the left-hand half, and then drop the
right portion back onto the left-hand
portion. That places the second selection
below the crimp, bur above the first
selection.
With your right hand, lift the cards above
the crimp. Have the third selection (the
Jack of Diamonds) placed OntO the lefthand portion and dribble the cards in the
right hand on top of all. Table the deck.
Cur to the crimp, and riffle shuffle,
allowing the three selections to fall last.
The selections are now on top of the deck
in 3 (JD), 2, 1 order.

The Palm
During the squaring action get a break
beneath rhe top three cards, and palm the
cards above the break in your right hand.
After the top palm, place the deck on the
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working surface as you continue your
presentation. Relax; don'r hurry!

The Revelations
Wirh borh hands, tap your outside coar
pockets, rhen reach into rhe pockers.
Smile, and rake borh hands out of rhe
pocket. When you do, remove the first
spectator's card (rhe card closest to your
body) wirh your right hand. Leave rhe
orher two cards in your pocket for rhe
time being. Look at rhe card and slowly
turn it over to reveal rhe first selection.
Toss rhe card onto rhe working surface.

box. Figure 6 is an exposed view of the
Jack of Diamonds apparently being
removed from rhe card box. The fact rhat
your right rhumb is in rhe box creates a
stunning visual illusion of rhe card coming
from wirhin rhe box. Marlo printed this
box load in Marlo's Discoveries, but many
have credited it to Matt Schulien.
Toss the Jack of Diamonds down wirh rhe
orher face up selections to conclude.

Borh hands go back into their respective
pockets, as if to find anorher card. This
time look disappointed, rhen concerned.
Wirh your right hand, palm borh cards
rhat are in your right pocket. Your left
hand should come out of its pocket a
second before your right hand does. Wirh
your left hand, tap your left breasr pocket.
Smile. Your right hand goes into your
inner breast pocket and comes out with
the second selection (the one closest to
your body), leaving rhe last card in rhe
breast pocker. Look at rhe card and, wirh
a bigger smile, slowly turn rhe card over to
reveal rhe second selection.
Borh hands now tap rheir respective side
pockets, rhen breast pockets. Look
disappointed, rhen look at rhe card case.
Ask the spectator to hand it to you. Open
rhe flap, look inside, and smile once more.
Reach into rhe box wirh your rhumb, as
your right second finger touches rhe
exposed portion of rhe Jack of Diamonds
at rhe back of rhe case (Figure 5). Look up
as you pretend to remove rhe selection
from the card case. In reality, you just
move your right hand to the right. The
friction from your second finger on the
back of rhe Jack of Diamonds will cause it
to come out from under rhe cellophane
and it will appear to come from wirhin rhe
48
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Rasfi Cut
ACES - Bob Veeser
came up with the plot, and Ed
Marlo probably has the most
methods for it. Every close-up magician
has his favorite version. Some are very
slow and deliberate, while others are
flashier. This version is quick and very
visual. As with any other version, this is
not meant to stand alone, bur to be used
as a supplement to a larger routine.

C

UlTING TO THE

\

Figure 2

Each hand now has half the deck in
Dealing Position. An Ace is on the top
and bottom of each packer.

Method
Start with the deck face down in Dealing
Position. Place one Ace on top, one on the
bottom, and the other two in the center
with a left Pinky Break between them. A
method to achieve this setup follows the
description of this cut.
Figure 3

Release pressure on the deck and curl in
your left fingers. The top half of the deck
(above your Pinky Break) will move to the
left and a step will be formed. Move your
left thumb under the step on the left side
and lift up the top half of the deck. This
packet rotates over on your left fingers and
IS allowed to fall face up onto your right
fingers as inFigure 1. In a continuing
action, continue to flip the packet face
down into your right hand (Figure 2).

~j,;,- i)
~:

With both hands, approach the table. As
you do, each thumb pushes over the top
card of its packet as in Figure 3. Turn
both hands inward so the edges of the top
cards touch the table. Continue moving
the hands outward a little, and also
continue to rotate your hands inward. As
you do this, release the top cards so they
fall face up to the table. Figure 4 shows
the cards being released face up to the
table. In a continuing motion, turn both
packets face up and table them between
the twO single cards to reveal the four Aces
(Figure 5).
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Figure 4
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Figure 5

Setup
All four Aces should be on top of the
deck. You can stan with them there, or
cull them there during a previous effect.
Hold the deck in right-hand Biddle Grip.
With your left thumb, peel off the top
card and place it on the bottom of the
deck. With your left hand, undercut the
bottom half of the deck. With your left
thumb, peel the top card of the right-hand
packet onto the left-hand packet. Peel off
a second card, but hold a Pinky Break
under it as it slides onto the left-hand
packet. Replace the right-hand packet on
top of the left-hand packer, and you are
now set to do the cut.
This serup can be done as if simply
"fiddling" with the cards before you begin
the effect. Also, the deck can now be Cut
(if you maintain a break between the
packets) without disturbing the setup.

50
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perator,j""::--:::---~
Tom Stope

Effect
The magician brings out a deck of cards
and notices a Joker in it. This suddenly
brings back a memory from the magician's
childhood. This memory is described for
the audience: as a child, he once lost a
card from his deck and was devastated
because this ruined his deck. Then, his
father took one of the Jokers and wrote
the name of the missing card on it, so the
Joker acted as a replacement for the lost
card.

"Have you ever heard o/.omething.o
brilliant? I'm .till in awe 0/how clever my
father waJ,» says the magician. He then
continues, "I'm an adult now••0 I can buy
a brand new tUck anytime I want. »
A spectator is asked to select a card (let's
assume it is the Four of Spades), and it is
placed face down in front of her. The
magician continues, "Wait a minute. I jU5t

realized that the card that I unt aJ a child
WaJ in fact the Four o/SpaM•• the .ame card
you "lected!'
The audience seems to have some doubts
about this statement. The magician proves
his statement by making a gesture over the
deck, and claims that he has, through time
and space, exchanged the deck for the one
he had as a child - the deck that was
missing one card.
The spectaror turns over her selection to
find that it has changed into a Joker.
Written in big letters on the face of the
Joker aJe the words "Four of Spades."
The magician then points to the Joker
that was placed aside eaJlier. Of course,
missing things always turn up in the most

unlikely places. The Joker is turned face
up and it has now transformed into the
Four of Spades.

Preparation
You'll need to make a special deck for this
trick.
Needed to make the deck:
27 Jokers
26 ordinary cards (mixed values and suits)
A double backer
Roughing Fluid
A ShaJpie (or similaJ maJker)
You will now make 26 roughed pairs as
follows: take one of the ordinary cards and
treat its back with Roughing Fluid. Next,
write its value on the face of a Joker. Treat
the face of the Joker with Roughing Fluid.
Place these two cards together (roughed
surfaces together) to form a pair. Repeat
this until you have 26 pairs.
The remaining cards aJe an unprepaJed
Joker and a double backer. Place the
roughed pairs together in a face down pile.
Place the double backer on top, then place
the Joker face down on top of all.

Performance
Remove the deck face down from its case.
Turn over the rop card and notice that it's
a Joker. Tell the childhood story as
described ea>lier. You now appaJencly turn
the Joker face down and table it to the
side. Actually, you do a double turnover
and table the double backer.
Flip the deck face up and spread it
between your hands. Thanks ro the
Rouging Fluid, none of the Jokers will be
seen (be sure not to expose the bottom,
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unprepared Joker). Ask a spectaror ro
name any card she sees. Once the card is
named, our-jog it (actually two cards) and
close the spread. Turn the deck face down;
keeping the selected card(s) our-jogged.
You now apparently take the out-jogged
card and table it face down in front of the
spectator. Actually, you table the rop card
of the double and the bottom card of the
double is controlled ro the rop of the
deck.
You are holding the deck face down in
your left hand. With your right hand,
grab the out-jogged pair; thumb on top
and fingers underneath. With your right
fingers, push the bottom card of the pair
inwards as in Figure 1. Your left-hand
index fmger then takes over pushing this
card inward. It pushes the card flush with
the deck and continues pushing so the
bottom half of the deck (below the ourjogged card) becomes in-jogged. Strip our
the our-jogged card with your right hand
and table it face down in front of the
spectaror. Finally, cut the bottom half of
the deck to the rop by pressing down on
the in-jog.

backer, placing it on rop of the deck, and
doing a double turnover. This will make it
appear as if the Joker placed aside earlier
has changed into her selection!

Notes
Tom's idea for this dka came &om a
braiDStOrm sessioD in I988 with his friend
Chris CoL At the time, they only came up
with the idea for the dRa, without any
methods. Now, Tom has eight or nine
difli:rent methods for the dka - some
imprompru, some DOL

The cut used in this dka to get the
selection to the top ofthe deck is usually

used in Ambitinus Card efIi:cts.
One unrdared thing that I'd like to say is
that Tom has one of the cleverest versions
of"Chink-a-Chink" ever!
Tom retains all Marlceting Rights for this

trick!

Figure 1

Continue with the srory and ask the
specrator ro turn over the card in front of
her. The card has turned into a Joker with
the name of her card written on it. As she
is turning over this card, obtain a Pinky
Break beneath the rop card of the deck.
Conclude by picking up the double
52
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Effect
A fake game of poker is played. The
spectator herself shows her skill at
cheating by giving herself a Royal Flush to
win!

Preparation
Stack the following cards on top of the
deck, from the top down: the four Kings,
the four Queens, the four Jacks, and the
four Tens. The Kings are on top of the
deck. Also, put each group in CHaSeD
order. That is, the Kings are from the top
down in Clubs, Hearts, Spades and
Diamonds order. The Queens, Jacks and
Tens are likewise in this order. Also, the
Aces are on the bottom of the deck in
CHaSeD order - Diamonds on the face.

Performance
False shuffle the deck and deal out four
hands - four cards in each hand. Each
hand will contain a Ten, Jack, Queen and
King of one suit. Ask a spectator to pick
up any packet and place it into their
pocket without looking at it. Because you
stacked the cards in CHaSeD order, the
packets will also be in CHaSeD order
from left to right. Note which packet the
spectator picks up and determine which
suit is in that packet by noting its
position.

"Thm cards will b~ your s~cr~t hold-outfOr
th~ r~st ofth~ gam~. You 1/ US~ th~s~ to gain
advantag~ /aur. In a r~al gam~, no on~
would su you r=ov~ th=!'
Gather up the remaining cards and shuffle
them, retaining the Aces on the bottom.
During the shuffle, however, you want to
get the Ace that matches their pocketed

cards to the bottom of the deck. You do
this by cutting any Aces below the
required Ace to the top as you shuffle.
When the spectator picked up a hand
earlier, they established that hand as their
position. For example, if they picked up
the third hand, that is where they are
sitting at the table.
You now deal out four hands of five cards
each. At some time during the deal, deal
the bottom card (the Ace that matches
their pocketed cards) to the spectator's
hand.
After the deal, have the spectator examine
their hand and ask what they got.
Whatever they got, check the other hands
for something better. It doesn't matter if
you find anything better.
"Imagin~ ifsom~one e/s~ at the table had
something better. Would you rely on luck, or
tak~ a mor~ direct rout~? Ifyou were a card
shark, you would leav~ nothing to fat~.
R==ber th~ fOur cards you pockmd
~ar/ier? In a r~al gam~, ofcouru, no on~ but
you would know about thost cards. Look,
kup the highest card in you hand (th~ Aa)
andp/aa th~ mt asitk - in a r~al gam~,
th~u would shoot up your slero~. Now tak~
th~ cards from your pock~t andp/aa th=
on top ofth~ Aa - in a r~al gam~, th~s~
would shoot down your other s/ero~!'

A face down packet of five cards now sits
in front of the spectator. Say, "At this
point, no on~ would susput that anything
unusual had takm p/aa. That is, until thry
saw your cards!' Have the spectator turn
over her hand to reveal a Royal Flush!
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card(s). Now, use the James/Ellis Loading
A selection vanishes nom between one
pait of Queens and is found beneath the
other pair of Queens.

Method
While playing with the effect, Jason set
some criteria to follow when trying to
work out a method. Those criteria are:
1- The transposed card must actually end
up between the other pair of Queens.
Unlike the Paul Harris version of this
effect, Jason wanted the appearance of
the card betwun the Queens to be
genuine.

Move to switch the face down selection
fot the face down Queen. That is, as the
selection falls face down, push it forward
to an out-jogged position with your right
fingenips (Figure 1). At the same time,
drop the cards below the break in your
right hand onto the left-hand cards.
Immediately do a wrist turn to show the
selection out-jogged. With your left first
finger, push the selection flush with the
packet and turn your hand back palm up.
/
/

2- The handling had to be streamlined
without any extraneous moves.
The following is Jason's approach
adhering to these guidelines.

Figure I

Remove the four Queens and table them
face up so their colors are separated (i.e.,
RRBB or BBRR). Have a card selected
and place it face up in the middle of the
Queen packet. As you square the packet,
perform a Half Pass of the bottom Queen.
As you hold the packet in right-hand
Biddle Grip, maintain a thumb break
above this reversed bottom Queen.
With your left thumb, peel the top Queen
into your left hand. As you peel the
second Queen into your left hand, obtain
a Pinky Break below it. As you now peel
the selection into your left hand, steal
back the second Queen under the righthand packet, maintaining the thumb
break above two cards. Next, use the left
edge of the right-hand packet to flip the
selection face down onto the left-hand
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Now, push over the top face down card
(believed to be the selection, but actually
the face down Queen) with your left
thumb. Apparently slide this card face
down between the right hand cards, but
actually side it under the right-hand card;
since there is only one Queen in your
right hand, you must pretend.
Table your left-hand cards halfWay
between you and the spectator. Have the
spectator place her hand on top of these
cards. These cards can be tabled either
face up or face down, depending on which
you find easier to do. Regardless, do not
spread the packet, or it will reveal the
reversed selection in the center.
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Nexr, allow rhe specraror ro nor only see
rhe apparenr selecrion scicking our from
between rhe righr hand cards (really, jusr
below rhe face up Queen), bur ro feel ir as
well. If you wanr, you can do Paul Harris'
"P.H. Snap Counr" (The Art of
Astonishment, Vol. 1, p. 53) ro add an
extra convIncer.

\
\

You are now in posicion ro vanish rhe
apparenr selecrion. You can eirher use
Alex Elmsley's "Prayer Vanish" (The
Collected Works ofAkx Elmsley, Vol. 2, p.
126) or Tomas Blomberg's original vanish
from his rrick "Locusr" (The Second Deal).
I will briefly describe rhe Blomberg
vanish.
Hold rhe cards in lefr-hand Mechanics
Grip. Side rhe rop Queen rowards you for
abour 1/3 of irs length. This will expose
rhe back of rhe face down card benearh ir.
Obrain a Pinky Break between rhe two
cards and curl your left index finger under
rhe packer so irs nail presses againsr rhe
face of rhe borrom card. Wirh your righr
hand, grasp rhe inner righr corner of rhe
rop Queen; rhumb on rop, fingers
undernearh (Figure 2). Now, throw borh
cards fairly hard rowards rhe rable. As you
do, pull down wirh your left pinky and
srraighren your left index finger. Figure 3
is an exposed view of rhe borrom card
roraring face up as rhe cards are rhrown ro
rhe rable. The borrom card will rorare face
up and land face up on rhe rable. The rop
Queen will nor rorare, bur will land face
up on rop of rhe orher. The vanish of rhe
face down card is quire sranling.

Figure 2

Figure 3

All rhar is left ro do is ro reveal rhe
selecrion between rhe orher two Queens!

Commcuts
Paul Hanis' ftGnssbopper- (TheArt'!
AsttmisImrntt, Vol. 1, pages 125-126) as
wdl as Tomas Blomberg's "Ulcust- (The
S«MtJ /JeJ) directly inspired this trick,
which lim appeared on Ihe &anuJ De4J.

The JamcsIEllis loWing Move clescribcd
in the routine bas a oouple of different
sources. Some people credit ftComing Up
in the World- (S"PD" SrJ,tk ClUJ Minzdes.
pages 165-166) by Wesley James when
clescribing this mm>e. Other people credit
·Super Rise- (The PtZIIJmzrm Review, Vol.
9, No. 6) by Tom Fllis.
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w. . Control-l W.:r. Multiple Shift
EarI:.NclSOQ
D MARLo STARTED WRITING abour
Wrist Turn Passes in The New
Tops. On page 71 of M.IN T.,
there are three methods of the Wrist Turn
Pass. Earl's interesr in this began with
methods described in Marlo Magazine,
Vol. 2, pages 84-92. Here, Marlo cites the
Houdini Bluff Pass as a staning point, and
also makes reference ro the Black Pass and
the Ellis Stanyon Pass.

E

len fourth finger. Push the card flush.
Conversely, if you want the card ro be
controlled ro the bottom, your right hand
should pull up slightly on the card causing
it ro go beneath the len pinky.

In order ro help you better understand the
multiple shin, I'll first describe the basic
control so you can familiarize yourself
with the concept. While this move is not
an "undetground move," few people
actually use it.
Figure 1

W.T. Control
Spread the deck between your hands for a
card ro be rouched. Out-jog the touched
card and close the spread, taking a break
at the our-jogged card. Notice I said at,
not above or below. You now have the
option of establishing the break on either
side of the our-jogged card, ultimately
deciding where the card will be controlled.
With the card out-jogged and the break
taken, revolve your len hand palm down.
As this is done, your left fourth finger
enters the break in readiness for a pass. A
fairly loose grip is necessary. You will now
not only set up the control, bur also
determine if the selection is controlled ro
the rop of the botrom.
Your right hand approaches, fingers outstretched, ro push the card flush (Figure
1). Begin ro do so, and also push down
slightly on the card. This will cause the
our-jogged selection ro ride up above your
56

Several things have happened. The
selection has been shown, its destination
chosen, and your right hand happens ro
be in perfect position ro cover the Wrist
Turn Pass.
With your right hand having just pushed
the card flush and remaining at the ourer
end, your len hand begins ro revolve palm
up. Pull up with your len thumb on all
the cards above the break. The cards
below the break will remain stationary for
the time being. Once your len thumb
opens this gap, the outer right corner of
the lower half digs into the base of your
right second and third fingers. Loosen
your right fingers and loosely cup them
around the outer end of the deck. Figure
2 is an exposed view of the deck at this
point. Continue ro pull with your len
thumb on its corner, as you push with
your len first finger on its corner. This
will cause the former lower half of the
deck ro revolve face down. The cards are
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now in a "V" position as in Figure 2 again
(exposed view). Move YOUt tight thumb
back to the innet end of the deck. Cud
YOut left fingers in to complete the pass
accron.

I,

.\

I
Figure 2

To understand the dynamics of this pass,
you must realize that when the left hand
revolves palm up, the backs of the cards
seen are assumed to be the top of the
deck. Of course they are not.
This pass has several strengths. YOut right
hand cover is provided under the necessity
to push the card flush. The pass is done as
YOut hand revolves, which it must do
anyway. Also, if you "present the top of
the deck to the audience," it is vety angle
friendly.
As for presentation, here's what Earl does.
He has a card touched, out-jogs it and
begins to close the spread as he gets the
required break. He then turns his head
away as he revolves his hands to show the
card out-jogged. He waits a second for the
card to register, and then he pushes it
flush with his right hand. As he turns his
head back toward the audience, he does
the pass. He does this because it is the
natutal thing to do, not to create
misdirection. The move is covered and
doesn't need big misdirection.

W.T. Multiple Shift
This is basically the "Dingle Bluff
Mulciple Shift" (Th~ Compleu Work> of
D~~k Dingle, p. 70) with the "Wrist Turn
Control" applied to eliminate the need for
any cuning accions once the cards are
pushed flush.
Show the fout cards you wish to control,
and place them face down on top of the
deck. As you do, obtain a left Pinky Break
beneath them. Rime down the outer left
corner of the deck with your left thumb,
as you revolve YOut hand palm down.
Stop about a dozen cards from the
bonom. You are simply displaying whete
you will insert the first card. As you tutn
YOut left hand palm-up, push the block of
four cards above the break over with your
left pinky. This will cause the block to
angle slighcly off the outer left corner of
the deck. Your left thumb has maintained
the gap duting this.
With YOut right hand, you will apparencly
take the top card, but you actually take
the block of fout cards. YOut right first
finger should easily feel and lift up on the
block of angled cards. Pinching the block
at its outer left corner, thumb on top,
fingers underneath, lift it ftom the top of
the deck and insert it into the gap formed
by your left thumb. YOut right fingers
immediately push the lower three cards of
the block inward. YOut left forefinger
takes over and pushes inward on the
block. Continue pushing the cards
inwards until they are flush with the deck.
Push a litcle more and the block beneath
the out-jogged card will become slighcly
in-jogged. No breaks need to be held at
this time.
Wi th your right hand, take the next card
(an indifferent card) and insert it several
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cards above the first. Repeat this with this
next two (both indifferent) cards.

As your palm down right hand pushes the
uppermost our-jogged card flush, your
right thumb pushes down on the in-jog.
This allows you to pick up a len Pinky
Break at the necessary posicion. Push the
next two our-jogged cards flush with your
right hand. Now, turn your len hand
palm up to display the fourth our-jogged
card. As it does, establish the necessary
break for the "W.T. Control." With your
right hand, push slightly downward on the
out-jogged card as you push it flush. The
card will slide above your len pinky.
Perform the pass as described, and the
four cards have now been controlled to
the top in a pretry fair manner.
Comments

Thanks to Paul Cummins for looking up
the background. iuformarionon the Wrist
Tum Pass.
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Effect
A spectator selects a card. The magician
rubs the card on the table and it changes
into a half-dollar. The magician explains
that by flipping the coin in the air, it will
reveal the location of the selected card. As
you flip the coin, it vanishes! The deck is
cur and the coin is found in the center directly above the selection!

Method
Palm a half-dollar in right hand Classic
Palm. The coin will remained palmed
until after the card is selected. Say, "I'm

not sure how much time I have so let me
show you halfa trick." This line sets up
the pun later.
Spread the deck between your hands for
the spectator the touch a card. After they
touch the card, perform Frank Simon's
"Versatile Outjog COntrol" (Versatile Card
Magic, pages 12-18). This will leave an
indifferent card our-jogged, and the
indifferent card will be controlled to the
bottom. You could also use Ed Marlo's
"Convincing Control" (The Hierophant,
Number Three, p. 133) or Allan
Ackerman's "Ackerman Varies Kelly" (The
Esoterist, p. 15).
Remove the our-jogged (indifferent) card
and place it on top of the deck, still face
down. Deal the top card to the table as
you right hand immediately covers it and
rubs it back and forth on the table a few
times. Lift your hand and place the card
back on top of the deck. Remember that
you are still palming the half-dollar in
your right hand during all of this.

perform the "Rub-a-Dub Vanish" (Expert
Card Magic, p. 301) with the top card. As
you rub your right hand on the table say,

"Watch. I'll make halfofyour card vanish!
That will leave us with a half" As you
rub, release the coin to the table. Slowly
lift your hand to show that the card has
changed to a half-dollar. Comment,." Well,

I said we'd be left with a half. .. get It ...
half. .. " This in tongue-in-cheek, bur for
a reason. As you say the above, you must
maneuver the selection to the middle of
the deck and hold a break above it. You
could cur the deck holding a break at the
center, then let the card above the break
drop to below the break. Another way
would be to casually Overhand Shuffle or
Double Cut the selection to the top of the
deck, then cur the deck and hold a break.
Either of these options can be done
quickly and withour suspicion as the
appearance of the half-dollar registers.
Pick up the coin and place it on top of the
deck, which is held in your left hand. The
fingers of your palm down right hand
slide the coin back off the rear of the deck.
As the coin clears the edge of the deck,
your right thumb comes ~p to pinch ~e
coin against the fingers (FIgure 1). ThIS
simulates the vanish that is about to
happen. With your right hand, flip the
coin about a foot in the air. Catch the
coin with your right hand, and then slap it
back on top of the deck.

You now apparently repeat the rubbing of
the card, bur this time you actually
Cyber Sessions

Figure 1
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You now apparently repeat picking up the
coin to flip it into the air. Actually, you
perform "Ed Andres' Off the Deck
Vanish" (Scotch & Soda, Number Three,
page 7).
Briefly: slide the coin backward with your
right fingers as before. When the coin
starts to clear the deck, your right thumb
does not pinch it against your fingers.
Instead, the coin rorates around the inner
end of the deck. Your right thumb helps
to guide the coin into the break being held
by your left pinky (Figure 2). In a
continuing motion, hold your right hand
up as if holding the coin. This sleight
should exactly mimic your earlier actions.

Notes
You may wmt to tum a IittIe to lbc Idt

during the sdcaioD ofthe card to hide the
palmed coin.
An alternative handling would be as

follows: aetually show the selection and
put it on top of the deck. Under
misdiieaion. perform a classic pass to
conuol the card to the OCIlla', holding a
break above it. Continunrith the "Rub-aDub Vanish" as if the'SClection were still
on

top.

Figure 2

Apparently toss the coin into the air.
Because you aren't holding a coin, ir will
appear as if the half-dollar has vanished.
Follow the imaginary path of the coin
with your head and eyes. The imaginary
path should go up about a foot, then end
at the deck. Focus your attention on the
deck.
Set the deck down on the table, or simply
hold your hand our flat. Cur to the coin
(the coin creates a gap in the deck to
facilitare this cur) and pause to show the
re-appearance of the coin. Slide off the
coin and lift the card below it. Slowly turn
over the card to reveal that the half-dollar
has found the selection.
60
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of Roy Walton's
"Collectors" from Abracadabra,
Volume 47, No. 1203 (February
15, 1969) and later reprinted on pages 3134 of The Complete Walton, Vol. 2. More
specifically, this is an expansion of
Duffie's trick, "Trading Places," which
appeared on page 23 of his manuscript,
Card Selection.
HIS IS VARIATION

lluffie

me top card (me Ace). There will be an
indifferent card on me face of me deck, so
you don't have to worry abour doing a
wrist turn wim your left hand. Place me
Ace into your right pocket, saying, "These
are special cards which we'll come back to in
a moment." As soon as your hand is out of
sight, turn me Ace so irs back is facing
outwards.

Effect
The magician removes me Ace, Two and
Three of Hearts, and places mem into his
pocker. Two cards are now chosen and
lost in me deck. Instantly, the magician
brings out me Ace, Two and Three from
his pocket and fans mem - mere are now
two face down cards trapped between
them. They are me selecrions.

Method
Spread me deck face up looking for me
Ace, Two and Three of Hearts. When you
come to mem, transfer mem to me face in
order - me Three at me face. As you
complete this, obtain a Pinky Break
beneam the fourm card from the face.
Grab me four face cards from above in
right hand Biddle Grip. Place your left
mumb onto me face of me Three of
Hearts and pull me other three cards to
me right wim your right hand (Figure 1).
You have simply counted me Three back
to me face of me deck wimout revealing
the face card (which an observant
spectator might notice has changed).
Continue by peeling off the Two on top
of me Three wim your left mumb.
Finally, place me Ace (really a double) on
top of all. Apparently, you lift me mree
cards off the deck in right hand Biddle
Grip. Actually, your tight hand only lifts

Figure I

Turn the deck face down and Double Cur
me bottom two cards to the top. Spread
me deck and ask two spectators to each
select a card. As you close me spread after
mey remove meir selections, obtain a
break beneath the top card of me deck.
Take me two selections and place them
face up on top of me deck, saying, "I want
everyone to see these cards." Wim your
right hand, lift me mree cards above me
break in Biddle Grip. Peel me top card
onto me deck with your left thumb, then
place me remaining two as one on top.
You have simply shown bom selections
and loaded one face down card (me Two
of Hearts) between mem. This is a
standard loading move mat is commonly
used in sandwich effects. Finally, Double
Cur me bottom card of me deck to me
top, saying, "I'll cut these two cards into the
middle ofthe deck fizce up. "
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Say, "Do you recall that J plltced the Ace,
Two and Three ofHearts into my pocket
before we began?' As you say this, obtain a
break beneath the top four cards of the
deck. Continue, "J toldyou they were
special cards. Well, now it's time to prove
that." As you are saying this, palm the top
four cards in your right hand and rable the
deck.
Reach into your pocket with your right
hand and add the palmed cards to the
back of the Ace. Immediately bring our
the combined packet, keeping the cards as
square as you can. Turn your hand so the
packet is face up. The Ace should be
showing at the face. Say, "Watch." Make
a sharp one-handed fan revealing that two
face down cards have somehow appeared
interlaced between the three"special"
cards. Pause for a second, then slowly turn
your hand over to show the faces of the
two cards to reveal that they are the
selections.
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Jason AUiml

of Roger's Thesaurus,
there is a trick by lain Girdwood
called "Adagio For Strings." This
is a clever version of Alex Elmsley's
"Diamond Cut Diamond" (The Collected
Works ofAlex Elmsley, Vol. 2, pages 186188). I liked the dfecr of Girdwood's, but
didn't care for the handling. The packet
had to be spread three times before the
rrick actually began. Another weakness
was that during one of these spreads, you
had to hide the fact that their selecred card
was missing from the spread of face up
cards. The clean-up was also a bir
awkward requiring a search to find a break
before doing a Christ Twist.

O

N PAGE 2°9

Method
Spread through the deck and remove the
Ace through Ten of Spades and Hearrs.
Hand one packet to the spectator. You
each now arrange the cards in descending
order from the face (Ace at the back, Ten
on the face). Take the packet back from
the spectator and place the packers
together. Hold the packet face downand
squeeze its sides slighdy downward g~VIng
it a longitudinal convex bend as In FIgure
1. Flip the packet face up. Spread through
the packet and flip the top ren cards face
down so the packers are face-to-face. Let's
assume that the Hearrs packet is face
down on top of the Spades.

The following is simply a cleaner technical
variation of Girdwood's trick. I don't
claim any more than that.

)

Effect
The Ace through Ten of Spades and
Hearts are removed and placed in order.
The specrator names a number from 1 to
10. The Heart cards are dealt our face up
in a row. When the selected number
(suppose 5) is reached, it is dealt face
down in the row. The rest of the Heart
cards are dealt face up.
Mer mentioning that the Spade packet
will mimic the Heart packet, the Spade
packet is spread face up. There is one face
down card in the Spade packet. It too is in
the fifth position. When the two face
down cards are turned over, it is revealed
that they have changed places - the Five
ofHeans is in the Spade packer, and the
Five of Spaces is in the Heart packet.

\

\
Figure I

Ask the spectator to name a number
between the Ace and the Ten. Because the
Ace and Ten can't be named, you word it
so they won't name them. First, the Ace
isn't a number. Second, you said
"between" the Ace and Ten. If they do
name the Ace or the Ten, simply remind
them that you said" between." Let's
assume thar they name five.
You now spread the packet between your
hands and secredy cull our the fifth (the
number they named) card from the top
using the Hotzinser Spread Cull.
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Continue spreading the packet pasr the
face down cards and into the face up
cards. When you reach the Five of Spades,
slightly in-jog it and slide the culled card
beneath it. This is done without hesitation
as you continue to spread through the
packet. Your excuse for spreading the
packer is to show the condition of the
combined packet one last time before
continuing with the trick. Figure 2 shows
the in-jogged Five of Spades. The face
down card culled beneath it is exposed
here simply to show its placement.

Mention that you will create sympathy
berween the packets. Your right hand
comes over the left-hand packet to take it
and spread it on the table. Both hands
move forward and to the left. As your
hands move to spread the packet on the
table, your left hand does a Half Pass with
all the cards below the break. Your right
hand immediately spreads the cards face
up from left to right.
In the Spade spread, there will be a face
down card at the fifth position. You have
successfully created sympathy berween the
packets by making the Spade packet
mimic the Heart packet. Explain that you
will try to create a little more sympathy
berween the packets. Turn over both face
down cards to show that the Fives have
actually changed places!

Figure 2

As you square the packet, push down on
the in-jogged Five of Spades and get a
break above it. As you explain that you
will deal out all of the Heart cards face up
except for the five, Half Pass all the cards
below the break.
Deal the first four cards face up into a
spread on the table. Without hesitation,
Bottom Deal the next card {remember,
they named the five} face down onto the
spread. Continue dealing the rest of the
Hearts face up onto the spread.

As you point to the face down card with
your right hand, your left pinky obtains a
break in its packet where the cards meet
back-to-back. This is easily accomplished
by pressing down on the outer left corner
of the packet with your left thumb.
Thanks to the slight bend you gave the
cards earlier, the break will open at the
inner right corner enough for you to get a
64

break with your left pinky. Larry Jennings
credits Lin Searles for this technique for
obtaining a break.

Comments
When I fust mentioned the idea of a TSD
Book to Doug Conn. he said Wt there:
should be a trick in there: using a S«tmJ
DuJ. Doug spent his time looking for the
"perfect" trick wt uses a Second Deal. I
too began thinking about an appropriate
trick. Like Doug, I rook a trick Wt
normally uses a Second Deal. and
contributed a version without it. Kevin
Kelly also wanted to include a trick using
a Second Deal. I find it funny thar we all
thm:: independently chose [0 submit a
V2riation ofElmsley's "Diamond CUI
Diamond."

This trick was fust published in my
booklet, Fr«bie. pages 9-13. There were
only fifty copies of this booldet printed.
and they were given away 10 those people
attending the first TSD Convention in
March 1999.
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Effect
The performer introduces a deck of cards
and turns over the top card, the Two of
Hearts. A spectator is asked to initial the
face of the Two. The Two is tabled. A
second card is chosen and is used to scoop
up the signed Two of Hearn. Both cards
are rubbed together. Suddenly, the
spectator's initials are no longer on the
face of the Two of Hearn! The initials
have magically transferred OntO the face of
the chosen card!

Method
Vou may wish to give the impression of
both cards being selected; however, that is
not necessary. Also, although you will be
using the Two and Three of Hearts, you
can use face cards. After reading the
method, you may decide thar court cards
would work better for you.
Begin by managing to get the Two and
Three of Hearts to the top of the deck Three of Hearts being the top card. Vou
may set these cards beforehand, or secretly
cull them into position. Shuffle the deck
retaining the two cards on top. Hold the
deck in left-hand Dealing Position
perform a Double Lift. The manner in
which the double turnover is made and
how it is held is important, so read
carefully. Once the double falls face up
onto the deck, your left thumb pushes
over the double (as one, of course) for
about half its width so it is side-jogged off
the right side of the deck. With your right
hand, point to the'ourer right corner of
the card{s) as you comment that this is
where you want the spectator to initial the
card. This "preps" her for the eventual
signing of the card.

Grasp the card with your right hand,
thumb at the center of its face, first and
second fingers underneath. If this card
were the Three, your right thumb would
be directly on top of the center pip. Your
left thumb is resting naturally on the
card's ourer left corner keeping the double
in place. Your left thumb covers the ourer
index of the card. Vou are abour to
perform the actions of Marlo's "PipCovering Subtlery" (M.I.N T., Vol. 1,
pages 92-93).
Now the audience has a clear picture of
the Two of Hearts. Vour right hand lifts
the double and gestures toward the
spectator to initial the card. Flip the
double face down onto the deck, then
immediately side-jog the top card for half
its width to the right with your left
thumb. This is done as your right hand
reaches for a pen and hands it to the
spectator. As the spectator is busy
.
removing the cap from the pen, your fight
hand takes the side-jogged card (the
Three) at its outer right corner, first and
second fingers on top, thumb underneath.
The card is turned face up (stud rype
turnover) onto the deck, and remains sidejogged. During this turnover, tilt the deck
slightly inwards so the spectator cannot.
glimpse the Three. As soon as the card IS
turned face up and side-jogged on the
deck, your left thumb covers its outer
index. Of course, your right thumb should
be completely covering the center pip, and
the base of your right thumb should be
covering the inner index. Figure 1 shows
how the card is held while the spectator
initials it. During all of this, the deck is
still tilted towards you a lircle and the
spectator is busy removing the cap from
the pen.
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fingers underneath. Wiggle the cards back
and forth for effecr, and then spread them
widely. Your left hand takes the face up
Two of Hearts while your right hand rakes
the face down Three of Hearts. This will
expose the clean face of the Two of
Hearts. Slowly turn the Three of Hearts
face up to show rhe spectator's initials!

/

I

Figure 1

Lower the deck so the spectator will see
whar she believes to be the Two of Hearrs.
Have the spectator initial the outer right
corner, in rhe white area of the card.
Because you have already "prepped" them,
she will nor have a problem knowing
where to initial.
Once the card has been inirialed, tilt your
hands inward again as you turn the Three
of Hearts face down onro the deck.
Immediarely Second Deal the real Two of
Hearts face down onro the table. If you
don't do a Second Deal, I will describe an
alternate handling at the end of the
description.
After the Second Deal, the Three of
Hearts will be on top of the deck. Cur the
deck at the cenrer and hold a break
between the packets as you complete the
cut. The Three will be below your break.
Riffle Force the Three on a second
spectator. Following the Riffle Force
procedure, your left thumb pushes the
Three of Hearts over the right side of the
deck as your righr hand grasps it, fingers
on top, thumb below. The Three is held
by your righr hand at its inner righr
corner. Rotate your hand palm-up to turn
the Three face up. Your right thumb will
be covering the firsr specrator's initials.
Table the deck with your left hand.
Use the face up Three of Hearts to scoop
up the face down Two, then flip borh over
end-for-end inro your left hand. Grab the
cards with your right hand, thumb on top,
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Notes
As promised, I will describe an alternate
handling for anyone not wanting to do a
Second Deal. In the beginning, simply
reverse the order of the twO cards - the
Two of Hearts will be on top, followed by
the Three of Hearts. After the initial
shuffling, turn over the top single card,
the Two of Hearts. Explain to the
spectator where she will initial the card
and turn the Two back face down. When
you hand the spectator the pen, simply do
a Double Turnover and cover the
necessary pips. After she has initialed the
card, turn the double face down and deal
the top card to the table. Conrinue as
described above. This method will
eliminate the need for the Second Deal,
but there is a trade off - you are holding a
double when the spectator signs it.
As menrioned above, you may choose to
use court cards if you don't feel
comfortable doing the "Pip-Covering
Subtlety" with the spot cards. You can use
the Jack and Queen of Diamonds, Jack
and Queen of Hearts, etc. By using these
cards, you can practically show the full
face of the card while the spectator signs
it. The only thing being covered would be
the two indices with your thumbs. The
drawback of using court cards is that the
two cards don't contrast well. The other
problem is that someone may recognize
the design on the court card when they are
signing it. As always, there is a trade-off
that must be made when you are ttying to
meet cenain conditions.
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Comments

-,

Ken has published other tricks along the
lines of this effect. Most notably is his
trick cal1cd "Signed Quick Visuals"
(Choice Effias, Number 8, pages 1-12) in
which a signed miniature card grows to
the size ofa pol= card, and a variation in
which a signed pol= size card shrinks to a
miniature card. This variation, however,
was inspired by the problem that I posed
on The Sectmti DuJ, hence the tide. Ken
joined TSD after this problem was over, so
be could not participate in the problem
iudf.. He did, however, send this solultion
to me·to publish on TSD. .After it
appeared thcrc. Ken published it in
ONYX, Number Thttc, pages 27-30,
under the tide "Convincing Signature
Transfer."
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Royal

_

Gathering,~

Christian Ehret
Effect
The four Aces are removed from a deck
and the deck is put away. Each Ace is
placed at a corner of the close-up mat.
One at a time. they magically gather in
the upper right corner. After they all
gather. they are turned over to show that
they have turned into a Royal Flush!

Preparation
On top of the deck. have the Jack of
Spades. Ten of Spades. Queen of Spades
and King of Spades. The Jack should be
the top card of the deck.

Method
Spread through the deck. remove the four
Aces, and place them in SHoCkeD
(Spades. Hearts, Clubs and Diamonds)
order from back to face. The Ace of
Diamonds will be the face card. Obtain a
left Pinky Break beneath the top four
cards of the deck. Briefly place the four
Aces face up onto the deck. and then lift
all eight cards above the break in righthand Biddle Grip.
With your left thumb. pull the top Ace off
the right-hand packet. The Ace will rotate
around the left side of the packet until it is
face down. Your left thumb now pushes it
up. so it is face down under the packet. As
it is pushed up with your left thumb. your
right thumb obtains a break above it. Peel
the next Ace and rotate it face down under
the right-hand packet as well. Repear with
the third Ace. As you peel the fourth Ace.
your right thumb releases the bottom
three Aces (below the thumb break) onto
the deck. Your left thumb continues to
rotate the Ace of Spades face down under
the right hand cards. This switch is J.K.
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Hartman's "Secret Subtraction" (Card
Craft, pages 48-54).
Table the deck. In your hand you should
have the Ace of Spades on the face, with
the four Royal Flush cards face down on
top of it.
With your right hand. lift the top twO
cards in Biddle Grip as one. Slightly flex
the double so it will stay aligned. and
place it face down at the upper right
corner of your close-up mat. Make sure
that the double remains aligned. Pick up
the next card in right hand Biddle Grip
and place it face down at the inner left
corner of the mat. The next card is placed
at the inner right corner, and the last card
is placed at the outer left corner.

,

I
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Figure 1

Casually show both hands empty, and
place your right hand over the double at
the upper right corner and your left hand
over the card at the inner left corner.
Figure I shows the audience's perspective
(with the cards under the hand exposed
for clarity). Now, make slight waving
motions, and on the last wave contact the
inner left card with the heel of your hand.
It should appear as if your hand isn't
touching the card, but in reality the card is
slid to the left under the cover of your
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hand (a Larry Jennings technique). Keep
your fingers spread wide. At rhe same
rime, rhe heel of your tight hand separates
the double at rhe uppet right corner. The
first Ace has traveled!
Move your left hand wirh rhe concealed
card under it co rhe upper right corner,
allowing rhe concealed card co slide above
rhe rwo cards rhat are already rhere. At rhe
same rime, your right hand covers rhe card
at rhe inner right corner as in Figure 2.
Make rhe waving morions, and rhen move
your left hand ro rhe left to show rhree
cards. The lower right card is concealed
under rhe heel of your right hand. At rhe
same time as your left hand is moving co
rhe left, your right hand slides to rhe right
CO show rhat rhe second card has
apparently traveled across.

\
Figure 3

Move borh hands co square rhe four cards
at rhe upper right. The card under your
left hand is allowed to slide above rhe four
cards already rhere (Figure 4). Square all
five cards, turn rhem face up, and spread
rhem co show a Royal Flush!

,\
\

Figure 4

CommCDt5

Figure 2

Now for rhe last Ace - wirh rhe concealed
card under it, slide your right hand
forward to rhe upper right corner. The
card hidden benearh your right hand is
allowed co slide above rhe cards already at
rhe upper right corner. At rhe same time,
move your left hand co the upper left
corner co conceal rhe card rhere (Figure
3). Your right hand moves away to show
all four cards at rhe upper right corner.
Simultaneously, your left hand moves to
rhe left, sliding rhe concealed card secretly
benearh it.

P_

For patter. Christian tdls the fOllowing
story: "IUNIS tltIU pltzying
with _
ftinuJs. It just b.ppmeJ th4t 1111 A« WtIS
JeIl1t to uch pltzyer. Ntme uflIS /mew it, !Nt
tme pltzyer WIIS chet#i"t. He secmI.y stole the
other tJ-e Aas to his htznJ.." Here, you do
the assembly. Continue, "Knoruing th4t the
pot UNIS hit/J, he JiJn r _ to ttzke II",
cMnces. so he chellteJ""" mJeIlIeJ he WtIS
holJi"g II &ytJ Flush!'

For rhe vanish of the last Aa from the
upper left comer, if you have slightly
raeky bands, you can simply lift up wirh
your left hand. The card will stick to rhe
palm. It only bas to stay there fOr a
moment, and rhen you Iowa your hand

back to rhe table. Christian pointed out to
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mnbanmcn he bas the opponuniry he
sometimes row:bcs a glue stick to his left
palm. When this dries, this giva bim just
t h e . amount of w:kiness to have the
card stick to his ldt hand, butvnly ror a
couple of _ds.

Some people may feel that the appearance
of the fifth card gives the secret away.
Christian doesn't. He's been doing this
nick lOr a wbile and it always gets a good
~.

Michael Ammar bas an df«:t called "Card
Mattix" on pages 95-98 of TIN Mizgic of
MidIMi.AmmAr. His method is urraigbt
matrix of the rour Acu (no Change to a
Royal Fllllb at the end). Doug Conn also
bas a card matrix ("Evening Up the
Oddsj that is unpublished as of this
writing. Ir will be in his upcoming book,
TriehofMy TrtIIk, which is beingwritren
by Paul Cummins.
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ttracto Card II

--~~

I

N DARYL'S FIRST BOOK,

Secrets ofa

Pumo Rican Gambler, there was an
effect called "The Boomeranging Card
of Mysrery" and a variation called "The
Chicago Conspiracy." What is offered
here is a very clean variation of "The
Chicago Conspiracy" that will fool both
magicians and laymen alike.

Effect
Two cards are selected from a shuffled
deck - one is physically removed, the
other is only looked at as the cards are
riffied in front of the spectator's eyes. The
"Presto Attracto Card" is cut to and the
twO selections are magically drawn to this
special locator card. The cards above and
below the "Presto Attracto Card" are
shown to be the twO selections.

With your left thumb, bevel the deck to
the right. Rest your left thumb on the top
of the deck. With your left hand still
holding the deck in Dealing Position,
grasp the deck in right hand Biddle Grip
with your thumb and second finger near
the right corners. As you do this, your
right thumb "kicks" the selection through
the deck and to the left. The outer left
corner of the selecrion will become jogged
to the left (Figure 1).

~
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Figure 1

Method
Have a card removed from a shuffled
deck. Perform a face down pressure fan in
your left hand. Allow the spectator to
replace her selection into the center of the
fan, then perform Paul LePaul's "An
Automatic Jog-Control" (The Card magic
ofLePaul, pages 99-102). Another
description of this move can be found on
Volume 2 of Daryl's Encyclopedia ofCard
Sleights video.
At this point, the deck is face down in
left-hand Dealing Position and the
selection is slightly in-jogged. Of course,
you can use any other technique you
know to get to this position. Regardless of
how you get to this position, be sure to tip
the front end of the deck slightly upward
to hide the in-jogged card from the
audience.

With your left hand, grasp the deck by its
inner left corner - thumb on top, first and
second fingers underneath. You will notice
that you are now holding the deck in
Fingertip Peek position. Because of the
bevel in the deck, the side-jogged corner
of the selection is completely hidden from
the audience. As you hold the deck in this
position, it is important that you maintain
a very tight grip.

Figure 2

Turn your head away and riffie the outer
right corner of the deck with your right
first finger as in Figure 2. Ask a second
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spectacor to call out "Stop" as you riffle
through the deck. You'll notice that the
side-jogged first selection acts like an
impromptu short card. With proper
timing, you will be able co scop at this
card when you are directed. This is an Ed
Marlo idea (Fingmip Control/s, p. 10).
You will essentially be forcing the card
above the first selection. If the spectacor
happens to say "Stop" too soon, simply
"loosen the riffle" and open the deck at
the right spot. If you happen co pass the
force card before the spectacor scops you,
simply release the rest of the cards and
start again. Please understand that these
are emergency measures onIy. With
1
proper practice, they are seldom necessary.
After the second spectacor remembers her
selection, cleanly release the rest of the
cards. If you want, you can riffle the entire
deck co "prove" that there is no COntrol.
II

Figure 4

II

Next, you are going co turn the deck face
up into your right hand, then flip it face
down again into your left hand, turning
the deck over end-for-end in the process.
The reason for this is to get the jogged
portion of the first selection co the inner
right corner of the deck - so you can easily
get a break with your left pinky.
Begin by lowering the deck so it is face
down. Turn your right hand palm down
and grasp the right side of the deck with
your fingers on cop and thumb
underneath as in Figure 3. Turn your
right hand palm up, turning the deck face
up (end-for-end) in the pro=s. Next, clip
the outer left corner of the face up deck
between your left first and second fingers
(Figure 4). Carefully turn the deck
vertically on its side then grip the outer
left corner with your left thumb as your
right first finger maintains pressure on the
cop card. Continuing, turn the deck face
down and hold it in left-hand Dealing
Position.
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Figure 3

At this point, your left first finger should
be curled under the deck. Straighten it,
then lighcly grip the deck with your right
hand in Biddle Grip. With practice, you
will be able co retain the side-jogged card
through the transfers from hand co hand.
Explain that you are now going co cut co a
very special card in the deck known as the
"Presco Amacco Card." With your left
pinky, pull down on the side-jogged card
co obtain a break between the selections.
Slide your right hand co the right and
hold the deck from above by irs extreme
corners. Kick over the cards above the
break with your left pinky so that the
upper packet becomes stepped co the left
(Figure 5 - the right hand is removed for
clariry). Release your left-hand grip on the
deck:

Figure 5

Your left hand moves inward as your left
first finger points upward. Place the back
of your left first finger against the inner
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left corner of the upper packet. Perform a
Swivel Cut by moving your first finger
clockwise causing the upper packet to
rotate around your right second finger as
in Figure 6. Continue this clockwise
rotation until the two packets clear each
other. Allow the upper packet to drop into
your palm-up left hand (Figure 7).

,

Figure 6

Figure 7

With your left thumb, angle the top card
to the left, then reach up and over onto
the outer right corner of the card with
your left first finger. Pull down with your
first finger on this corner (Figure 8),
causing the "Presto Attracto Card" to flip
over face up. The card will be pinned by
your lift first finger from below, and the
bottom of the left-hand packet (Figure 9).
As this is being done, casually move your
right hand to the right. Place the righthand packet underneath the left-hand
packet, trapping the "Presto Attracto
Card" face up between them.

~ ...~

Figure 9

As you make a magical gesture, explain
that the "Presto Attracto Card" will now
magically"attract" the two selections.
Spread the deck face down between your
hands and remove the "Presto Artracto
Card" and the face down cards on either
side of it. Turn the face down cards face
up to reveal the selections!

Comments
If you know how to ad! can:\s, you can
name die "Presto Attract:o Card" whik the
spectator is shuffiing the deck before the
dIi:a begins. Let's say that you are going
to use the J= of Spades (an obvious card
like this puts less &train on die audience's
memory), Rmicve die deck and openly
spread through it &ce up to look for the
J= of Spades. When you it. pause and say
something like•."I se~ that the Act' t1f
SpaJes. t~ 'Presto AJtmcto CtmJ, •is twmtysevmth ftrnn the ttJP· WtnJJ]OM plermwmbn- thIItftr 1M!' As you dose die
deck, cull die J= of Spades to the top
(back) of die deck. If the J= of Spades
happens to be near die top or bottom of
the dcck, you can still mnrrol it to the top

and then shuflle the deck (retaining it on
top) as you preteDd to "reposition" it to a
position "rwenry-seventh" from die top.

When you reach die point in die dIi:a
when: you are about to cut to die "Presto
Attracto Card." ask the spectator where it
is in the deck. They should reply,
"TwmJy-sevmth from the ttJP.· Pretend to
cut twenry-six can:\s, -aaually doing the
Pivot Cut CEpIained earlier. 'The audience
should be surprUed when you flip over the
J= of Spades after the cut. Continue as
usual.

Figure 8
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Another Dice touch can be used when you
rifIIe through the cards for the speetaror to
think ofone. Ask the speetaror to think of
i c:ara in the deck, but.not the bottom
(Iiux:) ODe because that would be too easy
for you. As you say this, point our the card
OD the bottom of the deck. At the end of
the trick, many members of the audience
will notice that the bottom card is the
same that it was before which subtly
• prows. that nothin2 bas ch.an2ed.
This trick was previously published in
Daryl's lecture DOtes NNI MiJimnillm
WorIJ Tour, pllltCS 19-21.
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HIS IS BASICALLY Alex Elmsley's
"Diamond CUI Diamond" (The

Colkcted Works ofAlex Elmsley.

Vol. 2. pages 186-188). However. this
version has some prerry srrong condirions
rhat will "fry" just about anyone.

Effect
The magician removes and tables rhe Ace
rhrough Ten of Diamonds. The
remainder of rhe deck is shuffled and
given to rhe spectator. Two ITee choices
are now made. The hrst spectator names a
number from one to ten. Using rhat
number. rhe second specrator removes a
card ITom the deck. The selection is
replaced and rhe spectator shuffles the
deck.
Next. rhere are three consecutive climaxes:
one of the Diamond cards placed aside
earlier has rransformed into the selection.
Also. rhe value of the missing Diamond
card matches rhe freely named number.
Finally. the missing Diamond card is
found face up in rhe deck.

Needed
You need a deck of cards and eight
double-faced cards. On one side of rhe
double facers are the 2-9 of Diamonds.
On rhe orher side of rhe cards is a Club
card rhat, when added to rhe Diamond
side, equals a value of 11. For example, on
rhe back of rhe 2D is rhe 9C. on rhe back
of rhe 4 D is rhe 7C. etc.
You should be able to get rhe necessary
cards ITom a standard deck of doublefaced cards.

Not Needed
Remove rhe 2-9 of Diamonds from rhe
regular deck, as rhey will not be needed.

Setup
From rhe top of rhe face down deck: Ten
to Ace of Clubs wirh rhe Ten on top.
Randomly distribute rhe eight doublefaced cards rhrough rhe deck. Be sure not
to distribute any in rhe Clubs stack on top
of the deck. The double facers must be set
so the Diamond sides will show when you
spread rhe deck face up.

Method
As you introduce the effect. give the deck

a face up shuffle wirhout disturbing rhe
Clubs setup on top of rhe deck. A face up
Overhand Shuffle or Hindu Shuffle works
well here.
Explain that you need rhe Ace rhrough
Ten of Diamonds and spread the deck
face up to remove rhem. Be sure not to
flash rhe other side of any of rhe double
facers. Arrange rhe ten cards in numerical
order wirh the Ace at rhe face. Since the
Ace and Ten have normal backs. you can
display rhese casually to dispel rhe notion
of double-faced cards. Momentarily table
rhese ten cards.
Give rhe remainder of rhe deck a quick
shuffle retaining rhe ten-card setup on
top, and hand rhe deck to a spectator. As
rhey take rhe deck. you should pick up rhe
ten Diamond cards. Spread rhe Diamond
cards face up berween your hands as you
ask someone to name a number berween
one and ten. As soon as rhey do, close rhe
spread. secretly obtaining a Pinky Break
under rhe corresponding number card. For
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example, if they say "six," then as you
close the spread, obrain a break under the
Six of Diamonds. The only resrriction is
thar the specraror cannot name one or ten.
Because you asked them ro name a
number between one and ten, it isn't likely
that they will name one of these. If they
do, simply remark that you need a
number between one and ten.
Instruct the spectaror holding the deck ro
deal down ro the named number and look
at that card. If the named number were
six, they would deal down ro the sixth
card and remember it. You've just forced
the mate of the double facer that matches
the chosen number.
While the spectaror is dealing and noting
the selecrion, execute Marlo's "Future
Reverse" (The Future Rwerse, pages 6-10)
with the Diamond card above your Pinky
Break. All atrention will be focused on the
person dealing the cards and noting a
card. If you would rather not use the
"Future Reverse," you could simply turn
your back as they note a card and reverse
the card then. Afrer you have reversed the
card, set the Diamond packet face up on
the rable. The spectaror should reassemble the deck, losing her selection.

named number, she will see her selected
card! Pause a moment for this ro sink in.
Make sure that she sees that only ten cards
are on the table.
Pick up the deck and make a tight, face up
pressure fan. Don't worty about exposing
the selection in the deck, there won't be
much heat on the deck. The audience
should assume that the trick is over. Pick
up the "selection" (double facer) and
insetr it into the middle of the face up fan.
Square the deck and table it face down.
Pause for a moment, and then ribbon
spread the deck face down ro reveal the
missing Diamond card face up in the
middle.
Doug mentions that he has found the
climax ro be more effective if he acts as if
the effect is over, and then subtly pretends
as ifhe didn't know what happened to the
missing Diamond Card. As an
aftetrhought, he spreads the deck ro find
it.
Remove the double facer from the spread
and replace it with the other Diamond
cards. Assemble the deck ro end.

Ar this point, your work is essentially
done. However, without adding some
"smoke," this effect would be "roo
perfect." To overcome this, have the
specraror give the deck a cut and one riffle
shuffle. Study their actions, acting like it
has something ro do with the effect.
Ask for the named number. The spectaror
may forget that she even named her
number. Next, ask fot the name of the
chosen card.
Slowly spread the tabled Diamond packet
one card at a time. When you reach the
76
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Draun's-Erdnase..Change

T

is how Steve Draun
performs "Transformations: Two
Hands, first method" (The Expert
at the Card Table, pages 95-96). This
change is also commonly called the
"Houdini Color Change." Steve has
added a circular motion, which makes this
change look really nice.
HE FOLLOWING

Method

Figure 1

Hold the deck face up in left-hand
Mechanics Grip, beveled slightly forward.
A tiny Pinky Break may be established
under the top card of the deck to ensure
that only one card moves in a moment.
Turn your right hand palm down and
spread your fingers wide. Point the second
finger of your right hand towards the
inner right corner of the deck as in Figure
1. Move your right hand to the left so that
the base of your right pinky is at the inner
left (non-index) corner of the face card
(Figure 2). Move your right hand
diagonally forward toward the outer right
corner of the deck (Figure 3). The base of
your right pinky will be directly above the
outer right corner of the deck. As soon as
it is, make contact with this corner with
the base of your pinky and move it
secretly slightly forward. You move it
forward just enough for the heel of your
right hand to contact the face of the
second card from the face. As the top card
slides slightly forward, your left first finger
goes along with it. Because the deck is
beveled, though, the deck will look the
same to the spectators.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Start moving your right hand back
towards yourself, dragging the second card
until it clears the face card. During this
motion, your right fingers should be
spread wide and should be raised up off
the deck about an inch. It should appear
that your right hand is not touching the
deck at all (Figure 4).
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Figure 4

As soon as the card clears the face card,
move your right hand forward sliding the
concealed card with it. You can elevate
your right fingers even higher off the deck
if you want. Ar the same time, your left
first finger should push the previous face
card back flush with the deck. The
concealed card should fall flush on the
face of the deck. As soon as it does, move
your right hand diagonally to the right as
in Figure 5 to reveal the change of the face
card.

Figure 5

Commcots
As you can see, the whole idea is to appear
to create a cimJIar motion. as if you
simply waVI:d your right hand cm:r the
deck. Steve SICI1t me a video ofbjmsdf
doing this change, so I can attest ro it
100' extreIndy
.cal.
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Five Card doker, okerJ Jokers Wild!
CIw..Roherts
Effect
The magician tells a story about playing a
hand of poket where the Jokers are wild.
He then shows a hand of five Jokers. He
explains that since Jokers are wild, they
can represent anything. To prove that
point, he snaps the Jokers one by one into
a Royal Flush!

Setup
Set the face down packet from the top
down: King of Spades, Queen of Spades,
Joker, Jack of Spades, Ace of Spades, Ten
of Spades. The Ten will be at the face of
the packet.

Method
Hold the packet face down and obtain a
Pinky Break under the top three cards.
Use a Pinky Count or simply spread the
packet, holding the last two as one. As you
square the packet, obtain a break beneath
the third card from the top.

your right hand back palm down and
place its cards onto the left-hand cards.
With your left thumb, spread over the top
two cards. With your right hand, take the
spread of twO cards in Biddle Grip.
From now on, instead of rotating your
hand to show the face of the cards, you
will flip the cards face up onto the lefthand packet.
Push over the top card of the left-hand
packet with your left thumb. Use the left
side of the right hand packet to flip this
card face up onto the remaining left-hand
cards. Repeat this to turn the card face
down. Push over the top card of the lefthand packet with your left thumb and
take it spread to the left under the right
hand cards.
Push over the top card of the left-hand
packet. You now apparently flip this card
over just as you did with the last one, but
a switch is actually performed.

Now, there are a few methods to do the
Diminishing Lift sequence to apparently
show five Jokers. I will describe two.

r

(

First Method
Holding the cards in your left hand with a
break beneath the top three, lift the top
three in right hand Biddle Grip. Rotate
your right hand palm up to flash the face
of the triple. Return the card(s) to the top
of the left-hand packet. Your right hand
immediately lifts away the top two cards
as one and your left thumb pushes over
the top card of its packet.
Take this card under the right-hand
card(s), then rotare your right hand palm
up to flash the face of another Joker. Turn

Figure 1

The right-hand spread approaches the left
hand cards to flip the card over. The
spread goes above the left-hand card, and
your left thumb clamps down on the
bottom card of the right hand spread
Ooker) as in Figure 1. At the same time,
your right fingers and thumb grab the
card that your left thumb just pushed
over. This card will occupy approximately
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the same position as the bottom card of
the right hand spread.
With the Joker being held in place with
your left thumb, your right hand moves to
the right and raises slightly. The Joker will
clear the spread and flip face up onto the
left-hand cards. Because of the switch,
your right hand still holds a spread of
three cards, and everything looks as it
should. Figure 2 shows the switch taking
place.

and taken underneath the right hand card.
This card remains spread to the left of the
right hand card.
You now mimic the same actions, but you
turn over only the top card to show a
third Joker. Turn this card face down and
take it beneath the two right hand cards.
It toO is spread to the left.
You now do the same switch as described
earlier, except you aren't holding the cards
in Biddle Grip (Figure 3). Turn the Joker
face down and take it under the right
hand cards. Repeat the switch one more
time, switching the double for the Joker.
Flip the Joker face down into your left
hand and drop your right hand cards on
top. Square the face down packer.

Figure 2

!

Use the left side of the right hand cards to
flip the Joker face down again. As before,
take the Joker under the right hand cards,
spread to the left.
Repeat the switch, except this time the
card in your left hand is a double. Your
left thumb clamps down on the Joker, as
your right fingers and thumb grasp the
double. Do the switch to turn over the
Joker. Turn the Joker face down and drop
the right hand cards on top of it and
square the packet.

Second Method
Perform a triple turnover to show a Joker
apparently on top. As you turn the triple
face down, catch a Pinky Break beneath it.
Take the top card with your right hand,
thumb on top and fingers underneath.
Your right hand fingers (underneath the
right hand card) enter the break being
held by your left pinky and turn the
double face up onto the left-hand cards.
Repeat this turnover to rum the double
face down. The top card is pushed over
80
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Figure 3

Either method of performing the
Diminishing lift sequence, the cards will
be in the following order from the top to
face: KS, QS, JS, AS, IDS, Joker.
Deal the top three cards face down ontO
the table, miscalling them as Jokers. Show
the last twO (really three) as Jokers by
doing a display by Norm Houghton
(Ibidnn, Number 1). This display was also
credited to Bro. John Hamman as the
Flushtration Count. You do this by
holding the cards in right hand Biddle
Grip and turning your hand palm up to
flash a Joker on the face. Turn your hand
palm down, and slide the top card into
your left hand with your left thumb. Turn
your right hand palm up again to flash
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another Joker. Put this card(s) on top of
the left-hand card. With your left thumb,
push the top card over and deal it to the
right of the other three cards.
You are apparently left holding a Joker. In
reality, it is a double (AS at the face, Joker
behind it). Take the card(s) with your
righr hand and rub it on the back of your
left hand. Snap the card face up to show
thar the Joker has changed into the Ace of
Spades.
You now start speeding up the pace to
make the changes seem to happen in a
flash. Immediately pick up the cards on
the table one at a time from left to right,
turning them face up. As you do so, add
them to the cards in your left hand. You
will be left holding a Royal Flush in
Spades!
There are a few different ways you can
clean up. You can cop the Joker is you ross
the Flush down for examination, If you
don't mind having a Joker in your deck,
you can simply shuffle the cards into your
deck and proceed with your next effect.

·Comments
This dtta evolw:d from "The: Magician's
Magician's Routine," a nine-card nongafIal "Wild Card" published by Frank
GaR:ia in WiIJ Ctml MirtI&ks (pages 5258). Derdt Dingle, who credits larry
Jennings as the originator, showed the

effea to Garcia.
Chas liked the dtta. and decided to work
on it. He smam1ined the handling and
changed it from a ~ "Wdd Card"
plot to a poker plot.
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A Sandwich hat's~ot So Pure
Divi<tSWomon

D

I were talking about
different sandwich effects, when
my "Sandwich Spread" (Thinking
6' Wondering, pages 8-9) came up. David
started asking questions about the plot
and the price that would be paid by using
various gaffs. The following is what David
worked out after that conversation.
AVID AND

Place the two odd-backed duplicate Jokers
face down on the bottom of the face down
deck. Place the two Jokers with tape on
their backs in a convenient pocket, or
somewhere where you can easily locate
them.

Method

Effect
Two odd-backed Jokers are placed aside;
the deck is shuffled and the spectator
selects a card. The spectator replaces the
card anywhere in the deck, and the deck is
ribbon spread across the table. The
magician inserts the odd-backed Jokers
into the spread, one near the top and one
near the bottom. The cards are squared,
then immediately re-spread on the table.
The two odd-backed Jokers have come
together to trap one card between them the selection!

Requirements
You need four blue backed Jokers. On the
back of two of them place double-sided
tape, wax, or removable glue - whichever
you prefer. For this description, I will refer
to these cards as having double-sided tape
on their backs as in Figure 1. This is just a
way to identifY these prepared Jokers. The
idea of the substance on their backs is that
when and wherever the Jokers are inserted
in the deck, they will stick to the cards
above them automatically killing their odd
backs when the deck is ribbon spread. You
also need a red deck.

Figure 1
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Preparation

Remove the two prepared Jokers and
casually toss them to the table, face up.
Shuffle the deck, making sure that you
hide and retain the two odd-backed Jokers
on the bottom. Spread the cards face
down from hand to hand and have a
spectator remove a card and sign it on irs
face. You are now going to have the
selection replaced near the center of the
deck, but you will simultaneously execute
a secret under-the-spread maneuver.
As your left hand thumbs cards over to the

right, your left fingers buckle the bottom
card to loosen it and push it to the right
below the spread. It is pushed far enough
to the right for your right fingers to pull it
under the spread as far to the right as
possible. You then ask the spectator to put
her selection back by separating the spread
near the center and allowing her to replace
her card. The hidden odd-backed Joker is
secretly placed on top of the selection, but
just touching its right side.
The next move is the same as the last
Joker maneuver, but is a little tricky. Your
right hand does not move its spread, but
your left hand once again loosens and
pushes the bottom card to the right. Your
right fingers pull the card directly below
the selection, but once again jogged to the
right. It is in almost the same position as
the first Joker. Your hands close the spread
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slightly into your left hand as your righr
hand quickly takes the shon spread from
above in Biddle Grip.

Perfection of the ribbon spxeaa hideour

will rake some practice SO that you do nor
flash the odd-backed Jokers.

You are now in a position to do a ribbon
spread of the deck that will hide the oddbacked Jokers. Charles Nyquisr published
this idea in Hugard Magic Monthly, Vol.
6, No.3 August 1948. The nice thing
about Solomon's variation is that the
under-the-spread procedure has allowed
you to get into the jogged position
required without any further moves. Ken
Simmons independently carne up with a
similar automatic hideour move. You can
find Ken's version in his "Ultimate
Collectors" (ONYX, Number 3, pages 912)
Pick up the tabled Jokers and tell the
spectators that you are going to insert
them into the spread, one near the top
and one near the bottom. Take the first
Joker face down and run it down the
spread near rhe top, asking the spectator
to say stop. When they do, insert it into
the spread leaving it our-jogged. Do the
same procedure with the other Joker near
the bottom and leave it our-jogged as well.
Square up the ribbon spread, and then
push the our-jogged Jokers into the deck.
Perform your best magical gesture and
immediately ribbon spread the deck on
the rable. The odd-backed Jokers will be
together in the center sandwiching a card.
Ask for the name of the selection, then
allow the spectator to remove the
sandwiched card to find her signed
selection.

Comments
If you handle the replacement co=cdy.
the spectator will nor feel forced to place
the card in any certain place.
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Transit olson' 8,--._
Effect
This is basically a rransposirion between
mree cards.

Setup
From me top of rhe deck down: Jack of
Hems, Jack of Diamonds, Ace of Spades,
46 indifferent cards, Eighr of Diamonds,
Nine of Diamonds (face up), indifferent
card

Method
Before you begin, you may wish to give
me deck a shuffle. The only requirements
are mar me top and borrom blocks musr
nor be disrurbed, and mar you do nor
flash me face of me reversed Nine of
Diamonds.
Obrain a break benearh me top two cards
of rhe deck. You will now cur rhe deck
into mree packers, while executing two
slip cuts. Begin by raking me lower two
mirds of me deck wim your left hand. Ar
me same rime, slip cut me top two cards
onto rhis portion wim your left hand.
Table your righr hand's mird. Execure
anomer slip Cut by raking me lower half of
me remaining cards wim your left hand.
Ar me same time, your left mumb slip
cuts me top card onto mis packer. Table
me righr-hand packer forward of me firsr
one, rhen drop me left-hand packer in
front of rhar packer. The top card of rhe
packer nearesr you is me Ace of Spades.
The top card of me nexr packer is rhe Jack
of Diamonds. The Jack of Hearrs is me
top card of me farthesr packer. Also, me
small setup mar was on me borrom of me
deck is now on me borrom of me packer
farthesr from you.
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Turn over me Ace of Spades, commenting
mar you were nor looking for mar card,
and you will nor use ir. as ir is too hard to
work wim. Mention mar you were
actually rrying to locare me red Jacks. as
you turn over me top cards of me omer
two piles. Place me Jacks and Ace face up
onto me rable. Reassemble rhe deck,
making sure rhar me packer farrhesr from
you ends up on me bortom of rhe deck.
Pick up me Ace of Spades and prerend to
lose ir in me center. You musr acr as if me
Ace is insignificanr and you are merely
placing ir into me center. Acrually. you
musr control ir to me top wimout any
apparent manipulation of me deck. A nice
rechnique is to place me Ace into me deck
from rhe front end, rhen use Ed Marlo's
"Deliberare Side Sreal" (The Side Steal. p.
5) to control ir to rhe top as you square
rhe deck.
Toss me two Jacks face up onto me top of
me deck. Spread me deck for someone to
remove a card. As you close me spread.
obrain a Pinky Break beneam me top
mree cards of me deck. Wim your righr
hand, pick up me three cards above me
break in Biddle Grip. Press your left
mumb onto me face of me packer, and
move your righr hand to me righr to
gesrure toward me specrator. The Jack on
rhe face of rhe packer will slide off rhe
packer and end up face up on top of me
deck (Figure 1). As ir does, manage to
obrain a Pinky Break beneam it. Your
righr hand will be holding a face up Jack,
wim me face down Ace of Spades
concealed beneam ir. As soon as me
specrator begins to show her card. ask her
to place ir face down onto me Jack mar is
on top of me deck. Wim your left mumb.
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side-jog it to the right for about a half an
inch. Place the right hand double on top
of everything, but side-jogged about a half
inch to the right of the face down
selection.

almost goes out of view. You will notice
that as you push the selection to the left,
your right fingertips will push against the
side of the Ace of Spades, which is below
the top Jack. As you continue to push to
the lefr, push the Ace to the left as well.
The back of the Ace will come into view
between the face up Jacks. This will be
taken for the selection that you are
apparently placing between the Jacks.

Figure 1

Act as if you are about to table the spread
(don't lift it off the deck, just pretend),
then say to a spectator, "Dh, you havm't
sem it y~t hav~ you!' Before the spectator
has time to answer, remove the face down
card with your right hand. The face up
Jacks should remain in a spread condition,
with the face down Ace of Spades hidden
beneath the top one. Show the selection to
the spectator.
The following is a fake insenion move by
Ed Marlo called "Marlo Switchout"
(MIN T, Vol. 2, p. 30 I). Aaron does the
move in a slightly different manner. First I
will describe the way Aaron does it, then
briefly describe the difference from
Marlo's handling.
After you have shown the card, hold it
face down with your right hand by irs
long side, fingers underneath and thumb
on top. Make sure that your fingets are at
the extreme right edge. Pretend to insen
the card between the Jacks from the right
side. The card should be held so its shon
edges are flush with the shorr edges of the
Jacks (Figure 2). The card doesn't go
between the Jacks, but actually goes
beneath; into the break that is held by
your left pinky. Keep pushing the
selection to the left until the back of it

Figure 2

Marlo's handling differs from the above
only in the fact that he would not push
the card into view. Instead, once the card
was aligned with the rightmost card, he
would use his right thumb to pull the
rightmost catd to the right, exposing the
catd in-between.
Lifr the three-card spread in right-hand
Biddle Gtip and table it to the side. As
you lift the spread, use your left fingers to
square the selection on top of the deck.
Execute a "Halo Cut" (a bottom slip cut
desctibed in Rim Shots, pages 131-132).
As you go to place the tight-hand half on
top, slightly side-jog the top card of the
left-hand packet to the tight. Also, as you
place the tight-hand half on top, execute
the actions of the Kelly-Ovette Bottom
Placement (Th~ Tarb~ll Coum In Magic,
Vol. 3, p. 184). The bottom card of the
right hand half should go below the top
card of the left hand half. Figure 3 is an
exposed view of this from the performer's
view. Square the deck.
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which. Make a magical gesture, then claim
that the magic has been done.

/
Figure 3

Handle the deck casually, subtly showing
that you aren't holding any breaks. Turn
to a second spectator and explain that you
will dribble cards from one hand into the
other. As you do, she should stop you at
any time. As you talk, obtain a right
thumb break at the natural separation
where the back-to-back cards meet. Lift
up one card below the break and hold the
bteak there. Execute a dribble force to the
break, and then cut all the right-hand
cards to the face. Turn the deck face up to
show the card at the face.

Ask once more which card is in your
pocket. They will of course reply that it is
the second selection. Slowly remove it and
turn it around to show the first selection.
Of course, everyone will immediately
assume that the second selection is now
between the face up Jacks. Remove the
face down card between the Jacks, then
act surprised as you discover the Ace of
Spades. Comment that you thought the
Ace was in the deck, as you spread the
deck to reveal the face up second selection.

Comments
If you are convincing in the beginning, no
one will suspect that the Ai% has anything
to do with this trick.
This routine is based on Larry Jennings'
"'67 Transposition" (Jennings '67. pages

70-73).
In case you are wondering, the title of this

After the spectator has remembered the
card on the face, execute a triple turnover.
Take the top face down card and place it
with its back facing out into your shirt
pocket. A face up card will show at the
face, so everything looks as it should. The
first spectator's selection is now in your
pocket and the second spectator's selection
is face down second from the face of the
deck.

effect is simply a rcarrangcmcnt of the
word Transposition.

You now need to centralize the second
spectator's reversed selection in the deck.
One way to do so is to do aTurnover
Pass. A simpler method would be to turn
the deck face down and give it a cut.
Either way, table the deck face down onto
the table.
Your work is over, and the rest is buildup.
Have each spectator recall which card is
86
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Nigti mare Poker,

"""....._
Marty Kane

Effect
The magician tells of a dteam that he had
last night. In the dream, the spectator was
caught cheating at cards. The other
players were mad, but the spectator
calmed them down a little. They agreed to
let her continue to playas long as she gave
up one of her cards and drew another. In a
seemingly impossible way. the spectator
drew the card needed to complete her
Flush to win the round.

Method
The deck being used must contain exactly
fifty-two cards.
Say. "1 dreamt Utst night thatyou were in a

poker game. You were dealing. You were
cheating, andyou were very, very good. You
wanted a bigpot, so you dealt one player the
four Am. You dealt another player the four
Kings. You dealt the Utst player the four
Quems. By t/Qing this, you knew everyone
would bet a lot and they did. You shrewdly
dealt yourselfa Straight Flush, which is the
only hand that beats all those other hands."
"Please take this deck, and hold it with the
faces towardyourself Now, please remove
the five cards ofthe Straight Flush you dealt
yourself You can use any suit. Remember.
the Quuns. Kings, and Am had already
bun dealt. When you're t/Qne. please place
the deck face t/Qwn and shuffle the cards you
removed so you t/Qn 't know the order ofthe
cards,"
After this is done, say, "Goodjob.

Unfortunately, in the dream, you got caught
cheating. Your fellow players were quite
angry. Somehow you managed to calm them

t/Qwn to the point where they decided to let
you live as long as you give up one card. "
Pick up the deck and say, "One ofyour
cards was returned to the deck." Take the
top card of the tabled pile, drop it on top
of the deck. and Double Undercut it to
the bottom of the deck.
Say, "Please make a row with yourfour

remaining cards. Now puk at the one on the
right (spectator's right) end ofthe row.
Okay? Is it aJack? A Ten? A Nme? An
Eight? A Seven? ... " With each card
named, deal one card face down in front
of the peeked card. With any affirmative
response, stop dealing with that card.
Repeat this countdown!dealing procedure
with the remaining three cards. When
done, there will be a face down pile in
front of each of the four cards in the row.

"Please turn each ofthe cards face up. Well
t/Qne. At this point, yourfellow players were
quite angry thatyou almost had a Str~ight
Flush. They said, •Your troubles are pdmg
up higher and higher and higher and
higher.''' With the first" higher," drop the
talon onto the pile on the left (performer's
left) end of the row. On the next" higher,"
drop the combined packet onto the next
pile in the row. Again, on the next
"higher." drop the combined pac~etonto"
the next pile. Finally, on the last h'gher,
drop the combined packet onto the last
pile.
Continue, "Yourfellow players wantedyou
to take a hole cardftom the deck to complete
your hand. They knew that the odds were
that the best handyou'dget would likely be
a flush or a pair, and they knew that their
hand could beatyours. They wanted to
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randomiu your choice ofa hole card, so they
toldyou to add up the values ofyour cards.
Please do so - Jacks count as eleven." After
the total is announced. say. "Okay. Now
they wantedyou to deal down into the deck
to the card equal to that sum. Please place
that cardface down onto one end ofyour
row ofcards. "

After this is done. have the spectator turn
over the face down card to reveal the
original fifth card of the hand.

Comments
To diminare the above nnge restriction of
the SttaigbtFlush, omir mentioning whar
the other playas' bands wae. When you
Iarer tab: a card from thcic hand, control
it 00 eighth from the oop of the deck.
Instead of DrtiDg the <XIuntdown with
"Jd" each time, stan with"King." Also.
when doing the <XIunrdown 00 form the
four piles, deal each card from the deck
inoo your other hand rather than onoo the
rable. The reason for this is that each card
must go "mkr the previous one. On the
6!$t "higher," drop the talon onro the pile
on the left (perfonncr's left) end of the
row. Continue by dropping the combined
packer onoo the Del[[ pile 00 the righL The
<XIrDbined packer is then dropped onro the
Del[[ pile, and 6nalIy all onoo the lasr
packer. Continue as above.
For a greatly mortened ~, have the
spectator rcDIOVl: any Royal Flush and
n:tum two cards 00 the dedt. Conttol the
cards 00 the third and fourth positions
from the bttttDm of the deck. Follow the
original countdown proced.un:, but starr ar
14 (Ace). There will only be three
<XIunrdowns.

This dkcr is based on the "Allerchrisr
Card Trick" from &Arne on Card Tricks,
pages 114-115.
88
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Pen roduction,

_

i:::===::::;;:=========-Mark Aspia zu
Effect
The magician removes a deck of cards
from irs case. He rhen spreads the deck
with the faces towards the spectator for
him to remove her favorite card. When
she does, the magician says that he will
need a pen to sign the card with. The
magician then lowers the spread deck face
down and on the back of the spread is
now a Sharpie pen.

When you are ready, raise both hands and
place the deck into your left hand under
the pen. That is, between the pen and the
palm of your left hand. Place your right
thumb onto the tip of the pen and press it
against the tOP of the deck. Spread the
cards to the right, but keep constant
pressure on the pen with your right
thumb. As a result, the pen will be
dragged to the right behind the spread.
Figure 2 shows the performer's view.

Method
Before you begin, place a Sharpie (or
similar marker) between your watch band
and your wrist as in Figure 1. Most people
will recognize this as an old position to
make a pencil stick to your fingers. You
should have total freedom of your left
hand. To avoid bad angles, though, turn
slightly to the right.

\

Figure 2

When the pen is free from the watch
band, stop spreading the cards. Continue
as in the effect above. When ready to
reveal the pen, simply lower the spread!

Variation

Figure 1

Using both hands as usual, pick up the
card box and remove the cards. Table the
box with your left hand. Do not tense up,
instead, try to be natural. You can casually
fan the cards in your left hand, or do
anything else without exposing the pen.
The more naturally you use your left
hand, the less they will suspect it of being
dirty. Of course, don't overdo it!

The setup in this variarion involves
purring the pen under your watch band underneath your palm up left hand
(Figure 3). Holding the deck in left-hand
De;uing Position, spread the cards
between your hands. Because the pen is
underneath your left hand, you can easily
spread the cards and all will appear as
normal.

\

~IJ.<..~'~J\_
Figure 3
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When you are ready to produce me pen,
your right hand should begin to spread
me cards to me right, bur as it does, your
right fingers should contact me pen
underneam your left hand. Wim your
right fingers, drag the pen to me right
underneam me spread. The pen will clear
your left hand. As soon as it does, close
me spread slightly, moving me pen to me
left and above your left palm - berween
your left palm and me underside of me
spread.
If you now balance me spread on me pen,
you can let go wim your right hand. The
deck will be spread our of your left hand suspended in mid-air (Figure 4). This is
similar to a trick by Manuel Muerte (one
of me Flicking Fingers).

f

•
Figure 4

Now, grasp me right end of me spread
wim your right hand again, and lower me
spread over me table or a spectator's
hands. To produce me pen, flex me
spread a few times, and men allow me pen
to fall from beneam me spread.

Commcots
A8 you ICe, this will expose the method for
the suspension of the deck. OfQ)ur&e, the
speaaton will still be baflled 11$ to where

the pen aetualIy came from. If you would
rather not expose the suspension trick,
simply cIiminare it and go straight into
the roduaion of the pen.
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Demolition -~

_
Steve BellD"

Effect
By official union rules, the time comes
during the performance for the magician
to take his mandatory break. "That means
someone else will have to be the magician for
awhile. Wouldyou help me? Don't worry, I
can still supervise the procedure - that's
because management doem 't get breaks."
The magician then removes his lunch box
and pulls out a sandwich from within, but
decides to direct the proceedings before
taking a bite.
The magician instructs the acting
magician to cut the deck near the middle
and look at the face card of the half he
cut, then to shuffle the packet. The
magician then instructs several others to
take cards from the top of the tabled half,
the location cut by the first spectator, for
their selections. Each spectaror memorizes
her selection, and inserts them into the
acting magician's half which he shuffles.
Finally, the acting magician's half is placed
into the middle of the tabled half to
completely lose the selections.
Once the deck is reassembled, the
magician looks at the acting magician and
says, "Well as the acting magician, it's now
yourjob to locate the selections. I'm still on
break, but I'm lookingforward to
watching." The said, the magician Stops
what he is doing as if he no longer has an
active role in what is to transpire. Of
course, the acting magician is stumped.
After just a couple of seconds, the
magician says, "Well, there's nothing in the
union contract that says I can't be your
assistant during my break - but I refUse to
wear any skimpy costumes." Alternatively,
the magician says, "Whoops, the break's
over. I guess I'll have to find the cards. You

don't mind, do you?" The telief on the
acting magician's face, as well as his trying
to pretend that he's disappointed, is
plenry of comic relief. No matter whether
he's acting as the magician or the acting
magician's assistant, the real magician
picks up the deck and immediately names
or removes the selected cards.

Notes
Steve based this trick on several pet peeves
of his. Steve used to hate stacked decks.
When using stacked decks, though, he
preferred tricks that kept the stack intact
throughout the trick so that he could
perform other tricks with the stack
without resetting.
Because many great tricks destroy at least
part of the stack, Steve created this trick.
Rather than resetting the entire deck after
part of a stack has been destroyed or
performing a trick that doesn't use the
stack, Steve thought it would be more
economical to make use of the partial
stack that remains. This trick
demonstrates that even the remnants of a
stack can help produce a good effect.

Preparation
For the sake of explanation, I will assume
that you have just finished a trick using
the Si Stebbins setup and that 15 cards
from that stack remain intact. Further,
let's assume that those cards are from face
to back: AC, 4H, 7S, 100, KC, 3H, 6S,
90, QC, 2H, 5S, 80, lC, AH, 4S. Cut
this stack to the middle of the deck,
centering it as best you can. This should
be done casually as you gather the cards
from the previous trick. Finally, glimpse
and remember the bottom card of the
deck.
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Method
If you wish, false shuffle and false cut the
deck before tabling it. Designate an
audience member to be the acting
magician. Ask him to cut off about half
the cards. You don't care how many cards
he cuts, only that he CutS somewhere in
your stock of prearranged cards. A quick
glance ar the deck during his cut will
ensure that he has cut near the middle of
the deck. If it appears as if he has cut
above the setup, mentally guess how many
addirional cards he needs to cut to
guarantee he's within the setup and say,
«Why don't you tak_ anothn- 5 or 6 cards
(the number you estimated) to mak_ it
mort intn-t>ting.» If the acting magician
cuts near the bottom of the stock, Steve
makes a mental note to only have a few
cards selected later so he doesn't run out
of cards in the partial stack. Obviously,
the more cards in your stack, the more
freedom you have.
Ask the acting magician to look at the
bottom card of the half that he cut off.
After he has memorized his card, ask him
to shuffle his half. Next, ask two or three
of the remaining spectators to take a card
from the top of the tabled half (where the
acting magician cut to). Assume thar three
spectators remove cards. Instruct them to
rerurn their selections to the acting
magician's half, then ask him to shuffie his
half.
Ask one of the spectators to cut off the top
half of the rabled cards so that the acting
magician can replace his half in the middle
of the tabled half. The deck ends up with
the acting magician's half sandwiched
between the rest of the cards. At this
point, the deck may be cut if desired.
Pick up the tabled deek. Quickly and
casually run through the cards looking for
the card that you glimpsed earlier that was
92

on the bottom of the deck. Note the card
next to it (nearer the face of the deck).
Assume that the card next to the glimpsed
card is the 100. Regardless of its identity,
it should be a card from your stack.
At this point, you have a couple of options
on how to end the effect - you can either
remove the selections, or simply name
them. To name the selections, all you have
to do is close the spread then move on
through your stack. In other words,
srarting with the 1DO, if four selections
were made including the acting magician's
selection, the selections would be the KC,
3H, 6S, and 90. In our Si Stebbins
example, you simply add three to the
value and call them off in CHaSeD order.
These would be in reverse order. In our
example, the acting magician would have
chosen the 90, the last card in the fourcard bank of selections. As you can see, it
would be an easy matrer to remove each
selecrion insread of naming them.

Comments
Depending upon how largc your panial
stack is and where the acting magician
cuts, you can have 5 or 6 cards selected if
desired. Ifyou think this would be more
impressive, once you glimpse the card next
to the kq, you could mention that they
forgot to shuffie the entire deck. Hand the
deek out for shufBing. When the cleek is
returned to you, you can either magically
discern them, or remove them from the
shuffied cleek to conclude.
One of the strongest points to this trick is
that a simple glimpse of a single card giVl:S
you all the information you need to =1
or name up to 5 or 6 sclections. Don't let
the fact that you can locate a bunch of
cards entice you to have a bunch selected.
Remember, you are limited both by the
length of your setup and the anention
spans of the audience.
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DinClhg--With JNI:I _ _

~================:::;;::=-==JasonTang=-
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on a Hofzinser Plot.
h should be noted that this is not
the exact plot by any means.
Numerous variations have been created,
this one being quite different from the
original. For a good analysis of the actual
Hofzinser Plot, see pages 42-44 of Kevin
Kelly's A Pasteboard Odyssey.
HIS IS A TAKE

Effect
The magician removes the four Aces and
rabies them face up. A spectator then
selects a card and it is returned to the
deck. The performer claims that the Ace
with the suit cortesponding to the
selection will reverse itself amongst the
other Aces. The spectator knows that this
can't happen, because that Ace is on the
face of the packet. The magician slowly
spreads the packet to show that the top
card is actually the only face up Ace. The
magician then changes the three face
down Aces into the three mates of the
selection. Finally, the magician changes
the Ace and the three mates into the
selection itself!

up-jogged, flip the deck face down into
your left hand so that the cards are ourjogged. As the deck setcles into your left
hand, obtain a left Pinky Break beneath
the top three cards (the Threes). Using
your right index finger from above,
conract the left edge of the our-jogged
cards and pivot them clockwise out of the
deck. The cards will pivot around your
left second finger. Turn the four Aces face
up and momentarily rest them on the
deck.
With your right hand, lift off the top
seven cards (all the cards above your Pinky
Break) in Biddle Grip. With your left
thumb, peel the top three cards onto the
deck. As each is peeled, it is side-jogged to
the right. Finally, place the last Ace (four
cards) on top. As you square the Aces,
manage to obtain a right thumb break
above the bottom three Aces.
You will now perform a slight Tang has
named the "Dip Switch."

Method
To begin, spread through the deck and
cur the Three of Spades to the face. As
you do, also cull the Ace of Spades to the
back of the deck. This should be done
before the trick begins, preferably at the
conclusion of a previous trick.
Spread through the deck to up-jog the
Aces. As you come to them, cull the three
mates of the Three of Spades (3D, 3C,
3H) to the top (back) of the deck. Because
you previously culled the Ace of Spades to
the back, this will ensure that you won't
run our of Aces before you are able to cull
the Threes. When all the Aces have been

Figure 1

While holillng the packet in your right
hand over the deck (Figure I), move your
right pinky to the right edge of the packet.
Release the three cards below your thumb
break. Thanks to your right pinky being
on the side of the packet, the cards will .
pivot and will be stanillng vertically
against your right pinky. The previous left
side of the packet will be against the right
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side of the top of the deck. In a
continuing motion, move your right hand
fOlWard and to the left. The Aces that
were vertical will flip face down Onto the
deck. Figure 2 shows an exposed view of
the cards pivoting ovet Onto the deck.
Your right hand should continue moving
fOlWard and downward and drop its
packet to the table. This packet will
consist of a face up Ace of Spades,
followed by three face down Threes. If
done from the correct height, the "Dip
Switch" is quite invisible.

of the deck. Immediately lift both cards
above the break to your left fingers. You
have simply loaded the face down Three
of Spades beneath the face up Ace of
Spades.
Perform yet another magical gesture, and
slowly turn over the three face down cards
as you explain that you will try to divine
the value of the selection. As you turn the
face down cards over one at a time, place
them in-jogged onto the double being
held at your left fingertips, so that the
index of the previous card is visible
(Figure 3).

Figure 2

The next thing that must be done is to
force the bottom card of the deck (the
Three of Spades). An easy way is to cut
the card to the center, holding a break,
and then use a riffie force. Upon
completing the force, control the card to
the top. Any control which does not
require cutting or shuffiing the cards is
best here - for example, a Classic Pass or a
Side Steal.
Explain to the spectator that the Ace with
the suit corresponding to his card will
reverse itself in the Ace packet. Make a
magical gesture, and announce that it has
happened. The spectators will probably
now look at you as if you are stupid,
because they can see that Ace on the face
of the packet. Slowly spread the packet to
reveal that the Ace of Spades is now the
only face up Ace. As you spread the
packet, obtain a Pinky Break beneath the
top card of the deck. Pick up the Ace of
Spades and place it face up, square on top
94

Figure 3

Finally, ask the spectator to name their
card for confirmation as you square the
. packet at your left-hand fingertips. As they
name their selection, perform a color
change to turn the packet into the
selection. The change that Tang uses is
Paul Harris' "Flop Change" (The Art of
AstoniJhmmt, Vol. 1, p. 30). Basically,
grip the right edge of the packet with your
right hand, fingers below and thumb on
top. Slide the left long edge of the packet
across the top of the deck until it reaches
the right side (Figure 4). At this point,
your left hand flops the remainder of the
deck over on top of the right-hand cards
(Figure 5). Release your grip on the
packet with your right hand, then in a
continuing action flip the entire deck back
over into your left hand to show the
change (Figure 6).
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Comments
This variation ofthe HofLinSer Plot was
inspired by an unpublished nick by Mark
Aspiazu.
.
.An earlier handling by Tang of this plot .,
c:a1led ftGmt Takes on Ho&.ioserft was
• ,., , on The S«rnu/ Dul.
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Picasso's
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Bill·r--~
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IKE KozwwSKI CREATED quite a
stir in 1977 when he published

Figure 2 shows the position of the
Stickman on the MisMade bill.

The Hundred Dol!4r Bill Switch.

Since then, many variations have seen
print. What follows in essentially a
presentation hook for the effect. Marc uses
a non-thumb tip handling because he feels
it makes for a faster, cleaner swirch. If you
have a favorite bill switch, feel free to use
Figure 1

It.

Required
You need a MisMade Dollar and a
Sharpie (or similar marker).
The MisMade bill was originared by P.
Howard Lyons (Ibidem No.7, September
1956) and later marketed by Jim Lewis
and others. You can pick one up ar your
local magic shop, or you can make one
yourself by acquiring an uncut sheet of
bills from the U.S. Mint.

Preparation
Take a regular dollar and draw a Stickman
on it in the following manner: place the
bill in front of you so the top of George's
head is poi~ting to the right. Draw the
head of the Stickman so the totof his
head toUchesjthe borrom of the seal to the
left of Georg's right ear. Continue with a
straight line own to the seal below the
portrait oval. The rwo legs are drawn so
they straddle this seal. Finally, draw the
arms so they bisect George's face. Figure 1
shows the stick figure's position on the
bill.
Take your MisMade bill and duplicate the
Stickman on it using the regular bill as a
model. This will give you a MisMade
Stickman, sorr of like a Picasso painting.
Ah, now you see where we are going!
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Figure 2

Fold the MisMade bill as for your method
of the switch. Mark uses a variation of
Kevin King's handling, which results in a
very fast change. Kevin's handling can be
found on his video, Manry Morph. Hold
the bill so George is upright and facing
away from you. Fold the left side forward
and to the right. Next, fold the top 'pQwn.
Again, fold the left side forward and to the
right. Finally, fold the top down again'.
The MisMade bill can now be pur in the
thumb tip, in your pocket, or under the
tip of an extra top to a Sharpie pen. In any
of these cases, the bill should be in your
right jacket or pants pocket where it can
be quickly obtained.

Presentation
"1 believe that magic is an art. 1 express •
myselfthrough this medium. Many people
disagree, lumping us in with jugglers, mimes
andguys who make balloon doggies (not
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that there's anything wrong with that). So,
I decided to tak~ up a mor~ appr~ciated art
form so that I might expr~ss myselfmore
~asily. I took up lightning sk~tches. I hav~ a
pm with m~, but I forgot to bring pap".
P"haps som~on~ could loan m~ a clollar
bill.» Remove the Sharpie from the same
pocket that has the MisMade bill secretly
in it. Uncap the pen, placing the cap back
into the pocket. Borrow a one dollar bill
from a spectator and draw a Stickman on
it duplicating the figure as per the
template.

Sign the bill and hand it back to the
spectator with the words, "Kup it.
50m~cloy it may b~ worthless. »

"Now pleas~ kup in mind that lightning
sk~tch~s ar~ not an accurate depiction oflift.
They captur~ th~ essmce ofth~ subj~ct in a
mann" similar to caricatur~s. How did I
clot Do you think I'v~ captur~d his essmce!'
By this time you should have finished
drawing and retrieved the cap of the pen,
secretly acquiring the MisMade bill. Cap
the pen and return it to your pocker.
Show the drawing to another spectator.
Now show the drawing to the spectator
who lent you the bill, as well as the rest of
the audience. Begin to execute the folds
and switch as you continue, "Alright I
admit it's not very good, but I'm just starting
out. Th~ r~al s~cr~t to fin~ art is for th~ artist
to dev~lop a distinctiv~ style all his own - an
unmistakable style that tells you who the
artist is. For instance, ifPicasso had drawn
this pictur~ it would look like this.» Show
the MisMade bill and pause, allowing it to
register. Begin to refold it to do the switch
again as you continue, "But that would b~
Picasso's unmistakable styl~, not min~. I'm
m~ andfor m~ to ncpr~ss mys~lf I hav~ to
dev~lop my own style. Lik~ roery good artist,
I hav~ to sign my work.» Display the
regular bill and reach into your pocket to
retrieve the pen, ditching the MisMade
bill at the same time.
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Snow- lincl Kings
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by Dave
Solomon's "Another Blanking Ace
Rourine" (The Trapd<Jor #61, p.
1186). Solomon credirs Dave Neighbors
for the blank-card climax to whar seems to
be a version ofPerer Kane's "Jazz Aces"
(Another Card Session With Peter Kane,
pages 8-10). Joel Givens showed
Solomon's method to Racherbaumer ar a
rwo-in-the-morning session ar a
convenrion. The appearance of the blank
cards complerely took Racherbaumer by
surpnse.

Square this packer and place ir face down
on the rable.

There isn' r anything deficienr in
Solomon's handling; however,
Racherbaumer preferred that the four-card
packer of supposed spor cards be
consistently displayed. This method also
eliminares a displacemenr, the Half Pass,
and the Vernon Addition. On a less
rechnical nore, rhis version substitures
Kings for Aces because the conrrast
berween courr cards and spor-cards is
more vivid than Aces and spor-cards.

Method

HIS IS DIRECTLY INSPIRED

Needed
Needed is a regular deck of cards; a King
of Hearrs with a blank back; rwo black
spor cards, say rhe Six of Spades and Six of
Clubs, wirh blank backs; four blank-faced
cards wirh backs thar march the regular
deck.

Setup
Remove the regular King of Hearts from
the deck and place ir aside. Remove the
regular Seven of Clubs and Seven of
Spades and place them with the blankbacked Six of Spades and Six of Clubs.
Place one of the blank-faced cards with
this packer and arrange them in this order
from the face: 7S, 6S, 6C, 7C, blank.
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Place the other three blank-faced cards ar
the face of the deck, then inserr the blankbacked King of Hearts into the deck about
rwelve cards from the face. Place the other
three Kings at spaced intervals past the
gaffed King. Place any indifferent card at
the face of the deck to cover the blankfaced cards. Finally, pick up the face
down, five-card packet and place it face up
onto the face of the deck.

Hold the deck face up in your left hand
and secretly obtain a left Pinky Break
beneath the top five cards. Say, "Permit me
to show you something strange with just a
few cards.» Spread over the three face cards
to show the black Sixes and Sevens, then
square up and lift away five cards as a unit
(all the cards above the break) with your
right hand. Table them face up ro your
right.
Secretly obtain a left Pinky Break under
the four face cards and say, "It uses
members ofroyalty - the four Kings. »
Perform a Block Push-off with your left
thumb and take all the cards above the
break (4) into right hand Mechanic's
Grip. Begin spreading the rest of the lefthand cards onto the right-hand cards.
Figure 1 shows an exposed view of the
spread going above these four cards.
When you come to the gaffed King of
Hearrs, up-jog it and spread a few more
cards past it. Separate the spread at this
point and move the right-hand secrion to
the table. Allow the out-jogged King of
Hearrs to rest against the table, then turn
your left hand palm down and use your
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left forefinger to slide the King of Hearn
free of its section as in Figure 2. Leave it
face up on the table as you say, "This is th~
leader J(jng . . ."

\

Pick up the four supposed black spotcards that you placed aside earlier and
place them face down into YOut left hand.
Perform an Elmsley Count to show fout
backs. Flip the packet face up and spread
the cards holding the last rwo as one. This
will clearly show the fout spot-cards.
Close the spread and flip the packet face
down. Say, "Th~s~ ar~ th~ dark underlings."

(
Figure 1

\
,f

/

J

C

left of the face up King of Hearts. These
three cards should appear to be the other
three Kings, but they are actually blankfaced cards. Continue, "... th~se J(jngs ar~
fOllowm." Place the deck aside.

\

)

Figure 2

Turn your left hand palm up and resume
spreading the remaining left-hand cards
under the right-hand section. Make sute
that these cards are fed abov~ the four-card
block still in your tight hand. Up-jog the
other Kings as you come to them. When
you come to the end of the spread, hold
all the cards in your tight hand. They
should be more or less spread, especially
those few cards comprising the bottom of
the deck.
With your left hand, strip out the three
up-jogged Kings and place them at the
back of the spread. When you square the
cards, the four-card block in your right
hand will slide under the Kings. Flip the
squared deck face down and immediately
deal the top three cards face down to the

Deal the top (blank) card face down onto
the face up King of Hearts. "On~ ofth~
underlings go~s OV" h"~ ... " Obtain a left
Pinky Break under the top card of the lefthand packet as you pick up one of the
supposed face down Kings with your tight
hand. Place the supposed face down King
on top of the left-hand packet and say, "If
I cut on~ ofth~ J(jngs into th~ rnnaining
underlings . .. " Petfotm a Slip Cut to the
break by holding back the top card with
your left thumb as your right hand (in
Biddle Grip) slides out the single card
above the bteak. Slap the right-hand card
on top. The putpose of this Slip Cut is to
confuse the audience as to the exact
position of the supposed King. You want
to give the impression that it is cut into
the "middle" of the spot cards.
Henceforth, this will be called the Bury
Phas~.

Flip the packet face up and perform a
Single Buckle Spread. Snap the last card
and place it on top. Continue, "... it
chang~s places with th~ underling on top of
th~ J(jng!' Because the audience sees four
spot-cards, the transposition is inf=~d.
You never show the supposed Kings at the
leader King of Hems. They remain face
down until the climax, howevet, the
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audience assum~s they are Kings. This is a
concepr originared by Daryl in his "Jolly
Jumping Jokers - Psychological
Assembly."
Flip the packer face down and deal the rop
(blank) card face down onro the leader
King of Hearrs packer. Obrain a len Pinky
Break under the rop card of the len-hand
packer and repear the Bury Phas~ with
another supposed King. Flip the packer
face up and perform another Single
Buckle Spread, snap the lasr card, and
place ir on rop.
With the packer face up in your len hand,
slighrly buckle the borrom card, then
grasp the packer in Biddle Grip with your
righr hand. As you peel the face card inro
your len hand, simulraneously rake rhe
borrom blank card as well. Peel the
remaining three cards one ar a rime as you
conclude whar seems ro be a quick reverse
count.

Say, "This tim~ you will visibly see th~ last
King chang~ plaw with on~ ofth~
undnlingr.» Flip the packer face down and
deal the rop (blank) card onro the leader
King ofHearrs packer. Flip the packer face
up and spread rhe four spor-cards as three
by holding the lasr rwo as one. Wirh your
righr hand, pick up the lasr supposed King
and place ir ]ita down above the borrom
card(s) as in Figure 3 and add, "Th~ King

Square the cards and perform an Ascanio
Spread. Slide our the "double" wirh your
righr hand and place ir under rhe orher
cards as you square up. Say, "Amazing,
isn't it!' Ar rhis srage rhe audience rhinks
thar rhe trick is over. All rhar remains is ro
show rhe supposed face down Kings on
rop of rhe leader King of Hearrs. Square
rhe leader packer.
Casually spread rhe spor-cards, holding
rhe lasr rwo as one, rhen square up. Say,
"Som~tim~s this puzzling uquma mak~s my
mindgo blank. Som~tim~s p~ople star~ at m~
blankly. Som~tim~s th~ cards th~~/v~s ... »
Perform a Through-rhe-Fisr Flourish (Dai
VL'17lon j Ultimau S~cr~ts ofCard Magic,
page 62). As you push rhe packer rhrough
your len hand, rurning ir over in rhe
process. When rhe packer emerges from
rhe heel side of your palm-down len hand,
rhe audience will see a blank card ar rhe
face of rhe packer. Momenrarily rake rhe
emerging packer inro your righr hand as
you conclude rhe parrer line, "... b~com~
blank!'
Replace rhe packer in your len hand.
Thumb over rhe face card and rake ir inro
your righr hand. Flash rhe back of rhis
blank card, rhen replace ir onro rhe len- .
hand packer. Perform a quick Elmsley
Counr ro show four blank cards. Flash the
back of rhe lasr card counred, rhen replace
ir untkr rhe packer.

go~s h"~.»

,

Figure 3
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Pick up rhe rop card of rhe King packet
wirh your righr hand and turn it face up
ro show anorher blank. Use chis card ro
flip rhe orher rabled cards over ro reveal
rhree more blank cards. Spread rhem on
rhe table and use rhe len-hand cards ro
scoop rhem up. All eight cards have
apparenrly become blank! Place rhem all
inro a convenienr pocket and proceed
wirh rhe life you have when you are nor
performing off-rhe-wall card tricks.
Cyber Sessions

The Physicsf-U~son

T

by Randy
Wakeman's "Cubic Zirconium"
(FormuUz On~ C!JJs~-Up, pages 4243). The most challenging point in
Randy's method was the handling of the
reversed card. Kevin wanted to clean il up
a !ittle, and he decided that the parameter
of keeping the packet away nom the deck
could be sacrificed. As a result, Kevin
doesn't fed that the effect suffers at all.
Like Wakeman's trick, this is a version of
Alex Elmsley's "Diamond Cut Diamond"
(Th~ Colkeud Works ofAkx Elmsky, Vol.
2, pages 186-188).
HIS TRICK WAS INSPIRED

Effect
The magician removes the Ace through
Ten of Clubs. The spectator then selects a
card and it is returned to the deck. The
magician then asks the spectator to choose
a number between one and ten. Let's
suppose that they choose five. The
magician deals our the first four cards of
the Ace through Ten of Clubs packet face
up into an overlapping row. He then deals
the fifrh card (the selected number) face
down. The magician continues dealing
out the rest of the Club packet face up.
The magician then shows that the face
down card in the face up Ace through Ten
of Clubs packet is actually the selection.
The deck is then spread face down to
reveal the missing Club card face up in the
center.

Method
Openly remove the Ace through Ten of
any suit (I'll use the Clubs in this
description). Give the remainder of the
deck to a spectator to shuffle. As you
arrange the Ace through Ten of Clubs in

descending order (the Ten should be at
the face), explain that you will
demonstrate one of the well-known laws
of physics.
Take back the deck and place the Ace
through Ten packet face up onto the face
down deck. Dribble the deck nom your
right hand into your left as you state that,
before you get into the law in physics,
you'd first like to have a selection made.
At this point, you will have a selection
made and returned using Kevin's "Bluff
Pass Bottom Card Subtlety" (A Pasuboard
Odyssry, pages 74-75): state that you will
dribble the cards and ask the spectator to
call "Stop" as you do. Before doing so,
revolve the deck face up bringing an
indifferent card into view and ask the
spectator not to stop you at the bottom
card as, "... that would b~ too ~asy." Turn
the deck back over bringing the face up
Ten of Clubs into view as you continue,
"... and pkas~ don 't s~kct th~ Au through
Tm as thry will b~ us~d in th~
demonstration." As you say this. spread
the face up Club packet to the right and
flip the cards face down ontO the deck.
Begin the selection process by dribbling
the cards into your left hand. Once the
spectator says" Stop" and you do so. move
your left hand forward and thumb off the
top card of the left-hand packet for the
spectator to look at. Replace the left-hand
cards on top ofthe cards in your right hand
and retain a break between the packets.
The cards below the break are the Ace
through Ten of Clubs.
Continue, "Put th~ card back about wh"~
it cam~ from." As you say this, dribble the
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cards in the previous manner until you
reach the break. When you reach the
break, stop dribbling and move your left
hand fOlWard to have the selection
replaced on top of the left-hand packet.
You are now in perfect position to execute
the "Marlo-Thompson Bluff Pass" (Card
Finesse, pages 2-5).
Briefly: use your right-hand first finger to
point to the top card of the left-hand
packet, the selection. This will cause the
outer left corner of the right-hand packet
to move just underneath the lower right
corner of the left-hand portion. Tap the
top card of the left-hand packet with your
right first finger as in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Slightly extend your left fingers, and press
down on the upper left corner of the lefthand packet with your left thumb. This
will hold that packet in place. The
following actions will occur
simultaneously in a smooth, steady action.
Raise both hands together so that the faces
of both packets are towards the audience.
Slide the right-hand packet under the lefthand portion. The right-hand packet will
be side-jogged to the right. Grip the
combined packet in your right hand only
and use your left first finger to point out
the face card of the deck as you say,
"Remember that I askedyou not to choose
the bottom card . .. " Pause a moment to
let the spectator realize that the card is, in
fact, on the bottom (Figure 2). With your
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left hand, slowly square the deck and
return it to left-hand Mechanic's Grip.

Figure 2

This ruse will lull the spectator into
believing that the selection is in the
middle of the deck, when it is actually the
top card of the deck followed by the Ace
through Ten of Clubs. The callingattention-to-the-bottom-card as a tool to
deceive is the beauty of Kevin's "Bluff Pass
Bottom Card Subtlety."
Quickly thumb over the top eleven cards
in a haphazard fan as you say, "... and
there was a reason that I didn't want you to
choose any ofthese." Before displaying the
fan of Clubs, use your right thumb to
push the top card of the spread (the
selection) to the left just enough to pass
the right edge of the second card, the Ace
of Clubs.

Figure 3

Lift the fan of Clubs, bringing the faces of
the spread into view. The selecrion will be
hidden behind the spread. Figure 3 shows
the performer's view of the selection
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hidden behind the spread. Ed Marlo
added this subtlety. While holding the fan
in your right hand, ask the spectator to
think of a position in the fan, one through
then. Return the fan face down to the top
of the deck and ask the spectator to name
the position she has chosen.
Let's assume that she has chosen five. You
will now do four Second Deals, placing
the Ace through Four in a face up spread.
Since the number chosen was five, deal
out the next card face down onto the Four
of Clubs saying, " ... and the fifth, which
we willplaceface down." Begin dealing
Seconds (the top card of the deck is the
Five of Clubs) face up again to complete
the spread. Once you reach the Ten of
Clubs, deal one more Second, an
indifferent card, as if you lost count. Do
not deal this card to the table. Once this
card has cleared the deck and is held in
your right hand, obtain a left Pinky Break
under the top card of the deck. You will
now use this "over deal" to secretly reverse
the Five of Clubs in the center of the
deck. Say, "Oops, one too many," as you
casually place the indifferent card briefly
on the deck. You should be holding the
card by its index comer with your right
hand at the rear right corner of the deck.
Your right thumb should be able to easily
grasp the inner right corner of the Five of
Clubs. Keeping the same grip,
immediately lift both cards as one as in
Figure 4. Using your left thumb, create a
break in the center at the outer left corner
of the deck. Revolve your right hand to
place the "over dealt" card casually into
the center of the deck, in the break created
by your left thumb. The spectators see the
face of the indifferent card, you see the
Five of Clubs going into the deck! Figure
5 shows the performer's view.
The reversal of the Five of Clubs should
happen casually, although quickly. Even if

there is a slight misalignment of the TWO
cards, this will go right by even the fastest
company.

Figure 4

,

Figure 5

Place the deck onto the table as you begin
to talk about one of the more popular
Laws of Physics: for evety action there is
an equal and opposite reaction. To
illustrate this, call attention to the spread
of ten cards saying, "In this spread we could

say that the 'action' is a group offace up
cards with aface down Five ofClubs . . ."
Make sure that the spectators grasp what
you are saying. Pick up the deck and
ribbon spread it face down as you
continue, "... and here would be the

'opposite reaction, 'a group offace down
cards with a face up Five ofClubsf This
will definitely bring a reaction from the
spectators! Of course, you are not
finished. Point to the face down card in
the Club spread as you ask the spectator to
name her selection. Turn over the face
down card with confidence to show the
selection!
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The

ortcI Serie
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Poker (l,A Dream?)

Effect

Method

A spectator is invited into the magician's
dream, to attend the final round of the
World Series of Poker. The magician
recalls from his dream the night before
that the spectator was one of the
participants in this game.

Bring out the cased deck as you recount a
dream you had the other night. In that
dream, you were a spectator at the World
Series of Poker. Also in your dream, the
spectator was one of the players in the
final round of play. Ask the spectator to
imagine any hand of poker in a standard
game of five-card draw. Reinforce that the
hand need not be the strongest hand of
poker, but any hand the spectator would
desire. As the above introduction is being
made, remove the cards from the case and
casually perform a false shuffle or two.
The false shuffles are not mandatory since
the spectator will be shuffling the deck
shortly, but it won't hutto

The spectator is asked to name any hand
in a game of five-card draw poker; the
hand need nor be the most powerful, any
one will do. A deck of cards is removed
from its case in an arrempt to reconstruct
the dream.
The deck is shuffled and spread face down
on the table. The spectator removes a
single card, remembers the card, and
places it back into the deck, which is once
again shuffled. All this happens while the
magician's back is turned. The magician
now removes five cards from the shuffied
deck, leaving them face down on the
table. The spectator names the selected
card and her card is found to be among
the face down cards.
To cap the effect, the other cards are
turned over to show the complete hand of
poker, the one selected by the spectator
earlier. This hand, of course, was the
winning hand you remembered in the
dream.

Setup
The deck is prearranged in memorized
deck order. Any memorized deck can be
used, but Don feels that the T amariz stack
works best for him.
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Hand the deck to the spectator and ask
her to shuffle it and perform a straight
cut. Make a gesture as if you were Riffle
Shuffling the deck. This will subtly
suggest to her that she is to Riffle Shuffle
the deck. As written about by Charles
Jordan and pointed out to Don by Pit
Hartling, a Riffle Shuffie does not mix the
cards, but instead puts a given stack into
two interlocking chains of cards. In other
words, the stack is still intact, but it exists
in twO chains.
Ribbon spread the cards face down on the
table for the spectator to select a card. If
you wish, this can be done with your back
turned to prevent the notion of marked
cards. Once the spectator selects and
memorizes the card, she is instructed to
replace the card anywhere in the deck.
The only restriction is thar the card
cannot be placed back into rhe same point
from which it was removed. Gently guide
the specrator to replace it in a different
place without making it seem obvious.
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More times than not. the spectator will
automatically place the card in a different
position.
Ask the spectator to now square the cards
and perform a second Rime Shuffie and
cut. This puts your memorized stack into
four interlocking chains; however, the
cards in any given chain are still in
memorized order. Knowing this fact, take
the deck back and look through the cards.
Explain that you will remove five cards in
order to make up one hand of draw poker.
What you are actually doing is looking
through the four interlocking chains for
the selection. You will know the selection
when you see it. because it will be the card
that is out of sequence. Keep in mind that
the chains are cyclical and may wrap
around from the rear of the deck back to
the face.

Notes
Don worked out this routine afw rereading Bob Farmas TSfINIIIIi. He likai
the premise, but didn't Iikc the fishing for
the card'$ identity. Don feels that the
mental pokier pte.. marion filS -n and,
C¥eD though )'OIl ask the spcaator for any
hand of poIa:r in the beginning of the
~ when their seL •• of card completes
that vc:ry band of poIa:r, an added dimu
isobWned.

Once you identify the selection (the card
which is out of place). remove four
additional cards which along with the
selection will make up the hand of poker
which the spectator named earlier. For
example, if the spectator named a Full
House earlier. and her selection was the
Two of Spades. you could remove two
more Twos and a pair of Aces. These cards
along with the selection are then placed
face down onto the table.
Ask for the name of the selection. Once it
is named. turn that card over from the
group of five cards that you removed.
Allow for this to set in for a moment, then
mention that the selected card is the final
card to complete the poker hand named
earlier. What luck! Close by stating the
winning hand in The World Series of
Poker which you dreamed about was this
exact hand.
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Spare Change

F

I have been
interesred in me idea of doing a coin
assembly wim four differmt coins.
By using four different coins, me rrick
becomes even more difficulr and
impressive. Also, nor roo many people
carry around half-dollars (excepr
magicians). By using a penny, nickel,
dime and quaerer, you can borrow me
coins and rerum rhem ar me end. The
following is one of rhe rhings I carne up
wim while playing wirh rhis problem.
OR THE PAST FEW YEARS,

You now apparencly jusr show me
different ways you can cover me coins,
while acrually gelling «one-ahead." Move
your palm-down righr hand co me oueer
len corner in order CO cover rhe dime.
Your left hand simulraneously covers me
nickel ar me inner len corner as in Figure
l.

o

\\,
,

Effect
A quaerer, nickel, penny and dime are
borrowed and placed in a square
formarion on me rable. Wim jusr a wave
of your hands, me coins begin ro gamer in
one corner. Jusr when mey are all abour CO
gamer in one corner, mey immediarely go
back CO meir respecrive corners.

Method
This is complerely imprompru. All you
need co do is borrow a penny, nickel,
dime and quarrer.
Place me coins on me rable or floor.
Arrange mem in me following order:
quaerer ar me upper righr, dime ar me
upper len, nickel ar me lower len, and
penny ar me lower righr.

Bom hands now move simulraneously.
Your righr hand moves inward co me
inner left corner ro cover me nickel. Ar
me same rime, move your left hand co me
oueer left corner co cover me dime. You
will norice rbar your righr hand is more or
less hidden beneam your left arm (Figure
2). This will provide cover for me
following move.

"\

Casually show bom hands co be empry.
One nice ching aboue mis rrick is mar you
can show your hands empry before and
arrer each coin rravels. Take advanrage of
mis. Explain CO me audience mar you will
cover me coins and rhey will begin co
rravel. Explain mar mere are different
ways CO cover coins.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

Move your righr hand co me righr. As you
move ir co me inner righr corner, sreal me
nickel benearb ir. The coin is scolen by
sliding ir beneam me heel of me hand.
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The idea of secretly sliding a coin beneath
the heel of you hand is from Derek
Dingle's "International Coins Through
Table" (Th( Complet( WorksofDmk
Dingle, pages 124-126). David Roth first
applied this "move" to a coin assembly
effect in "The Original Chinese Coin
Assembly" (&pm Coin Magic, pages 65-

69).
fu you move YOUt right hand to the tight,
move your left hand back to the inner left
cornet. Your left hand apparently covets
the nickel, but the nickel is secretly undet
your right hand (Figure 3).

can again casually show both hands
empry.
Tell the audience that the penny will
travel next. Both hands now move
simultaneously - your right hand to the
outer right corner and your left hand to
the inner right cornet. Your left hand will
reach its position a split-second before
your right hand reaches its position
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5
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Figure 3

Your left hand remains at the inner left
corner as you move YOUt right hand
forward to cover the quarter. The nickel
slides along under your right hand. The
nickel has secretly been maneuvered to the
upper right position, next to the quaner
(Figure 4).

Wave both hands a little, then slide them
away to show that the penny has joined
the other coins at the outer right cornet.
Again, casually show both hands empry.

!
,I

!-'.,

fu soon as your left hand covers the
penny, your left thumb "flicks" it forward
so it slides under your right hand. Your
right hand should be coming down on top
of the two coins ar the outer right corner
as this happens. Your right hand comes
down on the penny to stop it from sliding
forward. Tomas Blomberg suggested this
move, which has roots back to T. Nelson
Downs, to flick the penny underneath the
right hand.

I ,.

~:;u~

o

Figure 4

Wave your hands a lirtle, then slide each
away to show that the nickel has traveled
to join the quaner at the upper right. You

Turn your body slightly to the right, so
your left hand can help your righr hand
straighten the three coins at the outer
right cornet. fu you straighten the coins,
manage to get the nickel under the heel of
your left hand. Your left hand remains at
the outer right corner covering the three
coins there. Your right hand crosses ov(Y
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your leli: and covers the outer leli: corner.
Your arms will be crossed as in Figure 6.

/

hand (with the penny secretly hidden
beneath) slides straight back to the inner
right corner. As soon as your right hand is
at the inner right corner, it leaves the
penny (Figure 8) and moves to the right.
I

J
,~/

.

U----

Figure 6

J

.

o

Pause a second and comment on this
being an awkward position. The pause is
important. The spectators will see you in
an awkward position and will want to
know how you are going to get out of it.
Both hands move together now. Move
your right hand back to the outer right
corner. As you move your leli: hand
diagonally back to the inner leli: corner,
the nickel is secretly stolen away beneath
your leli: hand (Figure 7).

j,

"

o

Figure 8

Because you moved your left hand a splitsecond before your right hand, the
spectators' eyes will automatically look to
the coins on your leli:. This will provide
plenty of misdirection for you to do the
"move" with your right hand.
The coins are now back in the square
formation in which they starred. Pick up
the coins and return them to the spectator
who loaned them to you.

/
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Commc:nll
This is the third routine I hoe put in

c

Figure 7

Your leli: hand leaves the nickel at the
lower leli: corner and moves forward to
cover the dime at the upper leli:. The
nickel at the lower leli: will remain hidden
beneath your leli: arm.
Explain that this trick isn't going to work,
so you are going to starr over. Wave both
hands a little. Move your left hand
straight to the leli:. The dime will be seen
at the outer leli: corner and the nickel at
the inner leli: corner. A split ucond alter
your leli: hand slides to the leli:, your right
108

print that is a variation of a coin assembly
dooc with ~ur Jijfiu.Jcoim. The first
was cOUnk-A-Ch.ngr- by Doug Conn
aad myself: It was published in ONYX,
Number'I"lmc, pap 20-22. It was later
printed on pap 15-17 of my booJdet
T1mtI:int d- W.....m.t. The IiCCOIld was
cSIow MOIion DUnk- (11JiMilrtdWonJm",. pap 18-19) byTcmw
Blomberg and myscIf.

Instead of picking up the coins and
putting them away at the end of this trick,
I sometimes go straight into one of the
other variations listed aboYc.
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Ki uwaert's,.j{annibal Kings
.JQJiiLCa1U!V8ett

T

but a
presentation for an existing rrick.
Sreve Draun's favorite "Cannibals"
effect is "The Dance of The Cannibals"
(Card Co/kg(, Vol. 3, p. 619). Steve
taught the trick to his friend John
Caluwaert who wrote the following
rhyming patter for it.
HIS IS NOT A TRICK,

I contacted Roberto Giobbi to see if it
would be possible to include his rrick here,
but he is saving it for an upcoming book
that is being translated to English.
Nevertheless, Card Colkg( is such a
common series that most people reading
this will either have it, or have access to it.
With that in mind, I decided to go ahead
and print John's patter for the trick. Learn
the trick, then follow along with John's
patter. I think you'll like the presentation
John has added to the "Cannibals."
Try to use your imagination
As I tell my story to you,
Imagine these cards are a jungle
Where cannibals' dreams come true.

After they eat they sing and dance
While the missionaries confess their faults,
As the sounds of drums continue
They dance the Ascanio Waltz.
It's the diet of missionaries
That keeps them fit and thin,
This one's got a big belly
That sometimes you have to tuck in.
Time for another gourmet course
Missionaries one and twO,
These meals seem like a prelude
To that voodoo dance they do.
There remained a sale survivor
Father Humongus was his name,
The pope called him back to the Vatican
Since the missionaries were losing the
game.
They quickly ran to the boat for Rome
And searched it top to bottom,
The father tried to hide from them
But the cannibals finally caught'em.

In the distance you hear a soft chant
As it plays to the beat of a drum,
Walking ever so quietly
Soon the cannibals come.
One, two, three, four cannibals
And I guess it's time you knew,
They all appear armed and dangerous
With a witch docror called Voodoo Two.
Their teeth are sharp and shiny
From the hunt they catch each day,
They eat poor missionaries
For whom we all should pray.

They eat their missionaries
Right down to the very bones,
Listen as you hear them crack
To the sounds of dying groans.

He explained he had a good mission
Bur the cannibals deemed him a liar,
They wanted to boil him on the spot
But did not because he was a ftiar.
So instead they managed to bake him
Not thinking this was a sin,
They ate, and ate, and ate him
And got fat before they got thin.
Cannibals enjoy a good desert
But with no more fathers to eat,
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They turned on the voodoo doctot
As kind of a special treat.
Bur voodoo doctors are different
They are eaten face up our of fear,
Some say they can't really be eaten
For they always do reappear.
Cannibals have an old saying
They say that you are what you eat,
That's why they are now the witch doctors
And missionaries are no longer their meat!
You don't have to believe what I told you
After all they could be lies,
Bur we must believe whatever we see
With our very own eyes.
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IM LEWIS POPUUJUZED

known as "Inversion"

the effect now

(Th~ Magic

of

Mjcha~IAmmar, pages

263-267). To
quote Marlo, "When Ken Simmons
showed me the Lewis version, I in turn
showed him the method I have used for
over 40 years! It uses the 'Brush Palm'
which is published in the Action Palm
book."

Figure 1

Marlo then continues, "In this version,
you actually cause the selection to invert,
rather than explain to the spectators that
the idea is to cause their card to turn over,
then cause the deck to turn over instead their card remaining as is. Also, here is
included a method of visibly changing the
card from the wrong one to the selection."
Figure 2

Method
Have a card selected, and as the card is
being noted, Half Pass about half of the
deck. Take the selection and insert it face
down into the apparent face down deck,
leaving it out-jogged for about half of irs
length. You really place it in the face up
section, about four or five cards below the
center of the deck.
This next action is performed swiftly. The
deck is held in lefr-hand Dealing Position.
In an up-and-down movement of the
hand, for effect, the selection will appear
to turn face up. On the up-swing, move
your left thumb behind the deck (Figure
1) and quickly flip the entire deck over in
the hand. This should be completed jUS[
before your hand reaches the top of the
up-swing (Figure 2). As the hand then
lowers, on the down-swing, it will appear
that the deck is still face down, but now
the selection is face up.

Another way to secretly turn the deck over
is as follows: hold the faced deck in left
hand Dealing position: The selection will
be face down and out-jogged. The deck
will of course consist of about half face
down cards on top of face up cards. Now,
with your palm-down right hand, grab the
deck at irs right side, fingers on top and
thumb underneath as in Figure 3. Release
the deck with your left hand. With your
righ[ hand moving left to right [hen back
again, simply turn your hand palm up
(Figure 4). The appearance of the face up
selection is startling.
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Figure 3
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With your right hand, insert the double
inro this gap.
At this poinr, the deck appears to be face
down and the first selection is face up and
out-jogged in the deck. Perform either of
the cwo turnover handlings mentioned
earlier. The face up selection will appear
to change almost visibly inro the second
selection.
Figure 4

Either way you decide ro secretly reverse
the deck, you can add a convincer. Once
the card has magically rurned face up, the
deck is replaced inro left-hand Dealing
Position. At once, spread the cards
becween your hands unri! you reach the
face up selecrion. You may spread another
card or cwo past the face up selection
depending on how far down you
originally insened it.

Variation
Have cwo cards selected, remembered, and
then returned to the deck, secretly
conrrolling them to the top of the deck.
As you square the deck, Half Pass about
half of the cards. This will result in the
cwo selections being on top, followed by
about half the deck face down, and finally
the rest of the deck face up.
Commenr that the first selection is always
the easiest to find - you simply snap your
fingers and it appears on top. Snap your
fingers then rurn over the top card leaving
it face up on top.
Once the spectator has confirmed that this
is one of the selections, perform a Hitstyle Double Lift with your right hand, at
the card's outer right corner. At once,
break open the deck slightly with your left
thumb in the face up portion as before.
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With the deck held in your left hand,
move your righr hand over the deck and
quickly push in the lowermost card of the
double with your right fingers. Your left
first finger can help push the card flush
with the deck. This will take just a second
to do. Immediately spread the deck
becween your hands unril you reach the
face up card. The second selection is
directly below this, and you can spread a
card or cwo past the face up selection. The
deck, of course, appears to be all face
down.
Resist the temptation to further add to
either routine by, say, losing the selection
and reproducing them from your pockets,
under an ashtray, from your shoe, etc.

Comments
Ken Simmons spent many days filming
Ed Mario. Ken has countless bows of
uneditaI Mario foo. that few people
baVl: KCD. 1_ prMlcgcd CDOIIgh to see
some of this foot3ge of Mario doing some
ofhis acatioas. This is not Mario studt
behind a IabJe in a studio; mber it is him
walking aroUDd in a botd room showing a
trick here and thc:R, and going about Iik
as if the camera wasn't thete. Becau.,. I
neVl:t met Mario, I really enjoyed
wading this footage. Mario rcenvxl
much mote teIaxed than ifbe bad been in
a studio. Thank you Ken Simmons for
. this item with us!
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THOUGH THE TITLE SUGGESTS a

hard uick, ir really isn'r difficult to
erform. Some practice is required,
but not as much as you might have
thought after reading the title.

Effect
Two cards are selected and lost in the
deck. The magician gives the deck a
shuffle, but does not push the halves
completely together. Rather, the halves are
stripped apart and a card is "trapped" in
the center of one of the halves. It is one of
the selections. This card is placed in frOnt
of a spectator. The cards are once again
shuffled and the halves are not pushed
together. Insread, the halves are pivoted
around each other, which causes a card to
pivot Out of the deck. This card is not the
second selection. However, it changes into
the first selection, which was just shown
and tabled. The firsr card is turned over to
show that it has changed into the second
selection.

Method
Let's assume that Spectator A is on your
left and Spectator B is on your right. Have
each spectator select a card and remember
it. Have the cards returned to the deck
and control them to the bottom. Spectator
B's card should be on the face of the deck,
and Spectator A's card second from the
face. Announce that you will attempt to
locate the selections using two of the most
difficult methods known to man.
Comment that the first will be difficult,
but the second will be even tougher!
Cut off the top half of the deck with your
right hand. Perform a Tabled Riffle
Shuffle, retaining the bottom two cards at
the bottom. As you square the deck,

obtain a break above the bottom two cards
with your left thumb. With your right
hand, cut off about half of the deck.
The following revelation is Ed Marlo's
"Pick-Up Move" from The Shank Shuffle.
The halves are now shuffled as follows:
quickly riffle off about ten cards with your
right hand. Immediately follow this by
releasing the twO cards from under your
left thumb, and then riffle off another
block of about ten cards with your right
hand. The remaining cards are shuffled
normally. Push the halves together for
roughly half their length.
The next actions will appear as if you
quickly separate the halves, but a card will
be uapped in one half. With your right
hand still holding its half firmly, and your
right first finger pressing firmly down on
this half, strip out the right half by first
moving to the right, then outward. Make
sure that your left thumb and fingers do
not contact the card(s) as it is sUipped
from the left half. This will ensure that the
double will remain aligned as in Figure 1.

Figure 1

In Marlo's original description, he had the
left hand grasp the packet, then he turned
it face up. He then removed the double,
turned the packet face down, and finally
flipped the double face down onto the
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face down half. Ken gers around all of
those unnecessary actions by doing this:
when your right hand has stripped out its
half, it is placed into the left hand, on top
of the left-hand half. Your right hand now
pivors out the double and flips it face-up
on top of the deck.
The card showing will be Spectator B's
card. Turn the double face down and
quickly deal off the top card, placing it in
front of Spectator A. Immediately call
attention to the cards and state that you'll
attempt to locate the second selection.

Give the telescoped deck a straight cut
and complete the cut. This will centralize
the double between the twO packets.
With both hands, grasp the ends of the
telescoped deck. Both hands now move at
the same time. Your left hand moves irs
half outward and to the right. Your right
hand moves its half inward and to the left.
The double will pivot around your right
second finger and left thumb as in Figure
2 and will ultimately end up face down on
the table. Assemble the deck and hold it
face down in your left hand.

You now need to get the top selection to
second from the bottom. An easy way is to
simply milk off the top and bottom cards
together in the course of giving the deck
an Overhand Shuffle. Once done, table
the deck in preparation for another Riffle
Shuffle.
This next revelation is Bruce Cervon's
"Pivot Principle" from pages 32-53 of his
book, The Card Secrets ofBruce Cervon.
Ken's addition to the move in this trick is
to do it with a double. With your right
hand, cut off the top half of the deck to
the right. Begin the riffle shuffle by first
releasing the bottom two cards from the
left half, followed by one or two from the
right half, and then continue the shuffle in
the usual manner. Basically you have JUSt
blocked off the bottom two cards. As
before, push the halves about halfway
together. Lift the telescoped halves slightly
with your right hand, leaving the double
in place on the table. Move the halves to
the left until the double is centralized
beneath the telescoped halves, and then
lower the deck Onto it. The lifting and
moving of the halves is very slight, almost
unnoticeable.
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Figure 2

As you pick up the double with your right
hand, look at the spectators. Your right
hand picks up the double from above by
irs sides. Turn your right hand face up to
show the face of the double.
Triumphantly announce that this
(indifferent) card is the other selection.
Turn the double face down onto the deck,
and then immediately deal the top card
face down in ftont of Spectator B.

Spectator B will, of course tell you that this
is not her selection. Ask her to name her
card, then turn the card over to show her
selection. Of course, she will think that
this card was previously placed in front of
Spectator A. Finally, turn the card in front
of Spectator A face up to reveal the second
selection.
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(A Different Approach)
This is basically the same as "Two the
Hard Way," except each card locared is a
selection. Then, the selections are
vanished and found in the performer's
pockets - without any palming!

Method
Have two cards selected, then control one
to the bottom of the deck and the other to
the top. Let's assume that Spectator
card is on the bottom and Spectator
card is on top.

As
Bs

Perform Marlo's "Pick-Up Move" exactly
as already described. This will reveal the
first selection, yet you table an indifferent
card. Also, the second selection remains
on top of the deck. directly beneath the
first card just shown.
Begin an Overhand Shuffle by first
peeling off the top two cards together.
This is accomplished by allowing the pad
of the left thumb to contact the top card
near the right edge as you begin the
shuffle, then applying pressure as the card
is peeled off so the tip of the thumb can
contact the second card. Then shuffle off.
You will now retain the bottom card as
you maneuver the second from bottom
card to the top. Milk off the top and
bottom cards together with your left hand
as in Figure 3, and then shuffle normally.
Run the last few cards one at a time to
make sure that Spectator A selection ends
up on top. Spectator B sselection will be
on the bottom of the deck.

s

Figure 3

Perform the "Pivot Principle" exactly as
described, but allow five or six cards from
the left half to fall last, on top of the
selection. Cut the telescoped halves to
centralize the double.
When you pivor out the double, manage
to obtain a break ar the double in the right
half with your right thumb. Maintain this
break throughout the revelation (Figure
4). When the double has pivoted onto the
table, replace the right-hand half ontO the
left-hand half, and rhen Cut the deck at
the break. This brings the first selection
back to the top.

Figure 4

If you find it too difficult to obtain and
maintain the break, then manage to crimp
Spectator A selection when ir is returned
to the deck in the beginning. This way,
you can simply cut to the crimp instead of
having to hold the break.

s

Either way, there will be a double on the
table, the deck in your left hand, and
Spectator A sselection on top of the deck.
As before, pick up the double and flash irs
face. Flip it face down onto the deck, then
immediately deal the top card to the table.
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to reach into your right side coat pocket.
She will find a card - the other selection!

Both selections are now on top of the
deck.
You now teveal the two selection in
different pockets by using Marlo's "The
Spectator Removes 'Em" (Marlo
Magazine, Vol. 6, p. 47). Briefly: return
the apparent selections into the deck.
Hold the deck in your len hand as you
explain that you will cause the selections
to appear in your pockets, but before you
do, you want both pockets examined.
Turn to your right and ask a spectator to
reach into your len side coat pocket to
make sure nothing is there.
Now, turn to your len and have a
spectator reach into your right side coat
pocket to make sure it is empty as well. As
the spectator is reaching into your right
side coat pocket, your len thumb quickly
thumbs off the top card of the deck into
your len side coat pocket. Because you are
turned to your len, the spectators will not
be able to see this action.
At this point, the spectators have
examined both pockets, and one pocket is
already loaded. Riffle the deck for effect,
then take the deck into your right-hand in
Dealing Position. Ask for the name of the
second selection. then turn to your tight
and ask the spectator to reach into your
len side coat pocket. When she does, she
will find a card, the second selection.
While the spectator is busy removing the
card from your pocket, your right thumb
quickly deals off the top card of the deck
into your right side coat pocket. Again,
your body will hide this action nom the
spectators.
Riffle the deck once again for effect, then
turn to your len. Ask for the name of the
other selection, and then ask the spectator

IIG
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HIS IS PETER'S VERSION of Roy
Walton's classic plot, "Collectots"
(AbracaMbra, Vol. 47, No. 1203,
February 1969). The way Petet structured
the rourine, it appears as if everything is
beyond the magician's control. From a
laymen's perspective, this is one of the
cleanest versions of the Collectors plot!

Effect
A deck of cards is handed to a spectator
and she is asked to remove and keep any
four-of-a-kind. Let's assume that she
removes the four Kings.
The magician takes the remainder of the
deck back and asks another spectator to
look at a card. The card remains outjogged and the magician hands a small
packet of cards (including her selection) to
the spectator for shuffling. The magician
repeats this with two other people, the
second of who is the person with the
Kings.
When all three have shuffled their
selection into their packers, one spectator
combines the three packers and again
shuffles to make sure the three selections
are truly lost. The magician takes the
Kings and places them face up onto the
deck. He then snaps his fingers and
spteads the Kings. Interlaced between the
Kings are three face down cards - the
three selections!

Multiple Control
Peter has come up with a version of Frank
Simon's ''Versatile Ourjog Control"
(Versatile Card Magic, pages 12-18) which
allows you to control multiple selections.
Also, the spectators think that they are
losing their selections as they shuffle a

_

Peter Groping
small packet, but the selections are in fact
conttolled to the bottom of the magician's
packer.
I will assume that you have basic
knowledge of the "Versatile Outjog
Control" or Marlo's "Convincing
COntrol" (The Hierophant, Number 3, p.
133).
Because you will basically be doing the
"Versatile Outjog Control" sevetal times
in a row, try to arrange it so the spectators
are sitting at some distance from each
other, so they can't see each other's
selections.
Begin spreading through the deck and ask
someone to point to any card. Try to time
it so that they touch a card somewhere
near the tenth card from the top. Raise
your right hand to show the selection. As
you lower your hand, perform the switch
and our-jog an indifferent card. Now,
spread down four or five cards beneath the
out-jogged card.
Your right hand starts to square the spread
somewhat against your left thumb. As you
do, your left-hand fingers pull the
selection under the sptead and to the
bottom of the left-hand cards. As soon as
the selection is on the bottom of the lefthand cards, separate your hands and turn
the lefr-hand cards on their side. Tap the
left side of the right-hand cards against the
top of the left-hand cards as in Figure 1 to
square the sides of the cards in your right
hand.
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you show the selection, be sure to hide the
borrom card of the left-hand portion as
much as you can with your left fingers.
This card is, of course, the first selection.
Hand the spectator about half of the
remaining cards. The packet you hand her
apparenrly conrains her selection. If the
lady who made the first selection has
stopped shuffling you can urge her to
conrinue shuffling.
Figure 1

Hold our the right-hand cards toward the
specrator and say, "Pleas~ push your card
flush into th~ pack~t. Now, tak~ it and
shuffle it so that no on~, not rom yours~lf,
knows th~ location o/your card.»
Approach a second spectator and have
another selection made in the same
fashion. When you raise your left hand in
preparation for the switch, cover the first
selection at the face of the left hand half
with your left fingers.
Conrinue this action for as many
selections as needed.

Method
Hand a deck of cards to a lady on your left
and say, "Pleas~ tak~ this deck and shuffle it.
Now, r=ov~ yourfavorit~ four-ofa-kind
and kup itfor th~ mommt. »
You are now going to have three cards
selected and conrrolled as described
earlier. Take the deck from the lady who
removed the four-of-a-kind and approach
a lady sirting to your right. Have a card
selecred and conrrolled as already
described as you hand her roughly a third
of the deck (apparenrly conraining her
selec£lon) for shuffling.
Approach another lady, someone in the
middle of the crowd, and perform the
same actions for a second selection. When
118

Approach the lady holding the four-of-akind and ask her to make a selection. As
before, conrrol the selection to the borrom
as you our-jog an indifferenr card.
As you close the spread, obtain a break

above the borrom three cards (selecrions)
and maneuver them inro Gambler's Cop
position. With your righr hand, hand the
packet to the lady as your left hand drops
naturally to your side with the three
selecrions in Gambler's Cop. Say, "Push
your cardflush into th~ pack~t. Now, tak~ it
and shuffle it so no on~, not rom yours~lf,
knows th~ location o/your card»
In order for her to carry out your
instrucrions, she must first get rid of the
cards she is holding. As you notice her
predicament say, "Oh, nl hold th= for
you. Which four-ofa-kind did you r~move?
Th~ Kings . .. » Take the four cards from
her face up in Biddle Grip with your right
hand.
While the three spectators are shuffling
their packets, casually bring your hands
together and add the three face down
selections under the face up Kings. For
added misdirection, Peter usually says to
the first specrator, "Hey, pleas~ don 't forg~t
to shuffle.» Of course, this should be said
with a smile.
With your right thumb, release the
lowermost selection and obtain a left
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Pinky Break above ir. Release the second
selection with your right thumb and
obtain a left third finger break above it.
Transfer the breaks to your right thumb.
so the packet can be held in right hand
Biddle Grip only. Figure 2 shows an
exposed view of the breaks held by your
right thumb. Your left hand drops to your
side as you wait for the ladies to finish
shuffling.

selection between the two face up Kings in
your left hand.
In a continuing motion. your left thumb
peels the next King onto the left-hand
cards. As it does. your left fingers steal the
lowermost selection (below the thumb
break) beneath the face up King. Finally.
drop the two cards in your right hand
(face up King with a face down selection
under it) onto the left-hand cards. Thanks
to this age-old procedure. the selections
are now interlaced between the Kings.
Place the packet face up onto the deck and
say. «Ifthe Kings are briefly in contact with
the shuffled deck. they somehow attract the
three selections.« Spread the top seven
cards and fan them in your right hand.
Remove and rum over the three face down
cards to reveal the selections.

Figuu 2

Ask one of the spectators to collect all
three packers and ro shuffle the combined
packet. After she is finished. ask her to
place the deck face down onto the table. If
no table is available. ask her to simply
hold the deck face down.
You now apparenrly JUSt show the four
Kings and place them face up Onto the
deck. Acrually. you will be interlacing the
selections between the Kings.
Holding the packet in right-hand Biddle
Grip with the lowermost two cards
separated from each other and the packet
by a thumb break. peel the King on the
face of the packet into your left hand with
your left thumb. As your left thumb peels
off the second King. the left-hand card
momentarily goes direcrly beneath the
right-hand cards. It is at that instant that
your left fingers steal the lowermost
selection. Simultaneously. your left thumb
peels the second King into your left hand.
You have secrerly placed a face down
Cyber Sessions
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Four

hat

Effect
The four A= are tabled and a card is
selected and returned to the deck. The
A= are picked up and the first one is
turned over. This Ace looks exactly like
the selection. The second Ace also looks
like the selection. The thitd and fourth
Aces are shown and both also look exactly
like the selection. The four cards are now
shown to be the selection and its three
mates.

Setup
Cull three Jacks to the top of the deck in
black, black, red order from the top down.
The fourth Jack is on the face of the deck.
You can either set this up beforehand, Ot
cull the cards before beginning.

Method
Spread the cards face up between your
hands and up-jog the four Aces as you
come to them. As you square the deck,
slightly in-jog the third card from the
bonom (red Jack).
Turn the deck face down and lifr up on
the in-jogged card as you push it flush.
This will allow you to obtain a len Pinky
Break beneath the top thtee cards. With
your right hand, strip out the out-jogged
A= and place them momentarily face up
onto the deck.
You will now perform J.K. Hartman's
"Secret Subtraction" (Card Craft, pages
48-54): lin all the cards above your Pinky
Break in right hand Biddle Grip. With
your len thumb, peel the top card of the
right-hand packet to the len. The len side
of the right-hand packet is used to flip the
Ace face down onto your len thumb.
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Immediately, the Ace is placed face down
under the right-hand packet, but a right
thumb break is obtained between this Ace
and the rcst of the packet.
Repeat the above action twice to flip the
next twO Aces face down and replace them
under the right-hand packet. You will
now be holding a thumb break above the
bottom three A=. As you peel off the
final Ace, the three cards beneath the
break are secretly released to the top of the
deck. Continue by flipping the last Ace
face down and replacing it under the
right-hand packer. Your right hand now
holds three Jacks and an Ace (at the face).
Table this packet face down.
You now need to force the Jack at the face
of the deck. An easy way to do so is to cut
the deck, holding a break between the
halves, and Riffle Force to the break. Lin
all the cards above the break to show the
"selection" at the face of the right-hand
cards. As you replace the right-hand cards,
Side Steal the selection into your right
hand. Of course, you may force the card
and palm it any way you want.
Square the deck and hold it in your right
hand as your len hand picks up the
"Aces." Say, "Do you rnnnnb" what th~s~
four cards ar~?' Immediately table the
deck with your right hand. Add the
palmed Jack to the packet in your len
hand as your right hand takes the cards in
Biddle Grip. Momentarily turn the packet
face up to flash the "A=" (actually just
flashing the Ace on the face) one more
time and return it face down placing it
into len-hand Dealing Position.
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With your len thumb, push over the top
card and rake ir with your righr hand.
Push over rhe nexr card and rake ir on top
ofthe righr-hand card, slightly our-jogged.
The nexr card is pushed over and raken
under the (WO righr-hand cards, aligned
with the our-jogged card. The lasr card in
your len hand is acrually a double and is
placed underneath rhe righr-hand cards,
also our-jogged with the others. Figure 1
shows the spread of cards with the second
one in-jogged. As you square the packer,
lin up on the in-jogged card and obrain a
Pinky Break beneath if.

/
1
/

I

/

Figure 1

T urn the double above the break face up
to show thar the first Ace looks exactly like
the selection. Tum the double face down
and deal the top card to the rable.
You now have to do a displacement to ser
up for the resr of the effecr. The
displacement, which looks like a partial
Ascanio Spread, will simply appear as if
you are displaying the three cards.
With your righr hand, grab the packer in
Biddle Grip as your len fingers and thumb
pinch the top and borrom cards. With
your righr hand, pull our the double from
the center and replace ir on top of the lenhand cards, as you go into Marlo's
Diminishing Lin Sequence.
Perform a Block Push-off of all rhe cards
above the bo((om one and flip them face
up. Again, you apparently show rhar

another Ace looks like the selection. Turn
the rriple face down and deal the top card
ontO rhe previously rabled card.
Perform a Double Turnover to show
another card rhar looks like the selection.
Turn the double face down and deal the
top card onto the rabled cards. You are len
holding (WO cards in your len hand. Hold
these (WO cards as one, since you are only
supposed to have one card len.
Because you can'r turn the double face up,
you have to do a gag, which will ser you
up to be able to show thar rhe lasr card
looks exactly like the selection. Grip the
double in righr hand Biddle Grip and tilt
the card(s) so its face is toward you and
say, "And th~ last card looks /ik~ your
s~lection too!' Immediately drop the
card(s) face down onto the orher three
tabled cards.
Pick up the packer and pur the cards in
len-hand Dealing Posirion as you say, "I
was only kidding. I don't want you to think
I was ch~ating. I wouldn't do that - w~ just
rna. Su, th~ last card looks /ik~ your
s~lection too." As you are saying that, flip
over the top card of the len-hand packet
to show that the fourth card looks like the
selection as well. As you flip the card face
down, obtain a break under the second
card nom the top.
With your right hand, pick up the top
(WO cards (above the break) as one. Spread
the three cards in your len hand and place
the right-hand card second from the top
of the len-hand spread and square up.
Snap your fingers, then flip the packet
face up. Perform an Ascanio Spread to
show the four Jacks. Deal the Jacks to the
table by first resting the right edge of the
double on the table and moving your lenhand cards to the len as in Figure 2. The
double will fall face up and squared to the
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table. Deal the next three cards onto the
double to end.

\
Figure 2

Nota-

This.mu appeued on 17re Sa _Dod.

Q.ui~a &w people I0OI1 e-mjiJed me
tdIiog me how pod of a n:acticm it _
.ping fOr mcm.1O I dc:ridcd 10 ;nd"de it

hcR:.wd1.
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The 8lJic-Underg[ound
Turn your packet face down. Say, "Let's

Effect
The spectators themselves mix up the
cards, yet they find the four Kings in the
end.

Setup
From the top of the deck down: King of
Clubs,x,x,x, King, x, x, King, x, King,
rest of the deck. Each "x" represents an
indifferent card.

begin. The top card ofyour packa has been
randomly determined by your cutting. Please
take a look at it, show it to cveryone but me,
then table itface down to the side. Great, I'll
display my top card to dnnonstrate what will
be done next."
Show the top card of your packet, say its
name, and then table it face down. For
this explanation, we will assume that the
card was the Ace of Spades.

Method
Say, "Many magic tricks can be found in

books. Other magic tricks ncver appear in
print, but arc merely circulated amongst the
magic underground. This increases the odds
that the secrets remain secret. I'd like to teach
you how to perform one ofthese top secret
tricks from the magic untkrground."

Say, "Now the name ofthe card will be
spelled while cards arc dealt into a pile, one
cardfor each letter ofthe name, Because I
had the Ace ofSpades, I would go ..." Deal
cards into a face down pile, one for each
letter as you spell aloud A-C-E-O-F-S-PA-D-E-S.
Say, "Now you do the same with your cards,

Introduce and shuffle the deck,
maintaining the top stock of ten cards.
Table the deck and say, "I'll need some

but spell the name ofyour card silently."

cards to dnnonstrate what you'll be doing, so
please cut offabout one-third ofthe deck.
Turn the section fitce up andplace it back on
the deck." After this is done, study the
deck a moment and then say (to another
spectator, if there is one), "Actually, I'll

need more cards than thatfor the
dnnonstration. Please cut offabout twothirds ofthe deck, turn the section over, and
place it back onto the deck."

When this is completed, place her and
your remaining cards together and table
them to the side. Continue, "Very will

performed. The magic underground
developed a unique way for your selection to
influence other cards ofthe deck. First, the
name ofa fitirly chosen selection is spelled.
Ncxt, the cards involved in the spelling arc
put through a specialprocedure they created
called the 'Underground Shuffle.' Please
pick up your pile and I'll show you how this
is done."

Once this is completed, say, "Please pick

up the deck and hand me all the fitce up
cards." You have just performed Ed
Balducci's "Cut Deeper Force" (Close-Up
Impact, p. 13) with motivation for having
them cut deeper.

Pick up your pile and demonstrate the
Under/Down Deal three times, saying,

"Using some poetic !icense, the
'Underground Shuffle' states that one card
goes under, the next goes to the ground, one
card under, one card to the ground, under,
ground. Understand? Now please perform
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th~

'Underground Shuffk' on your pile until
allyour cards ~ up going to th~ ground."
Drop your remaining cards onto the three
cards you dealt to the table as she
completes the Under/Down Deal.
Say, "Nice pi~c~ ofwork. Now to "lix your
cards up rom mor~, your pile can b~ givm
additional 'Underground Shuffks.' Would
you lik~ to pnform anoth" shuffk on th~
pile!' If another spectaror had assisted in
the Balducci "Cut Deeper Force," pose
the same question to her. The more
shuffies performed on the pile, the more
mysrerious the finale.
After the lasr shuffie is performed, pick up
your pile and say, "Finally w~ com~ to th~
last part, wh"~ th~ nam~ ofth~ s~lection u
sp~/led again, with a twut. My card was th~
Ace ofSpades, so I wouldgo ... " Spell
aloud A-C-E, rransferring one card from
the top of the packet to the bottom for
each letter. Table the top card of your pile
face down beside the Ace of Spades.
Deal two cards one-at-a-time from the top
to the bottom of your packet, one for each
letter as you spell aloud O-F. Table the
top card of your pile face down onto the
card beside the Ace of Spades. Next, deal
cards again, one for each letter, from the
top to the bottom of your packer as you
spell aloud S-P-A-D-E-S. Again, table the
next card face down onto the two-card
pile. Set your packer aside.
Assist the specrator as she follows your
instructions with her cards. When she's
finished, take her remaining cards and add
them to the rest of the discards,
assembling them all into a single pile.
Say, "La's rroi= what's b~m don~. You
chos~ any card ofth~ tleck, sp~/led its nam~
into a pile, mix~d th~ pile by pnforming as
many 'Underground Shuffks' as you wanud.
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thm r=ov~d cards from th~ pile bas~d on
th~ nam~ ofyour card. Couldyou pleas~ pick
up your card and touch it to th~ thru face
down cards? For th~ first tim~, pleas~ nam~
your ulection aloud. King ofClubs? Pleas~
turn Ov" your pile to su what influmce your
King had on th~ oth" cards." Of course,
the three tabled cards are the other three
Kings.

Notes
This effi:a: was iDspircd by a disawuy
made by lain Gi.ulwood. He obsem:d that
the third, fifdI. and eighth canis in an
devm-eard pdctwi.ll muai.n in their
positions despite lIllY number of
UnderlDown DcaIs performed on the
paebt.
Girdwood disw,aed this after ..... ing

J.I<. Hanman's -Lied aad True- &om

pages 159-161 of the WIOta- 1998
LtHIImtt G1Iss. In the notes seai.on of that
ea=, Hanman states that Kane
di.scovaed that the second and fifi:b cards
in a sew:n-eud pada:t muai.n in their
-positions despite lIllY number of

DownlUnder DcaIs perfOrmed on the
paclrer This amc.Cpt. d"bbed the "Status
Quo PrincipIc- by Pe= Duffie, also
applies to the~ and ninth canis in a
thi.men-eud pada:t (as -u. as the second
and lDunh cards in a fuur-eud padcet).
For Under/Down Deals, Duffie DObld
that the principle applied to the fint and
sinh canis in an eight-eud padmt; i.t was
already known that the princi.ple appli.cs
to the thild and eighth cards in an ebencard paebt. Both Kane and Duffie were
left saatehingtheir JJeads in penonal
disappointmeDt when months la=
Girdwood di.scovaed that the card at the
fifi:b poUti.on, in .,Jc!ition to the cards at
the thild and eighth pOOtions, is rerai.ncd
lin position in an eIevm-eud
'.
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Gramp·s-Case,

_

Effect
The four Aces are displayed. Three of
them are placed down on the table. The
Ace of Spades is placed into the empty
card box. Three Jokers are placed on top
of the first Ace. This Ace vanishes, leaving
only three Jokers. The next Ace is placed
on top of the Jokers and suddenly
vanishes. Finally, the third Ace is also
placed with the Jokers and vanishes.
The card box is opened and its contents
are shaken out. Along with the Ace of
Spades are the other three Aces!

Preparation
Besides a deck, you need three identical
Jokers. Orient them in the same direction,
and put them in the deck. Make sure that
an Ace is not on top of the deck.

Method
Hand the card box to someone to
examine. You might have them remove
the cards from the box - that would be a
subtle way for them to examine the box.
Hold the deck face up, and obtain a Pinky
Break above the rearmost card. Spread
through the deck, out-jogging the three
Jokers as you come to them. As you strip
them Out, secretly add the broken card
behind them using Vernon's "Strip-out
Addition" (The Vernon Chronicles, Vol. 1,
pages 127-128). Say, "I'll need the three
Joker> later." Push the Joker on the face to
the right and carch a left Pinky Break
below it. Place the rest of the deck onto
the Jokers, adding them to the back, but
maintain the Pinky Break. It should
appear as if you simply placed the Jokers
to the back of the deck to use later.

Again, spread through the deck, outjogging the four Aces as you come to
them. Whatever Ace is farthesr from the
face will be the "leader Ace." Let's
suppose that this is the Ace of Spades.
Strip out the Aces, adding the three cards
at rhe back of the deck to their backs again
using Vernon's Strip-out Addirion. Turn
the deck face down sideways with your
right hand and table it to your left.
Grasp the face up Ace packet in right
hand Biddle Grip. The packer is in the
following order nom the face: three Aces,
Ace of Spades, twO Jokers, indifferent
card. With your left thumb, peel the Ace
on the face into your left hand as you
name its suit. Repeat this with the next
twO Aces, slightly in-jogging the third Ace.
Finally, place the quadruple on top as you
name the Ace of Spades. Turn the packet
face down in your left hand. Pull up on
the in-jog with your right thumb and
catch a left-hand Pinky Break below it.

Figure 1

Slide the bottom card out from the front
with your righr hand (Figure 1) and place
it face up on top as you say, "Since the Ace
ofSpades is more important than the other
Aces . .. " Grasp all the cards above the
break in right-hand Biddle Grip, making
sure that the front is well covered. Lift
your right hand and thumb off the three
remaining cards from right to left on the
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table. Pick up the card box from above
with your left hand and say, "... I'll put it
in a saft place." The opening of the box
should be toward the audience, with the
half-moon cutout on top. Slide the card{s)
into the case, close the flap, and place it
aside.

Finally, peel the right-hand card onto the
left-hand card.

You have apparently just placed the Ace of
Spades into the card box, and dealt the
other three A= face down to the table in
a row. Actually, you put the face up Ace of
Spades into the card box, with the other
three A= secretly face down beneath it.
The face down cards on the table are two
Jokers, and an indifferent card. The third
Joker is face down on top of the deck.

Pick up the three Jokers in right-hand
Biddle Grip and place them squarely on
top of the last "Ace." Lift up the
combined packet as you say, "Do you want
m~ to tak~ th~ last Ace bm~ath . . ." Elmsley
Count the packet, holding the fourth card
in your right hand as you continue,
"... orontopofth~thr~~]okm." Drop
the right-hand card face down to the
table. Turn the left-hand cards face up
and do a Three-as-Three Count to
apparently show that you are holding the
three Jokers. Briefly: pinch the right side
of the packet in your right hand, with
your thumb on top and fingers
underneath. With your left thumb, peel
off the face card into your left hand. As
your hands come back together for your
left thumb to peel another card, the lefthand card is stolen back into your right
hand as both right hand cards are taken
into your left hand. Finally, place the
right-hand card on top. This count should
be done casually.

Pick up the deck and take the top three
cards spread in right-hand Biddle Grip as
you say, "Now I will uu th~ thru ]okn->."
Tilt the fa= of the three cards toward
yourself, and then square them against the
base of your left thumb. Apparently lift
the three cards squared in right-hand
Biddle Grip. Actually, lift only the top
card of the three. The other two will
remain on top of the deck, which you
table with your left hand. As every good
magic book has told you, make sure that
you don't bend the single card in your
right hand - this card is supposed to be
three.
Place the card you hold square Onto the
card on the left end of the row and lift
both as you say, "I'll tak~ th~ first Ace
bm~ath th~ thru ]okn->." Rub the face of
the packet against your left palm. Turn
the packet face up and do a T wo-as-Three
Count to show that the first Ace has
vanished. That is, hold the cards on their
right side with your right hand, thumb on
top and fingers beneath. With your left
thumb, peel the top card into your left
hand. As you peel the next card, steal the
left-hand card back in your right hand.
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Place the next "Ace" on top of the packet
and tub it with your right palm. Deal the
three cards face up to the table to show
that the second Ace has vanished.

If they say they want the Ace to go above
the Jokers, continue with the next
paragraph. If they say they want the Ace
to go beneath the Jokers, place the Jokers
face down onto the tabled Ace. Pick up
the combined packet and tub it on your
left palm. Turn the packet face up to show
that the last Ace is gone. Spread the packet
as three, holding the last two as one.
If the spectator wanted you to place the
last Ace on top of the Jokers, pick up the
"Ace" and put it on top of the Jokers and
rub it with your right palm. Turn the
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packet face up and perform a Buckle
Count to show that the Ace has vanished.
That is, push over the Joker on the face
and take it with your right hand. Buckle
the lowermost card in your left hand and
take the rop two cards of the left-hand
packet as one below the right-hand card.
Finally, snap the lasr left-hand card and
place it on top of the right-hand cards.
Flip the packet face down and slide it
under the deck. The indifferenr card that
was in the packet is now fourth from the
face and will blend in with the rest of the
deck.
Casually show your hands empry and
open the card box with irs opening
towards the specrators. Tilt the box so the
cards slide our, then table the box. Spread
the four cards on the table, then rum over
the three face down cards to show the
three missing Aces!

Comments
This nick was inspired by an ao: assembly
that Tomas saw David Copperfield do.
Tomas !mew thar~ medlod Coppedidd
used wou!dn't suit his perfonning style, so
he worlccd out this method thar can be
done without gaffs. Tomas combined that
cffi:a with a ~problem that bad been
haunting him
quite a wbiIe - to be
able to use the AJDe duec cards to vanish
eachAtz.

ror

If you an: familiar with Paul Harris' "Cab
Fan:- (eJ--U, SeJ.aUnu, pages 37-42),
you can use the box load from that trick
instead ofthe way Tomas described abo'V'C.

Of morse, because the only SI:tUp required
is to have duec Jokers, the speaators can
aauaIIy name the rour-of-a-kind to be
used. The only requirement is thar you
maIre sure that the top card of the decIc
isn't one of them.
Cyber Sessions
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QUickie

.. .

Effect
A spectator selects a card, which is tabled
face down under her hand. The spectator
then selects a card for the magician. This
card is buried in the center of the deck.
The spectator lifts her hand, and finds a
second card under there with her selection
- the magicians selection! The magician's
card is then replaced under the spectator's
hand, and her selection is returned to the
deck. When she lifts her hand, there are
again two cards under her hand - both
selections!

Figure 2

Method
For this routine, you must perform a
Double Lift from the center of the deck.
The one that Peter uses is by Steve
Freeman (Groii, Vol. 45, No.7, July
1981, p. 437). Briefly: holding the deck in
left-hand Dealing Position, rime down the
outer left corner with your left thumb as
you ask a spectator to say «stop." When
she stops you, insert your right index
finger into the separation, and then
immediately rime two more cards with
your left thumb. These two cards will be
separated ftom the rest of the deck by
your right index fingertip (Figure 1).
Move your right hand to the right - the
double will rotate clockwise out of the
deck, rotating around your left third
finger as in Figure 2. Once the double is
rotated Out, your right hand flips it face
up onto the deck (Figure 3).

Figure 1
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/
Figure 3

Begin by doing the Double Lift from the
center as described above. This card will
be the spectator's selection. As you turn
the double face down, move your left
thumb under it so that it does not fall
flush with the deck, but rests in Tent
Vanish position. Immediately lift the
double in right-hand Biddle Grip and say,
« Pkau hold out your handpalm down."
Table the double in front of the spectator
and ask her to put her hand on top of it.
Perform the same Double Lift technique
as the spectator says stop. This will be
your selection. Turn the double face down
onto the deck, then immediately deal the
top card into your right hand. Insert the
card into the center of the deck and square
up.
Claim that by giving the deck a couple of
shakes, you can cause the card to vanish.
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Shake the deck, then snap your fingers
over the spectator's hand. Ask the
spectator to rub her hand back and forth,
then to lift it. When she does, she will see
two cards. As she lifts her hand, there will
be plenty of misdirection for you Top
Palm the top card in your right hand.
As soon as the twO cards on the table are
clearly seen, table the deck with your right
hand and pick up the two cards with your
left hand. As you grab the outer end of the
two cards with your right hand to turn
them face up, end over end, add the
palmed card to their back. The cards are
flipped face up, then transferred to righthand Biddle Grip.

You will be displaying your card. Table
the double and ask the spectator to cover
the card(s).
Without showing its face, place the lefthand card into the deck. This is
apparently the spectator's card. Repeat the
shaking of the deck, then snap your
fingers over the spectator's hand. When
she lifts her hand, there will be two cards
again - the two selections.

With your left fingers, slide out the
bonom card. Place this card side-jogged to
the left on top of the right hand card(s).
Hold the card in place with your right
first finger as in Figure 4.

\
•

Figure 4

Say, "My card somehow joinedyour card.
La me try it again." Square the cards and
turn them face down, holding them in
righr-hand Biddle Grip.
With your left thumb, peel the top card
into your left hand. Turn your right hand
palm up to flash the face of the double.
Cyber Sessions
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HawK ranspo_--._
Effect
The magician removes the four Kings and
srates that they are his spies. The spectator
then removes a card, which she notes and
rabies face down. The magician never
looks at this selection. He simply asks his
spies a series of questions about the tabled
card: The Kings respond by mysteriously
turnmg over. Once the magician has four
clues as to the identity of the selection, he
attempts to name it - he's right! Next, the
King packet is turned face up to show that
it is in fact the selection. On the table, in
the place of the selection is now the four
Kings!

Method
Openly remove the four Kings and table
them in a face up pile with their colors
alternating. Spread the deck face down
and ask the spectator to remove a card.
When she does, ask her to remember it
and table it face down. You can place the
deck aside, as it will no longer be needed.
Mention that the Kings are your spies and
even though you will never turn the
selection over, your spies will give you
clues as to the identity of the tabled card.

spectators can see the face of the King.
Buckle anothet card with your left second
finget and push it to the right. Lower your
right hand and take the next card (the one
you just pushed over with your left second
finger) underneath the right hand card.
Raise the right-hand cards to display the
face of the second one.
As your left second finger buckles and
pushes over the next card. your right
thumb pushes the top card of its packet to
the left slightly. Lower your right hand, so
the left-jogged card is flush with the lefthand packer. Your left thumb rests on top
of the left-jogged card in the right hand.
Your left thumb clamps down on this
card. as your right hand fingers grasp the
right-jogged card on the bottom of the
left-hand packet. Raise your right hand to
show the face of the third King. Figure 1
shows the left thumb holding the top
right-hand card in place as the right hand
moves away with its two cards. You
should be holding three cards in your
right hand - actually. you only hold two.
You just stole the other one back on top
of the left-hand cards.

Pick up the King packet, turn it face down
and openly slide it under the tabled card.
Lift all five cards and place them into lefthand Dealing Position. You now perform
an extremely clever switch by Bro. John
Hamman called "Watch me Like a Hawk"
(Th~ Card Magic ofBro. John Hamman,
pages 44-47).

I

/

-""':::=""'
Figure 1

Briefly: with your left second finger,
buckle the bottom card of the packet and
push it our to the right. Your tight hand
takes this card, thumb on top and fingers
underneath. Raise the card so the
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With your left thumb. slide the top card
slightly to the left as in Figure 2. This will
side-jog the double on the bottom of the
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packet co me right. Lowet your tight hand
and take me double undet me tight hand
cards as one. Raise your right hand CO
show me face of me fourth King. Table
me left-hand card - manks co Bco.
Hamman's beauriful switch, mis is
apparencly me selection, bur it is in fact a
King.

As you rum me packet face up, execute
Ken Krenzers Mechanical Reverse (Tht
Card Clarsics ofKm Krmzel, p. 207).
Mention mat you will ask the Kings four
questions and mese will help you CO
identifY me selection. The following four
questions are examples if me selecrion is
me Three of Clubs as in our example. Be
sure co change each question to pertain co
me spectacor's selection, which you
glimpsed earlier.

Clue 1
Look at the Kings and say, "Iftht s"'ction
is bUzck, I would likt ont ofyou four Kings
to turn ovtr. Ifit is wi, thm stay as you
art." Perform an Elmsley Count, ourjogging me face down card. Openly
remove me our-jogged card and place it
on me borrom of me packet - me Kings
have apparencly cold you me color of me
selection.

Figure 2

Fan me four-card packet wim your right
hand and use me fan co point co the
tabled card as you remind mem mat me
Kings will give you clues. As you do so,
glimpse me selection in me spread and
remember it -lee's say it is me Three of
Clubs. Figure 3 shows the performer's
view as he glimpses me card in the fan.
Turn me fan face down and take cwo
cards in each hand - me cop cwo in your
left hand and me borrom cwo in your
right hand. Spread me cards in bom hands
a bit co emphasize that you have four,
men place the right-hand cards on cop of
me left-hand cards, but obtain a left Pinky
Break becween me four cards as you do.

"------

Clue 2
Say, "Iftht "kction is a numbtr card, I
would likt anothtr ont ofyou to turn fact
down. Ifit is a court card, thm rtmain as
you art." Simply spread me four cards CO
show cwo face down cards. Openly take
the cwo face up cards with your right hand
and insert mem becween me cwo face
down cards in your left hand. Square up
me cards.

Clue 3
"Sinct Wt know tht color is bUzck, it could
bt tithtr a spade or club. Iftht "kction is a
club, I'd likt ytt anothtr lGng to turn fact
down - ifit is a spade, stay as you art. "
Perform another Elmsley Count, bur
obtain a break beneam me last cwo cards
counted. As you mention someming
about hoping me Kings are right, Half
Pass me borrom cwo cards.

Figure 3
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Clue 4
«We now know that the card is a number
card, and that it is a club. If it is an odd
number, I'd like the !4St King to turn over,
but ifit is an evm number, stay as you are."
Reverse count the cards into your left
hand, but obrain a break above the first
card counted (under three cards).

It is imponant to get the spectator's eyes
off of the packet, so look up as if thinking
and say, «Odd number club. .. Is it the
Three ofClubsi" As you say this. all eyes
should be on you. This is perfect
misdirection to palm the top three cards
with your right hand.
Drop your right hand to your right side
with the cards palmed. and raise your left
hand. Your left hand holds the one
selection. but it is held in Dealing Position
as if it were the four Kings. As the
specrators acknowledge that your guess
was correct. ask, «Do you know how I
know?" Dramatically flip the single card
over in your left hand and immediately
move your right hand over the rabled card
- add the palmed cards to this card as you
turn them all face up to show that the
selection and the Kings have apparently
changed places!
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TesrCondition
Effect
An envelope with a predicrion in ir is in
full view on the rable. The specraror
examines and shuffles a deck of cards. She
then curs the deck, and the card cur ro is
laid face down on the rable. The deck is
once again spread to show thar ir is mixed.
The prediction is then shown, and ir is a
"52 on 1" card. After the brieflaughrer,
the card is rurned over. On irs back is a
miniarure replica of the chosen card.

Preparation
Gary has recendy been playing with whar
some would call a "Reverse Breather
Crimp." This card, when cur to, will end
up on top of the deck. To pur the work
into the card, hold the card face up before
proceeding to pur in the normal Breather
Crimp (The Vernon Chronicles, Vol. 1,
pages 96-97). You will also need two
duplicares of the card you jusr pur work
into. Ler's assume thar rhis card is the
Eighr ofHearrs. Place a "Reverse Breather
Crimp" into both duplicares. Also, mark
the backs of all three crimped Eighrs so
thar rhey are immediarely noticeable to
you. Place the deck (with one Breather)
into the card box.
Glue a miniature Eighr of Hearrs onto the
back of a "52 on 1" card as in Figure 1.
Place the "52 on 1" card into a coin
envelope, back side up (the flap of rhe
envelope is up). Place the two duplicare
force cards face down under the envelope,
and secure them in place with a large
paper clip. Place rhe coin envelope into
your pocker.

•••• ••

.ro

Figure 1

Presentation
Have a specrator examine and shuffle the
deck. Take the deck back and hold ir in
left-hand Dealing Posirion. Remove the
envelope from your pocker, flap side
facing the audience. Place the envelope on
top of the deck to ftee your righr hand to
remove the paper clip. Open the flap and
slide our the prediction only far enough so
irs edge is visible (be sure rhar you do nor
pull ir so far thar the miniarure card is
seen). Push the prediction back into the
envelope, and place the envelope on the
rable. You have secredy added twO
duplicares to the deck, withour any sleighr
of hand! Shuffle the deck a bir, dispersing
the Breather Crimped cards. Hand the
deck to the specrator and have her
thoroughly shuffle ir. After she has
shuffled, ask her to place the deck onto
the rable and to give ir a cur.
Now, ohe of two things will happen - she
has cur to a Breather, or she hasn't. You
will know if she has cur to a Breather if
you see one of your marked cards on top.
If after the cur you do nor see your mark,
have the specrator complere the cur. Have
her place the deck onto your palm. Have
the specrator cur rhe deck to rhe rable. If
you have worked with a Brearher Crimp
before, you know how likely ir is thar she
will cur ro ir given two chances. By having
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three crimped cards in the deck, it is
almost guaranteed that the spectator will
cur to one of the force cards. Whethet the
spectator cur to a force card the first time
or the second rime, have her square the
deck with the force card on top.

David &gal's"Propbcq Pack" is also
similar in dfa:t, but imolw:s a fWIy gdli:d
dcc:k. Dmd's tric:k-may be obtained nom
most cIeaIen.

Ask the specrator to remove her selection
and rable it face down. Show the rest of
the cards to be well mixed. Don't WOtry
abour £lashing the two duplicates. The
spectator doesn't know what card was
chosen, so the duplicates won't be
noticed. Have the spectator turn over their
selecrion, then ask, "Wouldn't it b. cool ifI
rmlov.d th. cardfrom th. mv.lop. and you
su th. EightofH.arts!" Turn the envelope
over, removing the card to expose the "52
on 1" gag. When the laughter dies down
(if there is any), turn over the card for a
stunning climax.

Clean-up
While attention is on the card and the
envelope, casually cur the two duplicate
cards to the top of the deck. This is easy to
do if you simply cur to one Bteather, then
do a Slip Cur to the second one. Obtain a
break beneath the Breathers. Place the
envelope on top of the deck, and place the
ptediction back into the envelope. As you
place the paper clip back onto the
envelope, clip the two duplicates to the
back of the envelope. Place the envelope
back into your pocket, and you are
immediately reset!

Notes

..

Teel Lesley's trick, "Kismet" (Pllrllmirrzcles,
pages 27-33), is similar in &:t. It uses a
gafral cmdope, and bvcs the deck
a-mplctc, but with three Breathers that
cannot be ~ By using duplieata,
-me gdli:d envelope is e1imi natrA , and the
deck is left with 52 cards including one
BIathcr that may be used fur many other
dTuu..
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InvIsible lasticity_ _~._.
Effect
The magician holds out his hand and
claims to be holding an invisible rubber
band. A card is selected and signed by a
spectator. The invisible rubber band is
wrapped around the deck, and then the
selection is slid beneath it. The selection is
pulled to the right, where it visibly snaps
back. With a snap, the rubber band is
made visible, encircling the deck - just as
the magician said. The selecrion is then
inserted face up into the center of the
deck, where ir is visibly pulled up through
the cards and the rubber band!

Needed
For this routine, you need one gimmicked
card - a double-backer with part of a
rubber band glued to one side as in Figure
1. If this card is placed on top of the deck
(with the rubber band side up), it appears
as if a rubber band is encircling the deck.
You will also need one regular rubber
band thar firs snugly around the deck. Size
16 rubber bands will work nicely for this
trick.

Figure 1

Setup
Wrap the rubber band around a lircle
more than half the deck (at least 27 cards).
On top of rhe bound half, place the

gimmicked card (band side down). The
rest of the cards are placed on top of all.

Method
Hold your thumb and fingers together to
illsplay the invisible rubber band. Either
hand this invisible band to a specrator, or
pretend to table it. Dribble the top half of
the cards - this simply gives the
impression of a completely normal deck.
The base of your left thumb and your left
fingertips will naturally hide the rubber
band. Slowly spread the cards for a
selection to be made. The only
requirement is that the card must be
selected ftom the top half of the deck.
Look at this as a Classic Force with a lot
ofleeway.
Ask the spectator to sign the selection on
its face as you separate the cards just above
the gimmicked card. This is easy to do,
because you can feel for the natural break
at the rubber band and then rime off one
more card with your right thumb. Faro
the top half of the deck (the right-hand
half) into the lower half (the left-hand
half). Once again, your left thumb and
fingers will hide the rubber band.
Waterfall the cards and square up. Pretend
to pick up the invisible rubber band, then
mime placing it around the deck. A
convincer that Nathan usually does here is
to pull down the bonom card with his left
pinky as he pretends to pinch the invisible
band running across the top of the deck.
The bottom card is flexed to nearly ninety
degrees as in Figure 2. As the right hand
pretends to let go of the rubber band,
release the bottom card with your left
pinky allowing it to snap up against the
bottom of the deck. With proper timing,
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the sound of the invisible rubber band
snapping back onto the deck is incredible.

make the rubber band appear around the
deck using Paul Harris' "Flop Change"
(Th~ArtofAstonishmmt, Vol.

Figure 2

Take the selecrion from the speetaror and
mime sliding it on rop of the deck, under
the invisible rubber band.

1, p. 3D).

That is, grip the right edge of the top card
(gimmick) with your right hand, fingers
below and thumb on top. Slide the left
long edge of the card across the rop of the
deck until it reaches the right side. As this
is being done, your left thumb lies across
the top of the deck ro hide the rubber
band (Figure 4). At this point, your left
hand "flops" the remainder of the deck
over on top of the right hand card as in
Figure 5. In a continuing action flip the
entire deck back over into your left hand
ro show the appearance of the rubber
band around the deck. By holding the
cards at the sides in the center, you can
show the deck completely surrounded by
the rubber band.

Firmly pinch the right edge of the rop
card, thumb on rop and fingers
underneath. Slide the card to the right for
about three-quarters of its width. To cause
the card ro snap back flush with the deck,
quickly snap your thumb and fingers in
opposite directions - your thumb moving
away from your palm. and your fingers
moving rowards your palm (Figure 3).
This move is Steve Draun's "Snap-Back
Sleight" (S~cr~ts Draun from Urukrground,
p. 117).

Figure 4

I
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Figure 3

Figure 5

Do this move a few times, then apparently
slide the selecrion back our from under
the invisible rubber band to hand it to the
spectator momentarily. You will now

Take back the selection once again, and as
you do, perform a one-handed get ready
for "Tilt" (two methods can be found in
Flashpoints) with the gimmicked card.
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Apparently insert the selection face up
into the center of the deck - ir acrually
goes second from the rop. thanks ro
"Tilt." It will be easy for you ro make
sure that the face up selection tides above
the rubber band.
All that remains is ro cause the face up
selection ro penetrate through the deck
and the rubber band. You do so by doing
a Riffle Pass with the rop card. The
selection will appear face up on rop. above
the banded deck. Pull the rubbet band off
the deck and sptead the cards on the table
to end.

I'Commeati
SteVe Dmm's ·Smp-Badc SIeight-_
fim p"b1isbeod without a name in a trick
calIcd "The Rubberband Card" (The
A£rti& ,!SIrw DrIUl", p. 9).

In....,d of using me "Flop ~,.
another way to make the rubber band
.appear around the deck is to use the
acC:ond half ofPauJ Hatris' "Instant
Replay- (11Iekt-.FAstonisJmrml, Vol. 3,
pages 115-116).
~J'OU can see,

the gimmichd cud will

be on me bottom ofme deck after this
dIi:a. To dean up, you can either cop me
bottnm cud, or simply put the da:k away
wbile you do a non-card item - a rubber
band uidr:wouId fit Dicdy here. Don't
worry about the deck being searched for
gimmicks. Nathan asswu me that after
many perfOrmances, be's notia:d that the
only thing people want to aamine is the
rubber band.
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Fingertip'-Fingenip
HEN YOU DON'T HAVE any cards
or other available props around,
this is a great trick to do,
because all it involves is your hands.
Joshua came up with this while playing
with some of Meir Yedid's finger magic.

W
Effect

The magician pinches off the tip of his
pinky, then restores it.

Method
Ask the spectator to do exactly as you do.
The spectator who will do as you do
should srand next to you to make the
directions easier to follow. Hold your left
hand out, then grasp your left pinky,
holding it tightly between your right
thumb and fingers as in Figure 1. With a
bit of pressure, the tip of your left pinky
will turn red. The surrounding areas will
become paler, which makes the tip of the
pinky srand out more.

they need to do something different for it
to work.
When you re-grip your left pinky, you
actually substitute your right pinky for
your left one. There is no method to this simply pull your right pinky in-between
the right thumb and first finger. If you
squeeze, the fingers will be the same color
as before, even though you aren't holding
the left pinky any longer. Figure 2 shows
the right first finger and thumb squeezing
the right pinky. Ar first, this may be very
hard to do, but with time, your right
pinky will become nimble and you will be
able to get into this position easily.

Figure 2

Figure 1

Ask the spectator to do as you do - pull
your pinky back and then to the left. This
is impossible to do, but provides an excuse
for you to release your grip to help them.
As you help them, you could say, "Dh.

here. I'm sorry. Hold your pinky straight.»
Whatever they do, kinrlly show them that
138

Direct the audience to watch you before
the spectator attempts the same thing.
Rotate your left hand slightly up so that it
covers more of your right fingers. Under
this cover, pretend to rip the end of your
left pinky off. Keep your hand at about
waist height, and watch your angles. Pause
for just a second, just long enough for
them to see that the tip is clearly separated
from your left hand. There isn't any need
to try to hide your left pinky, because all
eyes will follow the movement of your
right hand, however, keep the left pinky
tucked behind the other left-hand fingers
as much as possible.
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To restore the lingerrip, your righr hand
moves under your lefr hand and then
moves upward, making contact with the
lefr pinky. Under this brief cover, release
the right-hand grip on the right pinky,
and grasp the tip of the lefr pinky. By
squeezing it, the tip of the lefr pinky
immediately turns red, as it should be.

Comments
This trick lim appeared in Joshua's notes,
.A T«n sRouti1leS.
Joshua doesn't do this trick as a challenge,
because he doesn't want to intimidate
anyone. lUther, he simply shows it as an
odd occurrence and has fun with it.
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TIii Full

oily

TSD
Convention, Kevin Kelly surprised
eryone by bringing Don England
with him. This was one of the items that
Don was showing off that weekend. It is
an interesting and effective alternative to
Marlo's "Quick Three Way" which has
been over-done because of the populariry
of "Color Monte."

M

THE FIRST ANNUAL

Effect
A three-card monte rype routine is
performed. The money card even changes
color, before changing back to normal.

Setup
You will need a red/blue double back card
(DB) and a matching deck of cards that
contains a Joker. Assume that the deck is
red. Place the DB card and the Joker
together, red backs together, on top of the
deck. The Joker will be face up on top,
followed by the DB, red side up. Case the
deck.

Presentation
Remove the deck from the box and
casually spread over and table the top two
cards. The Joker will be face up, on rop of
the DB catd, red side up. Don't worry if
the cards spread a bit and the red back is
seen. If you want, you can simply do a
trick or two, then come back to this one.
When teady, spread through the deck and
remove the Queen of Diamonds (QD)
and place it face up onto the tabled cards.
Table the deck and pick up the tabled
three-card packet. Spread the top two face
up cards just enough to grasp them with
your right hand, tum them face down,
and replace them underneath the left hand
(DB) card. The order of the cards from
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the top down will be DB card, Joker, and
QD.
Reverse count the three cards as you begin
to patter abour the monte and how some
con men call it "Find Molly." Reverse
count the cards a second time, bringing
the cards back to their original order. This
counting procedure subtly reinforces twO
important things - that there are only
three cards, and that all have red backs.

The First Display
You now display the three cards as two
Jokers, and the Q D as follows: hold the
packet in lefr-hand Dealing Position and
perform a double turnover to display a
Joker. Turn the double face down and
thumb the top card (DB) into your right
hand. With your left thumb, push the
next card to the right, and use the righthand card to flip this next card face up.
This will apparently display a second
Joker. Fiip this card face down and take it
with the right hand, under the DB card.
Finally, tum the lefr-hand card face up to
show the QD. Flip the card face down
and place it under the right-hand cards.
Reverse count the cards, bringing the Q D
to the top. The order from the top down
will be: QD, Joker, DB card.

Where is Molly?
(or The Second Display)
Thumb the QD to the right. As you tum
the QD face up onto the left-hand cards,
obtain a left Pinky Break beneath the
second card from the top. Tum the QD
face down and immediately lift both cards
above the break with your right hand.
Continue by placing the right-hand
double beneath DB card in your left hand.
It appears as if you simply turned the QD
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face down and placed it underneath the
packet. Ask, "Whm is Molly!' The
spectator will say rhat it's on the bottom.
You will now do an interesting
combination ofJean-Pierre Vallarino's
"Rhumba Count" (Gmii, November
1992) and Ed Marlo's "Olram Subclery"
(Mint, Vol. 1, pages 187-194).
After the spectator responds, turn the
packet face up, end for end to display the
Joker. Place your right middle finger on
the outer right corner of the packet, and
apply diagonal pressure so that the inner
left corner of the packet presses against the
base of your left thumb. Move your right
thumb under the inner right corner of the
packet and slide it forward to pinch the
packet at the outer right corner. Turn
your right hand palm up to turn the
packet face down, end for end, using the
base of the left thumb as a pivot point
(Figure 1). As you do, slide the top card
to the right in a D'Amico Spread action.
As this is done, your right thumb and
fingers should be able to take control of
the three cards without aid from your left
hand (Figure 2).

Immediately £lip over the lower double
face up into your left hand as in Figure 3
to display another Joker (Figure 4). In a
continuing motion, move your left thumb
under the rwo cards and £lip them back to
the right, face down (Figure 5).
Immediately thumb the top card to the
right, and take it in the right hand,
underneath the DB card. Your left hand
continues the motion by moving forward
and away as it turns the remaining card
face up to show yet another Joker (Figure
6). Finally, £lip the left-hand card face
down and place it under the two cards in
your right hand.

Figure 3

-Figure 4
Figure 1

Figure 5
Figure 2
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This Molly is Marked

Figure 6

Too Many Molly's
(or The Third Display)
The cards are now in position to show all
three as being the QO. Hold the packet
face down in a deep Mechanics Grip in
your left hand. Perform a double turnover
to display a Q O. Turn the double face
down and thumb the top card (DB) into
your right hand. Using the right-hand
card, flip the second card face up to show
another QO. Use the right-hand card
again to flip the second card face down.
You now apparently take the second card
beneath the right hand card, but actually
you perform a switch. As your right hand
approaches to take the second card, your
left thumb presses down onto the outer
left corner of the top card of its rwo cards.
Your right fingers contact the face of the
Joker (the bottom card) and pinch it
against the right-hand card. Your left
hand immediately moves forward, taking
the QO with it until it clears the rwo
right-hand cards. Flip the left-hand card
face up to show a third QO. Figure 7
shows the center card (QO) being stolen
from berween the rwo right-hand cards
just before it is turned face up.

Figure 7
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Place the QO face up onto the other rwo
cards, and obtain a left Pinky Break
beneath the top rwo cards. Perform a
double turnover to show that Molly's back
is now blue! Push the top card to the
right and take it with your right hand. In
a pointing action, turn your left hand
palm down and point to the blue back
with your left first finger (Figure 8). Of
course, keep the lefr-hand cards square,
and the spectators will see a Joker. This is
a nice subtlety - don't leave it out. Turn
the left-hand cards back face down, and
then spread them with your left thumb.
Replace the right-hand card back on top
of the left-hand cards, and then perform
another double turnover to turn the Q0
face up. Spread the three cards to show
the face up QO, and rwo face down red
cards.
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Figure 8

Molly Loses Her Identity
(or Was it really Molly?)
Take the face up QO with your right
hand and place it berween the rwo lefthand cards. The QO must be fairly
aligned with the top card (DB) of the
spread (Figure 9). By making the rwo-card
fan a tight one, this condition will be less
noticeable. Hold the spread by its lower
right corner with your right hand - your
right fingers will hide the blue back. Flash
the back of the fan, to show that the back
of the QO has changed back to red
(Figure 10). Place the spread into your left
hand and square it, obtaining a Pinky
Break beneath the top card as you do.
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Perform a half pass with the bortom rwo
cards. When you now spread the packet,
the face up QD will appear to have
changed into a face up Joker! Say, "It's
tough to folUJw a Quun when sh~ acts ljk~
thisf Turn the Joker face down and
replace it in the middle of the spread you are now finished and reset!

,

;

Figure 9

Figure 10
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e Subtlest-P-oker

ove of All

is based on Paul
Harris'"A Subtle Poker Move"
(The Art ofAstonishment, Vol. 2,
pages 123-124). This is a fun rrick ro
perform when you are raking yourself jusr
a lirrle roo seriously!

T

HIS ROUTINE

Effect
The magician and specraror playa few
games of Poker. During the firsr two
games, the specraror wins. During the
rhird game, the magician deals himself an
unbearable hand!

Setup
You musr ser up your deck so thar the
specraror will ger a three-of-a-kind on the
firsr round, and a srraighr £lush the second
round. You musr also ser ir up so thar you
receive a pair in the firsr round. Finally,
rhe Queens, Kings, Aces, and two Jacks
and Tens musr be on the borrom of the
deck.

poinr our thar you received a pair.
Congrarulare the specraror on winning,
then garher both hands and ser them aside
as a discard pile.
Pick up the deck, and again deal our two
hands. After you have dealr the hands our,
obrain a Pinky Break above abour 20 cards
by pulling down on these cards with your
left pinky. As the specraror looks ar rheir
hand, you perform the "Jinx Swirch"
(Marlo Magazine, Vol. 5, 178-179).
Basically, pick up your five-cards with
your righr-hand. Place rhese five cards
ontO the left-hand cards (Figure 1), then
immediarely lift all the cards above the
break with your righr hand and place
them all onto the discard pile (Figure 2).
Although this seems very bold, ir appears
as if you simply placed the deck aside and
are holding rhe five cards in your left
hand. This swirch is very deceprive!

Here's a possible way thar your deck could
be ser up: 35, 55, 3C, 5C, 3D, x, x, x, x,
x, 7H, x, 8H, x, 5H, x, 6H, x, 9H,
balance of the deck, followed by the 100,
10C, JS, JD, four Queens, four Kings,
and four Aces. The rop card of the deck is
the Three of Spades, and an Ace is ar rhe
face.

(
Figure 1

Performance
Begin by giving the deck a false shuffle,
and then deal our two hands of Poker.
Deal one hand in fronr of the specraror,
and one hand in fronr of yourself. Table
rhe deck, and ask the specraror ro look ar
her hand. Ask her if she received any good
cards. The specraror will have received
three-of-a-kind. Turn your hand over ro
144
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/
Figure 2

Continue to hold the packet in deep lehhand Mechanics Grip so that the
thickness of the packet isn't apparent. Ask
the spectator what hand they received they will show you a straight flush. Say,
"The chances of receiving a straight flush
are extremely rare - 1 in 65,000 to be exact.
But. the rarest hand ofall is ... " As you say
the above line, flip over your cards and
slowly spread through them, saying,
"... the four Aces. the four lGngs, the four
Queens, a pair ofJacks, and a pair ofTensf
There will be one or two extra cards at the
.back of the packet - don't worry about
them.
Finally, throw all the cards on the discard
pile as you say, "And that's why they don't
let me play in Vegasf
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Clean Cut Shuffle,_ _
ETER PERFORMS a lot of magic
standing up, withour a table, and
wanted a convincing false shuffie
that could be performed with or without
the aid of a table. After reading abour
Frank Shank's false shuffie in Marlo's The
Shank Shuffle and Herb Zarrow's wellknown "Zarrow Shuffie" (More Inner
Secrets ofCard Magic, pages 49-51), Peter
came up with the following. One thing
worth noting is the fact that at the end of
the shuffie, the deck must be given a
genuine cur to bring it back into original
order.

.. .

P

Method
While standing, bend your knee withour
lining the ball of your foot off the ground.
You can now use your right thigh as an
"impromptu table." Of course, as
mentioned above, the shuffie can be done
on a table as well. With your right hand,
cut off the top half of the deck to the
right. Shuffle the packets together by first
letting a block of cards fall from the right
half, and then shuffie normally, ending
with a single card from the len-hand half
falling last. A nice convincer here is that
the original top card of the deck is
apparently lost.
You now apparently square the deck, bur
you actually unweave the rwo halves,
Zarrow style. That is, the top card of the
len-hand half is pushed slightly to the
right. Your hands rotate slightly ourwards,
unweaving the halves. As you push the
cards together, the right-hand half is lined
slightly - it rides above the len-hand half,
bur beneath the top card of the len-hand
half. As you push the halves flush, obtain a
break berween them with your thumbs as
in Figure 1.
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Figure I

With your tight hand, cut all the cards
above the break to the right. The halves
are again shuffied together; however, this
time, the len hand drops a block, and
then the cards are shuffied normally,
ending with a single card from the righthand half falling on top. Again, as you
apparently push the halves together, you
actually unweave the halves. Thar is, the
top card of the right-hand half is pushed
to the len slightly. Both hands again rotate
slightly ourwards, which will unweave the
halves. As the cards are pushed together,
the len-hand half is lined slightly,
allowing it to ride above the right-hand
cards, bur beneath the top card of the
right-hand half. Again, obtain a break
with your thumbs berween the halves as
they are squared together.
Pick up the deck with your righr hand and
transfer it to len-hand Dealing Position,
transferring the break to a len-hand Pinky
Break as you do. To bring the deck back
to its original order, simply cut the deck at
the break.

As a Block Transfer
During the shuffie, it is possible to shin a
number of cards from the top ro the
bottom, or vice versa, while maintaining
the order of the rest of the deck.
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From Bottom to Top
Let's assume that you wish to shift foue
cards ftom the bottom of the deck to the
top. Perform the shuffle until you are
about to do the final cut. Before you cut
the cards with your right hand, simply
release four cards with your right thumb
from above the break - then, cleanly cut
the cards at the new break. The cards will
be back in their original order, except for
the four cards that were shifted from the
bottom of the deck to the top.

From Top to Bottom
For this example, assume that there are
foue cards on top of the deck that you
wish to shift to the bottom. Perform the
shuffle until just before the final cut. At
that point, your right thumb should lift
foue cards ftom beneath the Pinky Break
before making the cut. The deck will be in
order, with the exception of the four cards
that were shifted from the top to the
bottom.
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DirtY arry
DREW IS KNOWN for magic that is,
well, nor self-working! When I
ked him to contribute a ttick, I
was pleasantly surprised to see that he'd
sent me a trick that practically anyone can
do. This plot, locating a selected card
from the deck while it is in YOUt pocket, is
a venetable one. This effect begins as a
demonstration of skill, and then crosses
the line into magic.

~

Effect
Two selections are made, then lost in the
deck. Each spectator curs off some cards,
confirming that neither selection is in
their packet. Each of them then places
their respective packers into the magician's
side coat pockers. The magician then
arremprs to find the twO mates of the
signed selections. Instead of finding the
mates, the magician pulls our the actual
signed selections!

break in Biddle Grip. Table the remaining
face down cards.
You now apparently show all of the cards
you hold, and neither selection will be
amongst them. Take the first face up card
with your right hand and name it. Turn
this card face down and replace it
underneath the left-hand cards. Andrew
actually buckles the borrom card of the
left-hand packet, and places the tighthand card second from the borrom of the
left-hand cards as in Figure 1. He does
this as a precaution against eager
spectators who may want to peek at the
fitst face down card later.

Method
Have two cards selected and signed on
their face. Replace the cards into the deck,
controlling them both to the top of the
deck. Let'S assume that the first spectator's
selection is the top card of the deck,
followed by the second spectator's
selection. You now perform Ed Balducci's
"Cut Deeper Force" (Clou-Up Impact, p.
13). That is, ask a spectator to cut off a
packet of cards and replace them face up
onto the deck. Ask the spectatot to then
cur off a larger packet, turn it over, and
replace it onto the deck.
Sptead through the cards until you reach
the face down cards. As you square up the
face up cards, obtain a left Pinky Break
beneath the first face down card. With
YOUt right hand, lift all the cards above the
148

\
Figure 1

Continue by turning the next card over as
you name it, and placing it beneath the
left-hand cards. Continue turning cards
over in this manner until there are no
more face up cards. Darwin Orriz
suggested this idea of ducking the cards to
Andrew. Paul Harris used this same
Marrin Gardner technique in his trick,
"Las Vegas Leaper" (The Art of
ktonishment, Vol. 1, pages 185-186). Ask
each spectator'if they saw their selection
within these cards - both will agree that
their card wasn't amongst these cards.
Have the first spectator confirm that your
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right coat pocket is empty, then have her
place the packet of cards into the pocket.
Repeat the 'Cut Deeper Force" on the
second spectator. Also, repeat the display
procedure. Have your left coat pocket
examined, then have the spectator place
the packer into the pocket.
Make sure that when each spectator places
their packet into your pockets, you note
which way the packets are oriented. You
need to know if the top card of the packet
is facing toward, or away from your body.
Recap that neither spectator saw their
selecrion. Announce thar you will try to
riffle through each packet and remove the
two cards that match the selections in
color and value. Of course, all will be
done out of sight. Have one spectator time
you, as you reach into your pockets and
remove the two selections. The selection
will either be the top cards of the packets,
or they will be second from the top depending on whether you buckled the
cards earlier and placed the first flippedover card to the bonom or to second from
the bottom.
Bring the cards out, backs to the audience,
and ask for the names of the two
selections. Reply, • How about that? A
perfiet matchf Flip the two cards around
to show the two signed selections.

Q:>mmerns

The tridtcbat r;or Andn:w thinking about
this plot _ Danrin Ortiz', -Hany In
Your Pocbt- (CaJsh.Jrlt, pages 113-115).
Darwin's other ~ of this trick arc
"Quick Dmw" and ~ Quick and. the
Dead; bothirom Darwin', 1997
Ctmfit/mt!4l1.Mttur NtItn.
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Wfiispeling'---LJlllectors
Tomas Womhetg
Effect
Three Jokers are shown and tabled. The
deck is then spread towards the spectators,
and each makes a selection. The rwo
selections are tabled face down.
The first selection is placed face down
amongst the three face up Jokers. The
cards are counted from hand to hand this gives the Jokers a chance to "look at
the selection." The face down selection is
replaced on the table. The three Jokers are
held up to your ear, where they tell you
the name of the selection. The exact same
procedure is repeared for the second
selection. Even though the selection
remains face down throughout, the Jokers
reveal the name of this selection, too.

the bonom of the right-hand packer. The
Joker that was just peeled ontO the deck is
replaced left-jogged under the right-hand
packet as in Figure 2. As your left thumb
peels the next Joker onto the deck, your
right thumb and fingers lift the top card
of the deck (it won't maner if you happen
to grab rwo cards) underneath the righthand cards. Also, maintain a thumb break
above this card as it is added beneath the
right-hand cards (Figure 3). The Joker
that was just peeled on top of the deck is
placed left-jogged underneath the righthand cards. Figure 4 shows an exposed
view of the right-hand cards with the
break exaggerated for clarity.

The rwo selections are now cut into the
deck. The spectators then cut the deck,
and the Jokers are inserred where the
spectators Cut. When the deck is spread,
the rwo face down selecrions are now
interlaced berween the three face up
Jokers!

Figure 1

/

Method
For this effect, you'll need three identical
Jokers. Begin with all three in the deck.
By removing the Jokers, you will be
holding rhe deck - a perfect situation to
perform ATFUS.
Tomas doesn't perform ATFUS as it is
normally done. The following is how
Tomas does it: begin by obtaining a left
Pinky Break beneath the top card of the
face down deck, as you hold the face up
Jokers in right-hand Biddle Grip. As you
peel the top Joker to the top of the deck
with your left thumb (Figure 0, add the
top card of the deck (above the break) to
150
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Figure 2

(
Figure 3

face down card back in front of the first
spectator. This card is apparencly the first
selection. Actually, this is an indifferent
card, and the first selection is on the
borrom of the Joker packet.

I
\'f

Figure 4

As you square the left side of the righthand packer against your left thumb base,
drop the cards below the break onto rhe
deck. Table the Joker packet face up
(actually two face up Jokers, and a face
down indifferent card).
Spread the deck, faces toward the
spectators, so they can be cettain thar the
selections aren't being forced. Of course,
you should begin the spread by pushing
over a small block of cards to ensure that
the reversed Joker near the top isn't
exposed. Look away as two selections are
made, and tabled face down.
Square the deck, and Double Cut the top
two cards, the reversed Joker and the
indifferent card above it, to the bottom
before rabling the deck face down. Pick up
the Joker packet and slide out the borrom
Joker with your righr fingers. Use this
Joker to point to the selections and
comment that you couldn't possibly know
what either selection is. Place the Joker on
top of the left-hand cards.
Make a tight fan of the three cards - only
the border of the borrom card will be seen
(Figure 5). With your right hand, pick up
the first selection and openly place it face
down, second from the borrom of the
Joker packet. Square the packet, then
perform an Elrnsley Count, our-jogging
the face down card. Remove and table the

Figure 5

As yout left hand tables this card, it will
be easy to glimpse the bottom card of the
packet, which is being held in right-hand
Biddle Grip. Without exposing the
selection on the borrom, lift the Joker
packet to your ear and pretend to be
listening to the Jokers. Perform a three-asthree count (described at the end) to show
three face up Jokers, then finally name the
first selection, which is the card you just
glimpsed.
Go through the same actions as just
described for the second selection. After
the three-as-three count, transfer the top
Joker to the bottom of the packer. This
will sandwich the face down selection
between the two face up Jokers.
The spectators will assume that the effect
is over. Actually, you are in a position to
perform a very strong "Collectors" effect.
Table the Joker packet and pick up the
deck with yout left hand. With your right
hand, pick up the selection in front of the
second spectator (actually the first
selection). Place this card ontO the deck,
but maintain a break beneath it. Cut the
deck, centralizing the card - your left
pinky should maintain the break.
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Pick up the card in front of the first
spectator (an indifferent card) and place ir
onto the deck. As you cut the deck this
time, you actually cut to the break,
bringing the first selection and a face up
Joker ro the bottom of the deck.
Table the deck, and ask a spectaror ro cut
about half the deck to the side. You can
now ask her if she wants ro move a few
cards from the rop of either packet ro the
rop of the other packet, if she isn't happy
with the cut. This is a great subrlety that
shouldn'r be overlooked.
Pick up the face up Joker packet and place
it onro the packet that the spectaror Cut
off. Place the original bottom half of the
deck on rop of the Joker packet. Make a
magical gesture and ribbon spread the
deck ro show two face down cards
interlaced between the face up Jokers.
Turn the face down cards over ro reveal
the two selections!

Three-as-Three Count
To perform the three-as-three count, the
cards are held with your right hand,
fingers underneath and thumb on rop, in
the middle of their right side. With your
left thumb, peel the rop Joker face up into
left-hand Dealing Position. You now
apparenrly peel a second Joker onto the
first one. Actually, the Joker in your lefthand is srolen back into your right hand,
as your right thumb pushes over the rop
two cards oker and face down selection).
Finally, your left thumb peels the last
Joker on top of the left-hand packet.

a

Commenu
After writi¥dUs trick up lOr Tomas, I
was inf'ormcd·dw dUs tric:k is similar to
V"le:tOr Fardli's "The Whispering QueensD
(HJIfII1JiM4tic Mtmthly, Vol. 9, No.6,
p.863).
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M

become
obsessed with cenain plots, and
spend countless hours working
on solutions. Nathan is obsessed with the
plot of two cards changing places while
one is folded into fourths. An earlier
variation by Nathan appeared on Th.
Suond D.al, but this is the method that
Nathan uses most often.
ANY MAGICIANS

Effect
A card is freely selected, and signed across
its face. The spectator then folds this card
into founhs. and the card is placed into
the magician's pocket. A second card is
selected and signed on the back by
another spectator. The magician openly
holds the card at his fingenips, where it
instantly and visually turns into the
previously pocketed folded card! The
second selection is now removed from the
magician's pocket.

Method
The only prerequisite is that you must be
wearing a jacket. Have a card freely
selected, and signed actoss its face. Have
the spectator fold the card into founhs.
Take the folded card from the spectator
and apparently insert it into your inner
breast pocket - you actually dtop the
folded card down your left sleeve. Because
you are still holding the deck in left-hand
Dealing Position with your elbow slightly
bent, the folded card will fall down to
your elbow, then stop. Transfer the deck
to right-hand Biddle Grip momentarily
and gesture with your left hand for the
spectator to hand the marker to another
spectator.

to casually drop to your side. The folded
.card will fall secretly into your left hand.
Replace the deck on top of the folded card
in your left hand, being careful not to
expose the folded card as you do. Spread
the cards from hand to hand; requesting
the second spectator to touch a card.
When she does, up-jog it. and raise the
spread to chest level to reveal the face of
the spread and the selection to the
audience. If you keep your left fingers
together, the folded card will not be
exposed (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Lower the spread so that the out-jogged
card is resting against the table, and have
the spectator sign the back of this card.
Strip the selection out, adding th~ folded
card beneath it as in Vernon's "Strip-out
Addition" (Th. Vn7lon Chronicles, Vol. 1.
pages 127-128). Figure 2 shows an
exposed view of the folded card being
added beneath the out-jogged card as it is
stripped out. Due to the folded card
wanting to unfold somewhat, your left
thumb should lie on the back of the
selection to keep it from lifting up. Table
the deck with your right hand.

As the marker is being passed from one
spectator to another, allow your left arm
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Figure 2
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With your right hand, grip the inner end
of the card with your fingers on top and
thumb underneath as in Figure 3. Your
thumb also pinches the folded card against
the second selection. Raise the card(s) in
preparation for "The Golden Change"
(Victor Farel/is Card Magic, Parr II, pages
70-71). Figure 4 shows the magician's
perspective just before the change. Do the
change, except the card should end in
right-hand Tenkai Palm.

./

removed from the pocket with twO fingers
only.

Notes
Although 1ft: aJC DOt llW2R of anyoue
applying 'The Golden Change- to the
instant folding ofa playiug card. Ben
Harris bas printed tbe idea of adding a
foldcd card uudcr another card as it is
sui
out ill Ora 'His MituJ.

(

Figure 3

\,

Figure 4

After the change has occurred, rake the
folded card with your left hand and offer
it to a spectator to unfold. As they do,
your left hand grabs your left lapel,
opening it slighcly. At the same time,
make a slight body turn to your left.
Reach under the left lapel with your righthand and apparencly remove the palmed
card from the inner left breast pocker.
Wben Nathan does it, he actually grips
the card between his right firsr and second
fingers, then pivots the card into view,
making it appear as if the card was
154
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COnvincing Cut~"::-""!' __-=

CIiid:1'oog

I

N MARCH OF 199 8, Chad showed me
the following item (which he had been
performing for abour seven years), and
on March 24, 1998 I published it on The
Second Deal. Since then, it has been
published in another book, and claimed
by the author of thar book as an original
idea, despite the fact that he had access to
Chad's trick.

After discussing it with Chad, we decided
to re-prinr his trick here to esrablish the
correct credits. Without further ado,
here's Chad's "Convincing Cur."

card is removed, while Figure 2 shows the
audience's perspective.

/
I

I

,

•

Figure I

Effect
This is simply a way to reach inro the
middle of the deck and produce an Ace or
selected card.

Method
The card to be cur to should be secondfrom-the-top of the face down deck.
The backbone to this trick is Daryl's
"Convincing Tilt" (The Legendary
Hin-ophant, p. 33). Since I will not
describe Daryl's wonderful move, I will
assume that you have at least some
knowledge of it.
To apparently cur ro the card (which you
have secretly conrrolled ro second-fromthe-rop), you will basically be doing the
Convincing Tilr in reverse. Begin
performing the actions of the Convincing
Tilr. When the rop packet is raised, your
right first finger will enrer the tilt and slide
back the card that is second-from-the-top.
You will notice that the difference here is
that you are removing a card from beneath
the tilted card, rather than inserting one.
Figure 1 shows the performer's view as the

Figure 2

Once the card has cleared the deck, the
halves of the deck are allowed to fall
rogether. Turn over the right-hand card to
show the selecrion.

Comments
When Chad demonstrated this to me, he
made a point to tell me dw it should not
be used to cut to the four Ar:a, but rather
for arrbng to ooe Aa in anAa cutting
trick, or for
. to a selection.
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TWlilenn My-Pocket
Alford

T

of my
trick "Twixter," which appeared in
my booklet Thinking & Wondering.
Joel has added the transposition around
"Twixter," and he also ends clean.
HIS TRICK IS A VARIATION

Effect
The four Tens and the four Jacks are
removed from the deck. The magician
then places the four Tens into different
pockets. The Jacks are cleanly shown front
and back. With a twist, one Jack turns
face down. This is repeated, until all four
are face down. The magician then shows
thar he is holding the four Tens - the four
Jacks are then cleanly removed from his
pockets!

Required
You will need the Ten and Jack of both
Clubs and Diamonds from a normal deck.
You will also need two Double Faced
(OF) cards. One of the OF cards has the
Jack of Hearts on one side and the Ten of
Spades on the other. The other OF card
has the Jack of Spades on one side and the
Ten of Hearts on the other. This is the
packet thar is used in "Twixter."
You also need two small pieces of doublesided tape. Finally, of course, you will
need a normal deck of cards.

Preparation
Remove the four Jacks from the deck and
place them face down on top. The four
Tens should be mixed throughout the
deck.
To prepare the Twixter packet, begin by
placing the two pieces of double-sided
tape in the center of the faces of the extra
Jack of Clubs and Jack of Diamonds. Ser
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up this packet as follows from face to
back: JH/lOS Oack side up), JS/I0H Oack
side up), JC (with tape on its face), JD
(with rape on its face), lOC, 100.
The final bit of preparation is to place the
T wixter packet onto the face of the deck,
holding a left Pinky Break beneath it.
Also, handle the Twixter packet with a
light grip throughout the effect. This will
ensure thar the tape doesn't stick
prematurely.

Method
When ready to begin, spread over the
three face cards to show four Jacks. Square
them and immediately lift all the cards
above the break (the whole Twixter
packet) with your right hand in Biddle
Grip. Table this packet face up to your
right.
Spread the deck between your hands and
up-jog the four Tens. Strip them out with
your right hand, and table them face up to
the left of the Jacks. Be sure thar you
don't spread into the back four cards, or
you will reveal the extra Jacks. Also, when
you rable the Tens, make sure that the
Ten of Spades and Ten of Hearts are ar
the back of the face up packet.
You have apparently simply removed the
four Jacks and Tens, but we both know
better than that!
Turn the deck face down and spread the
top four cards as you casually comment
that you could have used any four of a
kind. As you square these four cards,
obtain a left Pinky Break beneath them.
This is not your normal Pinky Break, bur
rather the type used in Paul Curry's
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"Turnover Change" {Close-up Card Magic,
pages 215-220). Thar is, your third finger
is beneath the cards and your first, second
and fourth fingers are above. You now
perform Jon Carney's "Versa Switch"
(Cameycopia, pages 89-93) as you pick up
the Tens packet. As soon as you turn over
the Tens, spread over the top four cards
Oacks) and take twO in each hand as in
Figure 1. Without showing their faces,
slip the two right-hand cards into your
right pocket, and the two left-hand cards
into your left pocket.

Figure 2

Pick up the Jack packet with your right
hand and turn it face down into left-hand
Dealing Position. Perform Twixter. That
is, spread the top three cards, holding the
last three as one, to show four face down
cards. Turn the cards face up and spread
the top three, again holding the last three
as one, to show the four Jacks. As you
square the packet, obtain a break beneath
the twO Jacks at the face.

Figure 1

You have apparently put the four Tens
into your pockets, but in reality you put
four Jacks in the pockets instead.
You must now obtain a break beneath two
cards. There are many ways to do this.
One way is to use a Pinky Count. Another
way is to take the top card to point to the
tabled Jacks, and as you do this, your left
pinky pushes over the top cards JUSt
enough to obtain a break beneath it. The
card in your right hand is replaced back
onto the deck. You now have a Pinky
Break beneath the top two cards of the
deck.
As your right hand takes the deck in
Biddle Grip, the top two cards (lOS and
lOH) are right-jogged for about half an
inch as in Figure 2. Table the deck
directly in front of your right shoulder the top two cards should remain rightjogged.

You must now reverse all the cards
beneath the break using either a Half Pass
or the Christ Twist. Either way, continue
by giving the packet a twist and Elmsley
Count, up-jogging the face down card, to
show three face up Jacks and one now face
down. Remove the face down Jack with
your right hand and flip it face up. You
are simply showing the first Jack that
turned face down. Turn the Jack face
down again, and re-insert it below the top
card of the left-hand packet.
Twist the packet again and spread the top
three cards to show twO face up and two
face down. Take the top three cards with
your right hand as your left hand turns
palm down to show the face of the second
face down Jack (Figure 3 - really three
cards). Turn your left hand palm up and
replace the right-hand spread on top of
the left-hand card(s) before squaring up.
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Figure 3

As you twiSt the packet a third time, apply
pressure in the center of the cards. This
will cause the double-sided tape to stick to
one of the DF cards. Spread the top three
cards (holding the last two as one) to show
three face down cards and one face up.
The second card from the top is actually a
double that is stuck together with the
double-sided tape. Take the top card with
your righr hand and casually place it on
the bottom of the left-hand spread.

Twist the packet once more, applying
pressure in the center of the packet as you
do. The double-sided rape will adhere to
the DF card that you JUSt transferred to
the bottom of the packer.
Spread the cards to show four face down
cards. You can be very open here, but you
don't want to create any suspicion. I like
to "wiggle" the cards around for JUSt a
second (Figure 4 - a Bob Stencil idea).

As you casually show the cards front and
back, manage to get the two single cards
(the Ten of Clubs and Ten of Diamonds)
into your right hand. Turn the four cards
face down and put the right-hand cards
on top of the left-hand cards. The righthand cards remain right-jogged for about
half an inch. Hold the packet in right
hand Biddle Grip with your pinky on the
outer right corner of the right-jogged
cards (Figure 5). You are about to switch
the two double cards for two normal Tens
so you can end clean.

Figure 5

With the packet held in right-hand Biddle
Grip, pick up the deck with your right
hand. The packet held in your right hand
will be on top of the deck briefly - the
right-jogged cards on top of the righthand packet will align with the rightjogged cards on top of the deck. Transfer
the deck to left-hand Dealing Position.
Your left thumb comes over the edge of
the deck and clamps down. Your left
thumb holds the two double cards in place
on top of the deck as your right-hand
moves away with the four right-jogged
cards as in Figure 6.

Figure 4

Perform your favorite magical gesture and
turn the four cards face up to show the
four Tens. Trust me, this will come as a
complete shock!
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Figure 6
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Your right hand immediately turns the
four-card packet it holds face up. As this
happens, riffle down the outer left corner
of the deck with your left thumb. The
four right-hand cards are inserted face up
into various parts of the face down deck
(Figure 7), and are left out-jogged for %
of their length. Fan the Tens out with
your right hand, and table the deck
(Figure 8).

Alternate Ending
After you have done the "Twixter" phase.
manage to get the two single Tens to the
top of the face down packet. Turn your
body slightly to the left to indicate that
the Jacks have traveled to your pocketsthis will bring your right coat pocket
forward. As your body turns, palm the top
two Tens in your right hand. Reach into
your right coat pocket to remove the twO
Jacks that are in that pocket. When your
right hand enters the pocket, it leaves the
palmed cards and removes the twO Jacks.
As you can see, you are setting up for an
additional kicker!
Show the faces of the two Jacks. As you
put these rwo cards onto the left-hand
cards, obtain a break beneath them. As
your body turns to the right, palm the
bottom two cards in your left hand and
reach into your left coat pocket to remove
the rwo Jacks. As before, when your hand
enters the pocket, it drops the two palmed
Tens and removes the two Jacks. Show the
faces of the Jacks and put them on top of
the right-hand cards.

Figure 7

Figure 8

You have simply inserted the Tens face up
and out-jogged into various parts of the
deck - apparently just a flashy way to
display them. Actually, you have switched
out the double cards so both the Jacks and
Tens can be examined at the end.

As soon as you table the deck, show both
hands empty, and then remove the four
Jacks from your pockets. Table the Jacks.
If someone happens to reach for the Jacks
or Tens, they can. Also, the top four cards
of the deck can be palmed off to leave the
deck totally clean if you wish.

You have just caused the Jacks and Tens
to change places - quite a surprising
effect. The spectators will now relax.
By now, the spectators should be saying
how amazing it was that they didn't see
anything suspicious. Offer to repeat the
trick. Immediately snap the right-hand
cards and turn them face up to show only
four Jacks - hand these cards to a
spectator. Show both hands empty, then
slowly remove the rwo Tens from each
pocket! Of course, this will devastate any
audience!

Notes
Although this Ioob icleotia1 to similar

nicks. this one is much easier. and much
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